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ABSTRACT
The woric reported in this thesis pertains to the 
problems associated with a forced commutated inverter for  
the integration of an MHD generator into an A.C, power net­
work. The study illxatrates the fe a s ib ility  of lising a 
simple square wave inverter to convert and control the out­
put power o f an NHD duct feeding into a power system.
Power flow equations have been derived treating MHD- 
inverter link as a single machine connected to in fin ite  bus. 
Operating point is located for the maximxim power transfer 
from an MHD duct with particular values o f series reactor 
and phase sh ift angle. Modified power flow eqmtions are 
derived with f i lte rs  added to eliminate harmonics. A 
compurter programme has been prepared to .aimulate the connec­
tion o f either a square wave or a PWM inverter to the MHD 
duct.
A simple scheme has been presented for the simulation 
of MHD inverter link in the laboratory. The results o f d ig i­
ta l simulation are verified  with the experimental setiq>. The 
detailed design of inverter and associated compon^ts is  
presented fo r the inter^-connection o f the 2MW, 20 electrode 
pair MHD test fa c ility . An experiment is  conducted to predict 
the approximate length of a rewirable fuse wire fo r the pro­
tection of semiconductor devices of known I^t ratings.
( i i i )
An automatic feadbaek controller fo r power control 
from an MHD duct has been designed, fabricated and tested. 
The steady state and dynamic response o f the simulated sys­
tem is demonstrated. The transient interaction of a 
multiple-electrode MHD generator with a force commutated 
inverter is  described. Time dependent computer model of 
the MHD generator has been used fo r the determination of 
V-I characteristics* Sudden load changes have been conside­
red from operating point and transients have been studied 
fo r various cases of interest.
( iv )
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CHAPTER 1 ; INTRODUCTION
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1.2 MHD Generator-Power 
System In tegration
1.3 Scope and Outline o f 
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C H A P T E R  1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N
! • !  Omeral Introduction
Nagnetohydrodynamlc (NHD) direot energy conversion was 
f i r s t  observed by Michael Faraday In 1932* The phenomenon was 
e^erlm entally verified  by him, by sensing, through galvono- 
meter, the emf Induced In the saline and hence conducting water 
of river Thames due to Its flow In the magnetic fie ld  of the 
earth [1 ,2 ]. The extraction of e lectrical energy from such a 
natural source could not gain momentum as the conductivity of 
water Is quite low and the earth’ s magnetic f ie ld  very weak to 
yield appreciable amount o f e lectrical power. Besides the 
Thames river Investigations, most o f the Faraday’ s work was 
with conductive liqu id  metals, like  murcury. I t  was some 
times late  In the 19th century that the e lectrical properties 
o f thermally Ionised gases and their Interaction with magnetic 
f ie ld  were studied and the fe a s ib ility  of MHD generation was 
realised. A fter the World War I I ,  Magnetohydrodynamlcs (MHD) 
emerged as one component o f developing Interests In the under­
standing and utilization  of ionized gases or plasmas under 
high temperatvire conditions. Kinetic theory o f gases, statist  
t lca l mechanics and quantum theories were developed in large  
part as explanations of what happened in gas discharge tiJbes
[3]. 2
In 19^ Karlovitz patented the design of an MHD 
device and around 1950*s, Dr. Arth\ir R, Kantrowitz and yomg 
researchers did the original work for the MHD power genera­
tion [3 ].  In the year 1959 AVCO.s f i r s t  generator, the Mark- 
I  was built by Dr. Richard J* Rosa [4 ,5 ]. From I960 to mid 
seventies number o f test and esqperimental fa c ilit ie s  were 
setup with international exchange o f informations [6 ].
The characteristics o f an MHD generator like  its  
compactness, simplicity and high power density makes i t  
specially suitable fo r a variety of applications in the 
military area. That is  why i t  was developed duriiig the world 
war I I  as mentioned above* An MHD system has no moving parts, 
operates at high temperature and has low weight to power ratio. 
As s\jch i t  is  found to be very appropriate for space appli­
cations like  space vehicles, space power systoas, space plate- 
forms in addition to power systems in aircrafts and ship 
propulsion. A unique use o f an MHD generator is as a portable 
source of power for emergency, standby or mobile reqtiirwents 
including temporary power fo r scientific  e^qperiments in iso­
lated areas [2 ].
The area in MHD development that has received the 
maximum international attention and has a potential for power 
generation is the MHD conversion in fo ss il fuel based systems. 
Inspite of advent of other energy soiirces coal s t i l l  remains 
the most important fuel fo r power generation a l l  over the world
and about 79 percent o f e lectrica l power is  sxqpplied by 
thennal power plants[7 ].  With the Increasing energy demands 
and diffllnlshlng reserves of natural fo ss il fu e ls , lo t  of 
time and energy has been spent in evaluating the alternative 
concepts in the energy conversion techniques. In mid seven­
ties Energy Conservation Alternatives Study (EGAS) was con­
ducted and the results proved that open cycle» coal-fired , 
direct preheat MHD systams have potentially one of the 
highest coa l-p ile  to bxjs-bar efficiency and also one of the 
lowest cost o f e lectric ity  (COE) among the varioue advanced 
power plant concepts xjsing coal or coal derived fuels [8 ] •
For better efficiency and cheap-er electrical power generation 
an MHD generator and associated components could be coupled 
to an existing conventional steam plant as a topping cycle 
and could be optimized for fu l l  load operation as a base load 
plant [9 ].  However occasional demands for part load opera­
tion may also occur during emergencies.
A f i r s t  stage coal fired  MHD plant is  projected to 
achieve a cycle efficiesaey o f ^  to 32 percent compared to 
conveoitional plants o f about 29 to 35 percent and second 
stage MHD generation is  expected with an overall efficiency  
of 60 percent. The consumer cost of e lectric ity  per KVh with 
MHD system w ill  be approximately 18 to 20 percent lower than 
the conventional thermal power plants, and the fuel saving 
betweoi 20 to 30 percent with less heat ' wastage par unit
k
of the useful power generated [10]«
In addition to cost and efficiency consideration, MHO 
technology has also been viewed for commercial applications 
because o f Its better thermal and a ir  pollution control 
features. The improved efficiency in MHD plants implies a 
reduction o f pollutants* A further reduction is  achieved 
with the anisslon control schemes. NO once formed in the 
combustor can be effic iently  reduced along the flow path in 
the MHD channel with the optimised distribution of temperature, 
pressure and velocity. is  automatically ronoved as seed
material combines with sulphur as the gas steam cools [ l l ] .
I t  is  reported that 99 percent oxides o f sulphtjr out of the 
gases emitted fxx>m the MHD generator are eliminated and thus 
the pollution kept within the permissible lim its* Also two 
stage cyclonic combxjustor with ammonia infection reduces the 
NO emission well below the permissible lim its. Waste d ls - 
posal Involves several million tonnes o f ash per year from 
any normal power station at present. A reduction in coal 
consunptlon Implies considerable ash reduction [12 ]. Further 
studies are being carried out and new technologies are being 
developed for better environmental and pollution control 
[13,14].
Because of the above promising potentials Magneto- 
hydrodynamic power generation from the fo ss il fuels is
onerging as the most effective energy conversion method 
[15 ]. The construction o f a commercial fu e l-fired  MHD 
generator unit with a capacity of 500 MW has already begun 
at the site  of the Ryazan Coatral Power Station (USSR).
The commissioning is planned in near future. At the outset 
of 1990*8 the f i r s t  fu e l-fired  commercial power generating 
MHO \jnit having a capacity o f 500-1000 MW is expected to be 
installed [16 ].
MHD involves many disciplines* The knowledge of 
disciplines sixih as, gasdynamicsi thermodynamics» plasma 
physics* Electromagnetics* flu id  mechanics etc* is necessary 
for the analysis and design of MHD power generators. Inter­
national cooperation is  very much helpfuQ. in the system 
design* material development* plasma effects* componait 
design and development, diagnostics and power system integ­
ration. Tr mendous progress has already been made in these 
areas and commercial generators fo r large scale integration 
of MHD power into existing power grid are expected very soon, 
MHD activ ities in various countries depend upon the type of 
systems being considered and the level of efforts Involved. 
The international liason group on MHD electrical power gene­
ration is providing exchange of informations between the 
specia list 's  o f various countries. Research and develop­
ment work has been stepped \jq[) at an advance leve l to cOTimer- 
c ia lize  this technology by the «id  o f this century in many
coiaitries o f the world particu larly , USA, USSR, Japan, 
Netherland, China, Atastralia and India [17-26].
1.2 MHD Generator Power System Integration
MHD power is delivered in direct current form which 
could be used directly in the normal chemical processes 
without the need for d ,c./a.o. inversion but most econcoiio 
and useful application of MHD generation is fo r the inters 
connection o f MHD generator with electrical supply u t ility  
fo r bulk power transmission. Interfacing MHD power plants 
with the stablished electric u t ility  grid depends \jpon the 
ab ility  to e ffic ien tly  and re liab ly  invert d.c* pov;er to 
conv«itional a ,c . power* Therefore the inverter systems, 
which accomplish this process are an important subsystem of 
an MHD power plant. They should be e ffic ien t, re liab le  
economical and carefu lly controlled systons. So fa r two 
types of inverter systons have bem developed, namely, a 
rotary inverter and the other is a static inverter,
A novel rotary inverter system makes use o f a parallel 
connected rotary motor (PCRM) driving a conventional a lte r­
nator J27]. The design, fabrication, testing and stab ility  
studies o f Such a system has already been performed (28,29].
A conceptual design o f an . MHD motor is  also proposed [30 ].
The advantages o f rotary inverter systems are that -
7
( i )  a l l  the electrode-pairs of an MHD generator can be
connected to a single machine while maintaining 
electrical isolation between electrode pairs»
( i i )  the systttB provides a means of control to obtain the
desired distribution o f load along the MHD channel*
( i i i )  the sjrstan does not require elaborate filte rin g
equipment and
(iv )  owing to its  mechanical inertia, the Inverter system 
decouples the MHD generator from sudden load distur­
bances.
In this system MHD power is  f i r s t  converted 
into mechanical power which in turm ^ converted to 
electrical power. Therefore this s y s t^  is somewhat 
costly and ineffic ient.
Static inveirters provide a direct e lectrical connec­
tion between the a.c. and d.c» systems by means of solid  state 
thyristor switches. The use o f solid state inverters in con­
ventional applications has achieved mattarity but more perfor­
mance data from inverters operating with MHD generators under 
fxjiLl load, partia l load and transim t conditions miost be 
acquix*ed for optimal MHD inverter design for maximum power 
transfer. MHD inverter requirements include high power 
factor, low harmonic power, d.c* and a.c* transient protec­
tion and a.c* power control.
8
static line  commutated inverters have an stablished 
technology and are being operated at power levels of hundreds 
of magawatts in high voltage d.o« transmission* Therefore 
earlie r studies are mainly devoted to line commutated inver­
ters fo r interfacing HHD generator to power grid  and they are 
referenced elsewhere [31 ]. Recent studies with line  commu­
tated inverters include series capacitive compensation for 
improved power factor, increased commutation stab ility  and 
Hall voltage isolation [32 ]. A line  commutated inverter 
system has also b e «i used as load regulator o f the NHD gene­
rator [33 ]. Stable operation o f the MHD-inverter link has 
been studied and significant harmonic reduction has been 
achieved with higher pulse numbers [3A-,35]. The inverter 
system was connected with static VAR generator and o sc illa ­
tion behaviour and its  elemination by current rate feedback 
is described [36 ]. T i^ s ien t interaction and stab ility  
studies o f a mill t ip i e^electrode MHD generator have appeared 
[37 ]. Despite a l l  the efforts for better performance, power 
factor compensation is necessary because of low power factor 
and inorder to operate near unity power factor at maximum 
conversion efficiency approximately 1,5 MVA of power factor 
correction must be provided for each MW of power generated 
[44 ], J*Lne commutated inverters cannot work with isolated  
loads.
Static forced commutated inverter systems are an
9
onerglJig technology with many advantages namely
(a ) the a.c* power factor can be steplessly contro­
lle d  over any required range,
(b ) better voltage and harmonic controli
(c ) commutation fa ilu re  induced faults are minimised,
(d ) fast system response and
(e ) better stab ility .
With the above advantages, extensive theoretical and 
e^cperimoital studies must be made* However, so fa r, world 
wide research in this area has been rather meagre and publica­
tions on this subject have been limited to a very small nuBber 
of papers such as [38] to [ ^ ] .
Reference [38] is  the comparative st\idy of the perfor­
mance o f line  and forced commutated inverters, References[39] 
and lUo] describe an inverter systan having two controls
(a ) notch width control to determine the ratio between the 
MHD generator d.c. output and the a.c« lin e  voltage and
(b ) a phasing control to regulate the angle, leading or 
lagging, between the inverter output and the a.c, line  vol­
tage. The process o f voltage regulation prodixjes varying 
harmonics which are cancelled in the specially designed magne­
tics* Reference [4 l] discusses about the tradeoffs o f voltage 
and current source inverter technologies,
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References [U2], [^3] and [Wf] are the studies 
concerning MHD channel -  inverter interactions including 
fau lt protection, open and closed loop control and stab ility . 
Reference [45] describes the requirements o f MHD, inverter 
and u t ility  grid for successful operation using PWM techni­
ques, Reference [ ^ ]  describes some vsaique consideration of 
four electrode consolidation inverter systems with computer 
control.
Above mentioned references are mostly related with 
design testing and fabrication of forced commutated inverters 
upto few mega-watts. MHD generation at commercial levels is 
in the range of 300 to 2000 MW at the f i r s t  stage and there­
fore above informations may not be sufficient to provide 
answers to many questions that may come tgp about the integra­
tion o f MHD generators into a.c. network using forced comm\>- 
tated inverters. Therefore detailed investigations must be 
made fo r the switching losses, flu id  dynamic coupling, harmonic 
control under variable operation, stab ility  and maximum power 
transfer from MHD dtjct with desired power factor.
1,3 Soepe and outline o f the thesis
The work z*eported in this thesis pertains to the 
problems associated with the force commutated inverter for  
the integration of an MHD generator into an a.c . power network. 
Special attention has been paid to evolve a simple control
11
systan and improved power factor for the conversion and 
control of MHD power. The theoretical and eoqperimental 
studies presented, ill\jstrate the fe a s ib ility  of using a 
simple square wave Inverter to convert and control the out­
put power of an MHD duet feeding Into a power system under 
maximum power transfer and unity power factor conditions.
Bower flow eqvatlons have been derived treating MHD 
inverter link as a single machine connected to In fin ite b\]s. 
The operating point is located for the maximum power transfer 
from an MHD duet with particular values o f the series reactor 
and the phase sh ift angle. Modified power flow equations are 
derived with f i lte rs  added to eliminate harmonics. A computer 
programme has been prepared to simulate the connection of 
either a square wave or a PWM inverter to the MHD dtct. Quasi 
static changes in flu id  dynamic conditions have been allowed 
for, by considering the variation in the MHD output voltage 
and the internal resistance. Detailed theoretical and experi­
mental results are presented in graphical and tab\;Q.ated forms. 
Inverter and associated components have been designed and 
special fuse protection provided.
An automatic feedback controller for power control 
from MHD duct has been designed, fabricated and tested.. 
Excellent response mder steady state as well as dynamic 
condition is  demonstrated with a stingle control loop and a
12
simple logic cirouitary. The V -I characteristics of an 
MHD generator have been computed using a time dependent 
computer model of the generator* The results are thai 
utilized  for power control of the generator undar various 
operating conditions. A voltage source inverter (VSI) 
interface is  considered fo r transient stvidies of the genera­
tor inverter link. The s tab ility  studies are also carried  
out with sudden load changes from operating point.
The organization o f the thesis Is as follows i
Chapter 2 t This chapter is devoted for the d ig ita l 
simxilation o f MIO generator inverter link. The analysis of 
an MHD generator^inverter link has been made to reduce swit­
ching losses by using a square wave inverter working at line  
frequency. A single controller has bean used to transfer 
maxiouB power from HMHD generator-inverter link to the 
in fin ite  bus at the desired power fiactor and without any 
power factor correction needed. Generalized power flow  
equati(»i8 have been derived which can connect za square wave 
or PWN inverter to an MHD dust with any electrode configuration. 
Modified power flow equations with f i lte rs  have been also  
derived. The quasi static changes in the flu id  dynamic condi­
tions have been allowed for by considering the variations in 
the MHD output voltage and the internal resistance from the
operating point. The detailed d ig ita l computer study is
f
*T3
carried o\rt for the variation of real and reactive powers 
with quasi static changes in the flu id  dynaaic conditions.
The control o f power to an a«c« system with input and out­
put parameters using phase sh ift  is also studied. Results 
of the d ig ita l simulation are plotted and tabulated.
Chapter 3 t This chapter describes a scheme to 
simulate the MHO-inverter link in the laboratory* The e3q>eri- 
mental resuls are obtained and compared with those of the d igi­
ta l simulation in the la st chapter. An inverter has been 
designed to interconnect 2MW, 20 electrode pair MHD-test 
fa c ility  to a,c« grid. Special design considerations are 
made to choose the inductor fo r the commutation circiiit for  
high frequency operation, A d ig ita l computer st\jdy is  made 
to Bbov the ctjrrent variation under different operating condi­
tions for safe inverter operation. Finally a special test is  
conducted to predict the approximate length of a rewirable 
fuse wire in water to be used fo r protection of power elec­
tronic devices. The changes in the input parameters of the 
MHD duct are made to control the power manually \jsing phase 
shifting transformer.
Chapter 4 r This chapter is devoted for the design, 
fabrication and testing o f an automatic feedback controller 
to doDonstrate the steady state and the dynamic response of 
the simulated system. In order to predict the behaviour of
lif
the feedback controUer» the diglteil simulation o f the 
controller is done losing a 1st order controller in a closed 
loop system to achieve greater acctiracy, improved dynamic 
response and reduced effects o f distuxi>ances. The d ig ita l 
computer study neglects the resistances in the syston and 
time constants involved in the firin g  c ircu it and power 
transducer. The mathematical model of the controller is 
obtained and then simulated on the d ig ita l computer following 
step by step calculations to determine the approximate para­
meter of the controller. An analogxxe simulation is done to 
evaluate exact parameters. The feedback controller is then 
designed and fabricated. The transient response o f the 
controller is  calcxilated and experimentally verified  fo r a 
step change in the MHD duet voltage and the resistance. The 
steady state response of the simulated system is also deter­
mined eaqperimentally. Theoretical and e:q>erimental results 
are compared. The control logic has been designed and fabri­
cated with CMOS integrated circuits fo r a low power consump­
tion and a high noise immuaity.
Chapter 9 t This chapter is devoted to the theoretical 
calculations o f the V -I curves using the time dependent model 
of the MHD generator for d ifferent modes o f loading. These 
curves are \jsed for d ig ita l simulation o f power control as 
described in Chapter 2. A segmented Faraday generator with 
fine segmentation to minimize Hall effect is  considered in
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this chapter. Calcxilations are made fo r 2MW (thermal), 20 
electrode pair generator. The results o f the steady state 
analysis is compared with the results in Chapter 3« The 
transient interaction of a au lt ip le  electrode NHD generator 
with a force commutated inverter s y s t^  is  described. The 
transient behaviour with a step change in current is  also  
described. A voltage source inverter (VSI) interface is  
considered with the above compxrter model with a d«c» input 
f i l t e r  in oz*der to lim it the inverter ripple in;)eotion to the 
MHD channel and the influence of the channels voltage ripple 
on the converter. A set o f current and voltage equations are 
derived for the MHD generator inverter link. D igital simula­
tion is  carried out with these equations for the transient 
analysis o f the above system.
The duct is  sii)Jected to sudden load changes from 
operating point to near open c ircu it and short circu it condi­
tions and results are obtained for space and time variation  
of temperature, pressure, velocity, mach number, current and 
voltage. Also the results are obtained with diffez*ent input 
capacitor and an optimtm size of the same is suggested for the 
chos^ system.
Chapter 6 i This is  the concluding chapter. I t  summa­
rises the results obtained in the previous chapters and proposes 
further z*esearch work.
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In carrying out this study the following objectives 
are parsued. (
( l )  The analysis is generalised to include any type 
of force coBUBUtated inverter for the conversion 
and control of MHD duet power.
(11) The results obtained are such that they can be 
e^eriaen ta lly  verified  with a laboratox*y gene­
rator o f 2 MW (thermal) with 20 electrode pairs.
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CHAPTER 2 J DIGITAL SIMULATION OF MHD QBiBRATDR 
INVERTER LINK
2.1 Introdijotlon
2*2 Simulation o f MHO Generator
2.3 Simulation of Inverter
2.4 Simulation with f i lte rs  
2*5 Computational procedure
2.6 Results o f d ig ita l simulation 
2*7 Summary and conclusion
C H A P T E R  2
dPIGlTAL SIMULATION OF MHD QffliSRATOR 
INVERTER
2*1 Introduction
The primary aim of an MHD generatoz^inverter based 
power system is  to maximise the conversion of chemical energy 
of fo ss il fuel to e lectrical energy being supplied to an a.c. 
power grid. In order to achieve this goal, i t  is necessary 
to \mderstand the nature o f the MHD generator-inverter link  
and u t ility  grid  interaction when connected to a power system.
The studies so fa r reported in literature relate to the 
experimental aspeot o f the design, fabrication and in it ia l  
operation of a force commutated inverter with voltage and dis­
placement control [ ^ - ^ ] ,  The real power is  controlled by 
changing the phase angle (£ ) between the inverter output and 
bus voltage. Whereas reactive power is  controlled by changing 
the inverter voltage using pulse width modulation (PWM) tech­
nique. This means operating an inverter at a higher frequency 
than the line frequency. In doing so varying amounts of
The material presented in this chapter has led to the 
authors publication number 3»7 and part of p\A>lication 
nunber 1 mentioned in the l i s t  of pidslications attached.
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harmonics are prodxiced. The switching losses oaijsed at 
the high power level are also increased. This chapter is  
devoted fo r the following studies t
-  The analysis of an MHD generator^inverter link has 
beoi made to red\jce switching losses by using a 
square wave inverter woxicing at line  frequency.
-  The use of only a single controller to transfer 
maximum power from MHD generator-inverter link to 
the in fin ite  bus at the desired power factor and 
without any power factor* correction,
-  Deriving the generalised power flow equations 
which can connect a square wave or PWM inverter to 
an MHD diet with any electrode configuration.
-  Deriving the modified power flow equations with 
fU te rs .
This chapter includes the derivation of the genera­
lised  power flow eqmtions for the simulation of single  
electrode pair of an MHD generator inverter link in prac­
tica l operating conditions. The condition fo r maximum 
power transfer to in fin ite  bus is obtained taking into 
accomt the quasistatic changes in the flu id  dynamic condi­
tions, The MHD genera tor-inverter link is  treated as a 
single machine connected to in fin ite  bus as shown in figixre
20
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2»1. Simple computer progz^mmes have been developed to stiidy 
the variation of real and reactive powers with quasi static  
changes in flu id  dynamic conditions.
2.2 Simulation o f an WHD generator
An MHD generator is a multi-electrode device* Bach 
electrode pair can be represented by an equivalent circu it  
with a voltage source in series with internal gas resis­
tance as shown in figure 2*2 [^7]* In general and 
are variables and d iffe r  from their normal design values of 
and Rq depending i?)on the loading conditions of other 
electrode pairs and other variables like  temperatixre, pz*es- 
sure» magnetic fie ld  intensity, seeding rate etc. For the 
presfflQt analysis only single electrode pair V -I characteris­
tic has been approximated by straight line . The VI character­
is t ic  is  assumed to be bound within the region enclosed 
between two straight para lle l lines as shown in figiu*e 2*3.
2.2#1 Simplifying assumptions
For the simplified analysis the following assunptions 
are made for one electrode-pair V-I characteristic [A?].
( i )  V -I characteristic of one electrode pair is linear*
( i i )  Magnetic fie ld  intensity in the generator channel is 
constant.
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( i i i )  Oas dynamical parameters are constant.
(Iv ) Generator In let flu id  djniamle conditions and seeding 
rate are constant.
(v ) Individual pairs of electrodes are not dyn a m ica lly  
oo\4 >led,
(v i )  End effects and electrode effects are neglected.
2*2*2 KHD EQuations
Whoi the MHD generator is operating at any value of 
duct voltage and resistance other than the normal designed 
value* the open circu it voltage and the internal gas resis­
tance o f an electrode pair can be expressed in terms of the
respective rated values as [28 ].
-  MV^  and -  NR  ^ (2 .1)
where letters N and N define the deviation from rated
values.
Nov terminal voltage o f one electrode pair at any load, 
can be expressed as follows [34]*
^t -  ^d -  ^d «d (2 .2 )
Combinix^ the equations (2 .1 ) and (2 «2 ), we get
-Mvo m :  ( 2 j )
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Fbr simplified axudysis as disoxissed in section N
and N both are takan unity. Therefore
%
Fnw figiire 2*2 i t  can be seen that the power delivered from 
MHD generator electrode pair at any load is given as :
Pd -  V ^ d  -  V - ^ d  (2 .5 )
and maximum power transfer w il l  take place when equals 
and is given as
Pd«ix * (2 .6)
This condition of maximum power transfer corresponds 
to a loading parameter o f 0*3. In practice* however* the
loading parameter required fo r optimum enthalpy extraction
t
w ill d iffe r  from this value.
2.2.3 Perm it base quantities on MHD side
The selection of base values is made in order to 
reduce the calculations* To simplify the computational woz4c, 
the base values are selected tin such a fashion that the 
perm it values o f rated voltage and current yield the unit 
power [A8]. The MIID genera tor-Inverter link is  a dual sys­
tem i .e .  on MHD side the quantities are d.c* whereas the
26
output o f the inverter is  a,c» Therefore the base values 
for both the sides are chosen separately. In this analysis, 
the operating point is  chosen such that the maximun power is  
transferred to In fin ite  bus* Therefore base power is  chosen 
as given by Equation (2#6) and other values fo r the same 
condition are
base voltage, «  V^/2 volts (2 .7 )
base c\irr«it, 1^  ^ «  VQ/2R.Qamps (2 .8 )
and base iapedance,R^ -  ^b'^^ * *^ o (2*9)
2.3 Simulation of Inverter
NHD inverter link is  connected to in fin ite  bus via 
transforaer and reactor as shown in figure 2.4 (a ) .  The 
r^ed. and reactive power flow equations fo r the above power 
system represented by the eqxiivalent c ircu it as shown in 
figure 2.4 (b ) ,  can be derived as uider. The complex power 
flow from the inverter to in fin ite  bus is given as
P ♦ JQ -  %  ^  (2.10)
whare ^  ^  (Cob e + J Sin « ) (2>U)
S. Sin 6 E, Cos 6 -> Ek 
and m J ---- ---------- -£  (2.12)
\  h
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Giving the real and reactive power flow to in fin ite  b\» as
(2,13)
^ Em OUB V
(2 .U )V  % Cos 6
I f  the losses are neglected in the inverter then power de lir  
vered from the MHD generator eqvjals the output power of the 
inverter,
2.3*1 Relation between d.c. and a .c . Quantiti«s
The duct voltage can be written as follows
-  K (2.15)
where is  the rms value o f the fiaadam^tal amplitude
of the inverter voltage per phase and K is a constant. K
depends upon the type of the inverter* Using equations (2*2) 
and (2*4 ), we can rewrite equation (2«13) as
h  V  <2.16)
or
\  -  K -  Id V  <2.17)
Above Equations give the idea how inverter voltage changes
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with NHD dixst loading and gas resistance. From Equations 
(2*5)» (2.13) and (2 .19 )f i t  can be dedueed that
I .  .  S in  e (2 .1 8 )
Now from equations (2 *4 ), (2.15) and (2*18) we can rewrite 
new values o f and as follows
3K EL
-  (V ^ -------- ^  . Sin «.R q) (2.19)
^s
end
3K Bl
^  «  K (Vq -------- ^  . Sin fi.R^) (2.20)
Equations (2.13) and (2.14) can be obtained on s\j&}stittxtion 
o f the value of E  ^ fz*om equation (2 .20 ).
• Sin 6.R^).E^j.Sin 6
p .  -----------------B-------------------------------------  (2.21)
JKE^Sln e 2
• «<,)■
JKEkSin «.R .
K (V o ------ - S t ; ------ ^ ^  Cos «
(2 . 22)
Equations (2.21) and (2.22) give the power flow from inverter
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to in fin ite  bus. They depend upon the type of inverter, 
internal voltage and the resistance of the MHD generator, 
bus voltage, system reactance and displacement angle £•
2.3.2 P ru o it  base quantities on a.o. side
For the dual system the base qiiantities are derived 
fo r the power equivalence c rite ria  i .e .  power transfer from 
d.o. side is  the .same on a.c . side neglecting inverter losses.
Let Eg and 1q be chosen as the a,c« bus voltage and
currant per phase, then total power is given :
base power, Pg »  3% Ig -  (2.23)
V 1
base ciirroitylB ■ - 2 -  , -----  (2.24)
En 2
base impedance, Zb -  .1 2  ( ; ^ )  (2.25)
0
2*3.3 Sim lation with square wave Inverter
Ihe most simple form o f a force commutated inverter is  
a square wave inverter. The constant K defined in equation
(2.13), fo r a square wave inverter with centre tapped supply 
is / ^ »  [50 ]. Therefore we can rewrite the equations (2«18) 
to (2»22) fo r a square wave inverter on per unit basis by 
dividing the respective base quantities as described in Sec­
tion 2. 2.3.
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6 EL R
I .  ------- , ^  , - a  . Sin 6 (2,26)
V. «  2 -  ~~—  .—  • • Sin t  (2*27)
V  «  1^0 * .
fz  ejz E. •
E| ■ — ,[2  -  —  • —  • —  • Sin fi] (2*28}
6 / r  E. R^  S / z  lEL R
T^iii “ C ‘" """' • “ “ • fi]»(|2— — ~  • —  • —^ *Sin fl]
P'  ^ * V X  n V X
" * ^ 0  8 o 8
(2.29)
JY 6 J~Z R 2E.
C -  {2  -  ------- . ~  . -2 - • Sin e } -----^  , Sin 6]
*  ^  \
The above equations predict the performance of the MHD g9ne- 
rator->in'\^er link at any loading conditions. They are 
isolved using d ig ita l computer* The computer programs are 
lis ted  in App<mdix A,
2.^ Simulation with f i lte rs
A converter is  considered to be the source o f harmonic 
voltages and currents on both the sides o f the converter i .e .  
a.c. and d»o« side* F ilters are added to reduce as fa r  as
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practicable these harmonic voltages and ciirrents. It  is 
recoamoided fo r economy to use a twelve pulse converter with 
f i lte rs  than to use a converter of higher pulse number with 
permissible redwtlon In harmonies [31 ].
A f i l t e r  c ircu it is  a series combination of an induc­
tance and a capacitance tuned to a specific harmonic frequency* 
I t  forms a short cirBult path mder series resonance fo r that 
particular harmonic so that the harmonic voltage collapses*
Such short circuiting path can be provided in para lle l to the 
system fo r every particular harmonic to be suppressed [52 ].
2.4,1 Location and type of f i lt e r s
Filters are located on both the sides of the converter. 
Filters on the a.c. side may be connected either on the primary 
(netwozii) side o f the converter transformers or preferably on 
the tertiary winding. The tertiary  has a voltage lower than 
the primary winding and the f i lte rs  are to be insulated for  
lower surge voltage and cost less [52 ],
The f i lte rs  can be a series or shunt type. The series 
f i lte rs  must carry the f\jll current o f the main c ireu lt and 
must be insiJlated throughout fo r fviLl voltage to ground. The 
shunt f i lt e r s  can be grounded at one end. They carry only 
the harmonic current fo r which they are tuned plus a fimdamen- 
ta l component much smaller than the main current. Hence a 
shunt f i l t e r  is much cheaper than a series f i l t e r  o f equal
33
effactivaness, A.C. shunt f i lt e r s  have another advantage 
ov«r the series f i lt e r s .  At fundamental frequency the 
former sivplies the needed reactive power whereas the la tte r  
consunes it*
2.4*2 Modified power flow equations with f i lte rs
For fiirther analysis only the shunt f i lte rs  connected 
to the reactor as shown in figure 2*9 is considered. Follow^ 
ing equation can therefore be written in Matrix form
(2.31)
where
Zjj -  Xg -  Total netwoxic reactance per phase including 
line  reactor at power frequ^cy.
■ (X^ -  Xj^ ) ■ Net f i l t e r  reactance per phase at 
power frequency
Using equation (2.31) we can write the following t
(X ji )  ♦ Zf -Z f ” =i
- Z ,  (Z „ / 2 )^ r ib ■«
<2.32)
where Z jZ  -  JX^/2
Eb^O
F IG^»5.SIMPL1F1ED E QU I V A L E N T  C I R C U I T  W I T H  F I L T E R .
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Z j -  j(Xj^ -  -  because at power frequency
capacitive reactance Is predominant.
substituting above values o f and Z^  ^ and writing the comp­
lex  conjugate of
- E ^  S in  «  ( ( X , / 2 ) - I , }  Cos 6 ( (X ,/ 2 ) -X ^ )* E , ,X ^
(2.33)
xjsing equations (2«10) to (2 «l4 ) we ean write the modified 
power flow equatiokiS as follows
E ,^  Sin 6
p .  --------- ( 2 . 3 4 )
(2,35)
where
t
*s -  V '* *e >
and
u
Equation (2*6) to (2*30) can now be modified on perunit basis 
as discussed in section 2,2.3 to allow for the f i l t e r  currents 
as follows t
6 / F  a  R
I-a *  ^  ^  ^ SJjl 6‘ d ,  *  -------- • —  • ;T  • S in  e (2 .3 6 )
o s
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s / a  ^
V. -  2 ----------, , - a  . Sin e (2.37)
n X.
0 8
»o
® / ^  Bb '*0 .I r ,  ^ Rp «  [   ---- , —   ^ J£ , Sin fi]* [2 - — - • —  • •
X *■ .  W V «  V Y
Sin e] (2.39)
,  X, . V ,  X,
sin e } ] .
[  l/i {2 .  ^  ^  . Sin e} -  ( ^ ) . C o »  « ]
«  »  X,
( 2.^0)
The abov« equations predict the performance of MHD 
generator-inverter link at any loading condition with f i lt e r .  
The computer program is lis ted  in table B-13 in appendix B 
and results are g iv ^  in section 3.^.2 o f next chapter*
2.5 Computational procedure
Computation is carried out on the d ig ita l computer 
using the fin ite  difference method. In this method step X>y 
step calculations are carried out with the assumption that 
different quantities remain constant over small fin ite  inter­
vals [53 ]. The operating point is chosei as shown in figure
37
2*3 and the design values are taken as In it ia l parameters*
®ie operating point is  sijcsh that the power transfer is maxi­
mum. These design values are designated as and
The changes in the input and output parameters o f the MHD- 
Inverter link are studied from this operating point. Simple 
programs are developed d lreotly from the equations derived 
in sections 2«3«3 and 2.4,2« This sort of work has not been 
reported so far. Therefore simple computer programs were 
developed and the results verified  by actual calculations. 
Every d ig ita l simulation study used separate program, A few 
of these programs arc listed  in app^dlx A, A simple flow 
chart for the control o f power from MHD duct is shown in 
figure 2«6.
2.6 Results of d ig ita l simulation
2.6.1 Variation in Electrical parameters with Phase sh ift  
1, Variation of  current and voltage with phase sh ift
The variation of MHD duct voltage and current is  
computed as a fvnctlon o f phase sh ift and resuilts are plotted 
as shown in figure 2.7 for three d lffe ra it  values o f the sys­
tem reactance, fiqmtions (2.26) and (2*27) are computed for 
phase sh ift o f 0 to 180° and system reactances of 0.223, 0.45 
and 0.90 PU. Whan system reactance is taken as 0*45 PU d i«t  
voltage and current is  1 PU, The program is  shown in l i s t
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I NPUT
P B ,  A l B , V B , A K , P R E F , E B , X L ^ V 0 ^ R 0 , P A I .
OUTPUT 
'PRINT TABLE HEADER
T
O U T P U T
Sp r i n t  l i n e
OUTPUT 
'DM,  AI D; VD, Ei s PD^P^ QS^DR
J-J^l
OUTPUT 
LINE PRINT
NO
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A-2 and the results are tabulated in tables A-3» A-4 and Ar-5 
In appendix A.
2* Variation of real and reactive power with phase sh ift
Equations (2.29) and (2.30) are computed as a function
*
of phase sh ift and graphed in figure 2«8« As seen from the 
graph, real power roaains constant between phase sh ift o f 60° 
to 120° fo r syston reactance of 0#A5 PU and reactive power is  
zero at 60 phase shift* For other values of system reactance 
the variation is  shown in figure 2*8 and tabulated in tables 
A-3 to A-5 in appendix A«
3. Commqits
Bquations (2«18) to (2.22) are generalised equations 
and can be used for any t}rpe o f forced commutated inverted. 
Hoiraver* considering the points mentioned in section 2»1* 
these equations have been modified fo r square wave inverter 
fo r the present analyslB. For the system reactances more 
than 0«45 per unit real and reactive power, both decrease 
whereas i f  the Bystaa reactance is  reduced, the variation  
of real and reactive power is shown in figure 2«8«
Therefore the operating point fo r the maximum power 
transfer from MHD duct is chosen for the case when reactive 
power is  zero at 60° phase sh ift  and 0*45 PU system reactance. 
At this operating point the power factor is  unity i ,e .  reac-
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tlve power ie xero and no power factor correction is needed. 
Inverter components have small size because of zero reactive 
power* This is the desired point of operation as the power 
transfer is maximum and voltage and current ranain approxi­
mately as 1 PU» Also the size and cost of inverter is  
minimized*
2*6.2 Variation of rea l and reactive power with changes 
in duct voltage and resistance as a function of 
phase sh ift
The MHD process being unsteady therefore the gas resis­
tance and duct voltage may change from operating value. This 
quasi-static change in flu id  dynamic condition is considered 
as a ftffKstion of phase shift* The changes in internal resis­
tance and duct voltage are considered as ±  25 percent from the 
operating point.
In order to control MHD poweri the variation of real 
and reactive power is  computed for above changes in internal 
resistance and duot voltage and plotted as shown in figure  
2*9* I t  can be observed that with the change in voltage, 
real and reactive power variation is more compared to change 
in internal resistance* Figure 2.10 shows the variation of 
real and reactive power fo r fixed voltage and changes in 
internal resistance.
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2.6.3 Variation of real and rfyntiva p 
duet cu rx^ t
Real power remains unchanged for any phase sh ift  
betwe^ Inverter output and a ,c , bus voltage* I t  Is zex*o 
at open and short c ircu it and maximum when c u rr^ t  Is 1 PU« 
Reactive power changes with different phase sh ift  as shown 
in figure 2«11. I t  Is lagging fo r large phase sh ift and Is 
zero at a phase sh ift of 6o° and 1 PU curroit.
2.6.4 Vitriatlon of real and reactive power with changes In 
Internal resistance from operating point
Tb consider the quaslstatlc changes In flu id  dynamic 
conditions (M N ^ 1) as dlsciissed In section 2,2,2, change 
In Internal resistance Is considered here fo r fixed values 
of d\jct voltages as shown in figiare 2•12. The real and 
reactive power variation is  shown fo r + 25 percent change in 
Iz^temal resistance from the normal opet«itlng point. The 
negative sign means reduction in resistance from the desi­
gned value. L ist A-6 in appmdix A shows the computer pro­
gram and tables A-8 to A-10 show the computational results 
fo r d ifferent voltages and phase sh ifts,
2,6,5« Variation of real and reactive power with changes 
in duct voltage from operating point
As discussed above, change in duet voltage is  considered
if?
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hare fo r fixed values o f internal resistance as shown in 
figure 2*13. The real and reactive power variation is shown 
fo r ^25 percent change in duct voltage from the normal oper­
ating point value. The negative sign means a reduction in 
duct voltage from the operating value. Similar program and 
tables were prepared as mentioned in section 2.6.4, but 
omitted from the appendix A becaijse o f lim itation in volume 
of appendix.
2.6,6 Control of power to a .c . system
The inversion scheme considered here converts d.c* 
power to a .c , power* Lower order harmonics are filte red  in 
3th and 7th harmonic f i lt e r s  and higher order harmonies in 
the series reactor connected in the scheme. I t  is  clear from 
above study that such a sch^e can transfer maximum power 
\xider unity power factor when the inverter oiitput voltage 
and bus voltage have a phase difference of 60^ and system 
reactance has a value o f 0.43 PU. Quasi-static changes in 
flu id  dynamic conditions of the duct may a lte r  the maximum 
power transfer* Phase sh ift control is applied here to 
regulate this power transfer to referaice value.
1. Power control fo r changes in internal resistance
Three cases are considered with change in resistance 
in the range of ±  25 percent. When the voltage is  raised from
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the designed value, phase sh ift control can easily maintain 
the reference power by reducing the phase sh ift. For a 2.5 
PU voltage and 23 percent change in resistance the reference 
power is kept as 1 PU. Other cases are also plotted in 
figure 2.14. It  can be concluded from figure 2.14 that with 
phase sh ift control the power fl6w to in fin ite  bus can be 
increased whenever there is  an increase in intenial resis­
tance or decrease in duct voltage. I f  the change is  within 
15 percent in either o f the two quantities the reference 
power can be maintained to reference leve l. This is how 
power can be regulated to the desired level by phase sh ift  
control. Therefore unsteady MHD process may be controlled 
for svqpplying the desired power. The reactive power is  
within the ireasonable lim it and as Bxjch there is no need 
of its  control. L ist A-11 in appendix A shows the program 
fo r control of power to a .c . s y s t^  and table A~12 shows 
the computed results when phase sh ift control is  applied.
2. Power control fo r ^hangeB In duet voltage
The change in voltage is taken as + 25 percent with 
fixed values o f resistances as shown in figure 2.13. The 
desired power is  kept as 1 PU fo r any increase in voltage 
and decrease in resistance by applying the phase sh ift  
control. However i f  voltage reduces and resistance increases 
the phase sh ift contx*ol can increase the power but not to the 
reference value as 1 PU. A change o f 13 percent in any of two
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parametere can be controlled. The reactive power in case of 
voltage variation is more compared to the resistance varia­
tion. This can be visualised from the power flow equations 
derived earlier* In this case also the reactive power does 
not need any compensation as the power factor remains within 
the desired lim it.
2.6.7 Change in Electrical parameters wit.h 9 t]j|||» 
phase shifts
D igital computer study made above has been extended to 
take into account the phase shifts of 90, and 30 degrees. 
As seen in figure 2.11» the reactive power w ill not be zero 
at the operating point and therefore for operation under 
unity power factor conditions power factor compensation w ill  
be required in the above cases. For smaller phase shifts the 
power control range increases but power transfer w ill not be 
maximvmi,
2*6.8 Power control w i ^  the output parameters
It  can be seen from the power flow equations that the 
two parameters which can effect the power are the system 
reactance cuid the bus voltage. I f  any of these parameters 
changes the phase sh ift control can be applied to keep the 
power transfer maximum. However i t  is neither needed nor 
feasible in practice to control power flow on a*c* side. In
55
case o f open c ircu it or short c ircu it the power variation has 
to be determined. This has been done with variable line reac­
tor and results show that i f  line reactance is  reduced power 
flow can be easily controlled to maximum. Table A -I 3  in 
appendix A shows the power control for changes in system 
reactance.
2.7 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter derives the general power flow eqmtions 
fo r an MHD-Inverter link tising force commutated inverter. A 
particular case o f square wave inverter is considered because 
of advantages mentioned in the preceding sections. Power flow 
eqttations have been derived on per unit basis fo r ease of cal­
culations. Per unit qijantities are derived for a .c . and d.o. 
both. D igital simulation resvilts are obtained with simple
computer programs using step by step calculations» The resu­
lt s  covering the following aspects have been obtained.
1. The input e lectrical parameters with phase sh ift.
2 . The read and reactive power flow with changes in 
internal resistance and duct voltage.
3. Variation of real and reactive power as a function 
of MHD current for d ifferent phase sh ifts.
4. Variation o f real and reactive power flow with qxasi- 
static changes in flu id  dynamic conditions.
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5. Power control to the desired level by varying the 
phase sh ift between inverter output and a«e« biis 
voltage.
6 . Power control on other phase shifts*
7* Power control with the output parameters,
Fron these computations i t  is concluded that x
1. A phase sh ift o f 60^ with a s y s t^  reactance o f 0«43 
PU should be chosen as operating point fo r maxinua 
power transfer under unity power factor conditions,
2, Power oontz*ol to reference level can be achieved 
within ^15 percent o f the changes in the inteitial 
resistance or the voltage of the MHD duet,
3, The phase sh ift contzx>l is effective fo r any increase 
in duct voltage or decrease in internal resistance of 
the duct. The reference power is maintained in the 
above eases.
/
4. In ease the internal resistance increases and duct 
voltage decreases from nomal operating value, the 
control s t i l l  helps to increase power flow to a,c« 
system but not to the reference value.
These results are verified  in the next chapter where 
an experiment is set iqp to simulate MHD-inverter link. Other 
phase sh ifts are also considered but reactive power compensa­
tion is needed in those cases.
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CHAPTER 3 * EXPERIMMTAL Vg-RIFICATION
AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
3*1 Introduction
3*2 E^erifflental set
3«3 Rest^lts o f a^qperimsntal study
3*4 Design of minloum cost f i lt e r s
3»5 Design of three phase auxiliary  
commutated Me Murray inverter
3*6 Inductor design
3,7 Design consideration for safe 
inverter operation
3*8 Water fuse protection for power 
thyristors
3 * 9  SuBoary and conclusion
C H A P T E R  3 
2XPSRIPWTAL VERIFICATION AND DBSICM CONSIDgFUTlOHS'*'^
3tl Introduction
Power flow equations have been derived for the MHD 
inverter link in the la s t  chapter* D igital simulation 
results have been obtained using the power flow equations.
This chapter describe a sinpla scheme to simtilate 
MHD-Inverter link in the laboratory. The experimental 
results are also obtained and compared with those o f d ig ita l 
simulation in the la st chapter.
F ilters have been designed to suit the e>q}erimental 
set\v specifications and results with f i lte rs  have been 
obtained. An inverter has been designed to interneonnect 
the given 2 MW (thermal) lin ear MHD-Oenerator test fa c ility  
to a.c. grid . At h4gh frequencies in the range o f 250 to 
1000 Hz, the losses in the commutation c ircu it become impor­
tant. The minimization of losses» skin effect and volme is 
important at high frequency operation for this purpose. 
Inductors with different design are compared for inverter 
commutation circviit. Due to changes in internal resistance
♦-i- A portion of this chapter is based on the authors paper 
nunber 4 and part o f paper number 1  motioned in the l i s t  
of p\i)lication8 .
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and duot voltage, the peak cxirrent through the inverter 
changes. But fo r the safe inverter operation this cxurrent 
should always be less than the peak of the comnutation pulse. 
Digital computer study is made to show the current variation  
under d ifferent operating conditions.
Semiconductor fuse is fomd most sxoitable fo r power 
semiconduotoz*s, its  cost is a major obstacle in its  adoption. 
Rewirable fuse link is economical and fast in comparison to 
a l l  other protective devices. But its  Joule integral ( I t )  
and the transient arching voltage are quite high. However 
an ordinary fuse wire when placed in water, carries a large  
currant compared to that in a ir  at reduced Joule integral 
the tests has been carried to predict the approximate length 
fo r a given rating of a particular device.
3.2 Experimental setup
rhe results o f d ig ita l simulation in chapter two are 
verified  with the esqperimental setiq) in the laboratory as 
shown in figure 3*1 • The d.c* voltage is taken from the d.c* 
variable supply bus and internal resistance from the resis­
tance box. A small transistor inverter has been used to 
convert d.c. power to a.c. Over load protection is provided 
with c .t« to cheek any xmbalance or over load. Line reactors 
are connected in each line  as discussed in la s t  chapter. Three 
phase delta/ star transformer is  connected to an auto-
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transformer to connect with the in fin ite  bue. Auto trans­
former is needed to adjust the bus voltage to match the 
operating point voltage at the MHD generator.
TO get the reqiiired point o f operation as discussed in 
la s t  chapter* the MHD voltage was adjusted to 43 volts^and 
resistance box were adjusted to 24 ohms and line  reactance to 
^  ohms (0 .4  PU). The axrto-transformer was adjusted to give 
on the secondary of the delta connected winding of the trans- 
fonner about 3 5  volts which is the no load voltage of the 
inverter at zero phase sh ift . The above data were chosen 
such that the inverter is  under safe operation. A phase 
shifting transformer to suite above ratings is used to 
sh ift the inverter voltage phase with respect to a .c . bus.
The measuring instrunents have not been shown in the block 
diagram. The detailed diagram for the MHD-inverter link  
esqperimental setup with measuring instrunents and protection 
provided is shown in figure B-1 in appendix B.
3»2,1 MHD-Generator-inverter link simulation data
1. D.C, sMpply (V^) 120/240 vo lt variable si:5)ply bus
available in the laboratory
2. Resistance Box (R^) ( i )  240 ohms and 1,23 A each and a
group of 20 in one box. A ll in
para lle l with switch provided. 
Maximum dessipation is 2.6 KW.
I
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3. Inrerter (INV)
4. Sxtexnal indue tano«
5 * Main transformer 
(delta/star)
(11) 20 olims and 5*3 A each and a 
group of 20 In one box. A ll 
in para lle l with switch provl- 
did. Maximum dissipation Is
3.9 K¥.
Power transistor Inverter Input 80 
volts d.o. with centre tapping and 
output a.c. 6 0  volts and 3  amps.
2A0 V, 50 c/s, 20 Amps. max. current 
with ohmic values o f 80,A0»20 and 
3 ohms.
Primary A15/2A0/207/120 volts,
3 KVA. Secondary 415/2^0 volts.
6 . Three phase auxiliary 413 Volts, 1.23 amps, primary 104
transformer (star/ Volts, 3 amps, and Secondary with
star) multiple sections In winding of
3 ,10 ,20 ,^  and 60 Volts.
7. Auto transformer Input 413/2^0 Volts, 20 amps, and
output 0 - 2 6 0  Volts.
8 . Phase Shifter a/X, 0,6 KVA, W/O-234 Volts,
3 Phase, 30 c/s, 1.36 amps.
9. Measuring Instrunents 
( 1 ) Ameters 0-3 Amps, 0-2,3/3 Amps., 1,3, 13 and
7,3 amps. (Moving Iron and moving
co ll both).
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( i i )  Voltmeters 0-30/60 Volts MI and MC (Moving
co il and moving iron both)
( i i i )  Wattmeters 0-125 W, ciirrent o i l  1.25/2.5/5
amps, and pressure co il 62.3/123/
250/500 Volts (Dynamometer type).
( iv )  Current Primary 5/10/20/50/100 amps, and
transformers Secondary 3 Amps.
3.2.2 Siaulatic"  .
As described in section 2.2 and MHD generator between 
any electrode pair can be represented by an eqiaivalent c ir ­
cuit with a d.c, voltage source in series with resistance.
The voltage and resistance of the duct are both varia­
bles and d iffe r  from their design volues. The MHO generator 
electrode pair is therefore simulated with resistance boxes 
and a d.c. variable supply as shown in figure 3«2« Becai;ee 
o f the centre tapped supply two bajiks o f 2^0 ohms resistance 
boxes are used to give 12 Jl. in each line  and 20 ohms resis­
tance box is  used to give 10 ohms across ositre tapping as 
shown in figure B-1 in appendix B.
The variable supply and resistance boxes can be adjus­
ted to chose desired point o f operation fo r maximum power 
transfer.
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II J . t T
3.2*3 iptTOonngQtion wli
MHD g^era to r inverter link is a duel system, HHI>- 
ganerator simulation gives d«o« which is inverted to thx*ee 
phase a«c. In fin ite  bus is  connected to three phase variac 
and thai to a three phase star/delta transformer and line  
reactor* This is  shown at section C-C in figtire B-1 in 
appendix B*
3#2.4 Phase sh ift control arrangement
In order to change the phase sh ift of the inverter 
outpxrt with respect to in fin ite  bus, a three phase shifting  
transformer is used o f the ratings mentioned in section 3*2«I. 
An auxiliary star/star transformer is connected to the output 
of the phase sh ifter which gives the desired phase shifted  
output at low voltage to control logic of the inverter. The 
phase sh ift control arrangement is  shown in Figure 3*3«
3.2.9 Iteasurwaf^t t f  quantities
The measurement of voltage, cxjrrent and power has been 
made on both a*c. as well as d .c. side with instrijnents conn­
ected as shown in the diagram of figure B-1 of appendix B. 
These instruments are with the range and rating as described 
in section 3.2.1.
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3*3 RtsultB of Experimental Study
The results of d ig ita l simulation study made in sec­
tion 2*6 of the la s t  chapter has been es^erimentally verified  
in this section with the experimental seti:^ described in 
section 3«2*
3*3.1 Variation in SLactrical parameters with phase sh ift
1. Variation of current and voltage with Phase sh ift
The input d,c* variable supply is  adjtjsted to 45 volts 
which gives 35 volts at no load on the output terminals of 
the inverter with zero phase sh ift . The variac is adjusted 
«
to give 35 volts. The Inverter output was connected to 
in fin ite  bus. The phase sh ifter control knob is adjusted to 
15 degrees interval. Readings were noted on d,c, side using 
two voltmeters, two ammeters and a wattmeters at sections A-A 
and B-B in figure B-1 in appendix B, On a,c , side also the 
voltage, current and power were measured at two locations as 
a double check up. The results are converted to perm it 
quantities and tabulated in tables B-2 and B-3 in appendix B 
and graphed in figure 3«A- fo r added line  reactance of O.AO PU 
and 0,80 PU.
3. Viariatlon of real and reactive power with phase sh ift
Real and reactive power is measured as a fuiction of 
phase sh ift at the output terminals of the Inverter and just
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after the line  reactor. The two wattmeter method has been 
xjsed fo r the measurement o f power in a«c* c ircu it. Real 
power is  almost constant between phase sh ift o f 60 to 120 
degrees fo r a line  reactance o f O.AO PU and reactive power 
is  zero at about 52 degrees. The variation of real and 
reactive power is tabulated in tables B-2 and B-3 in appendix 
B and graphed in figure 3.9. The other value of line reac­
tance chosen is  0.80 PU, Lower values of the line  reactance 
has not been chosen because of the limited range of over load 
protection of the invez^er provided and also to save the 
inverter from being short circuited or over loaded.
5. Comments
The above experimental results obtained very well 
verify  the theory stablished in the la st  chapter. The d iffe ­
rence in the two cases is the power loss in the inverter and 
therefore the real power curve is shifted iqpward to include 
the inverter losses. The results o f the d ig ita l simxilation 
neglect any resistance in the syston and also inverter losses 
are neglected. But in practice the small size power trans­
istor inverter has considex*able amomt o f loss and system 
is  not purely reactive but there is resistance in actual 
system. Due to resistance the maximum power transfer is not 
at 90 degrees phase sh ift  but i t  is shifted to 103 degrees. 
For maximum power transfer therefore occurs at 105® where 
reactive power is  not zero. These variations may be possible
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du« to change in system reactance because o f the practical 
d ifficu lty  to choose % reactor which gives exactly 0.45 PU 
reactance at the g iv ^  base.
3*3*2 Variation of raal and reactive power with changes 
in duet voltage and resistance as a fm ction of 
Phase sh ift
As discussed in section 2«6*2 o f the la s t  chapter 
that the NHD process being msteady* The change in resis­
tance and d\jBt voltage a ffect the real and reactive power 
flow. The real and reactive power flow with change in resis­
tance and duct voltage is  plotted as a fm ction of phase 
sh ift  and shown in figure 3 *6 . 25 percent change in resis­
tance and voltage is  adj\isted with resistance box and 
variable d«c« s\9 ply. The results are sim ilar to that obta­
ined in section 2 . 6 . 2  except that the curve obtained include 
inverter losses and resistance o f the sy st^ *
3 *3 * 3  Vlariation o f real power with ohange in internal 
resistance fron operating point
Tb consider the quasistatic changes in flu id  dynamic 
conditions (M N 9^  1) as discussed in section 2«2»2, resis­
tance from the resistance box is changed fo r 2*0 PU and 1#5 
PU o f MHD duet ovoltage. Because o f the limitations o f the 
resistance box, the change in resistance is  not in equal 
steps as considered in section 2*6«4 fo r d ig ita l computer
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study The variation fcr voltage 2.5 PU Is not considered 
because o l  the inverter rating lim itations. The variation  
of real power is plotted against change in internal resistance 
as shown in figure 3.7. The negative sign sign ifies a reduc­
tion in resistance from designed value. The variation of 
reactive power has bean tabulated in tables and B-5 in 
appendix B only.
3.3.4 Variation of real power with change in dust voltage
from operating point
Change in duct voltage is considered in this section 
fo r fixed values o f internal resistemces. The phase sh ift  
fo r operating point is  ta k ^  as 30 degrees because at 6 0  ^
phase shifty the increase in voltage exceeds the safe opera- 
tion o f inverter* The negative sign means reduction in duot 
voltage. Reactive power variation is small in this case also  
and wattmeter reading is siich that currect values are d iffic u lt  
to measure. Figure 3*8 shows the variation o f real power and 
the tabulated results are shown in tables B-6 and B-7 of 
appendix B.
3*3*5 Power control fo r changes in internal resistance
TVro cases are considered with change in resistance of 
the dxict with 30® and 60° phase sh ift . The resistance box is 
adjusted tin steps and then the phase sh ifter knob is  turned 
t i l l  the wattmeter reads the reference power. Flgtire 3*9
7k
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shows the power control fo r changes^Iy  JLntgnia l resistance 
and the tabulated results are shown In tables B«8, B-9 and 
B-IO In appendix B. Due to sligh t error in measuring instru­
ment and small setiQ) the perunit base qm ntities and phase 
sh ift angle is different from the d ig ita l computer study made 
in section 2*6*6 o f the la s t  chapter*
3*3*6 Power control fo r changes in d i»t  voltage
The refQrance power is fixed for a phase sh ift of 30 
degrees. The voltage is varied from the variable d*c* stqpply* 
The phase sh ifter knob is  turned to got the reference power,
A change of 13 percent in any o f the two parameters i«e « resis­
tance and duct voltage can be controlled to reference power. 
!Rie power to a.c* bus can always be increased with the phase 
sh ift control. This can be seen in coluan U and 3 in tables 
B-6 and B-7 o f appendix B. Figure 3*10 shows the variation  
of real power with phase sh ift control. This can be compared 
with figure 3.8 without phase sh ift control. The reactive 
power fo r the reasons already specified has:not be «i plotted. 
Moreover from the theoretical study i t  is  c lear that power 
factor r^nains within the desired lim it.
3#3#7 Change in e lectrical parameters with other
Phase shifts
The operating point fo r other phase sh ifts has been 
chosen but as discussed ea rlie r that for other than 60° phase
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ah lft the reactive power compensation w ill be required.
Tlie eaqparimental atvdy is  also been extended to 90, A5 and 
30 degrees flxad phase sh ifts . Only the voltage variation  
and control has been included at 30 degree phase sh ift  
because o f the safe inverter operation as tabulated in B-6 
and B-7 in appendix B.
3*3*8 Power control with the output parameters
As discussed in section 2»6.8» the output parameters 
taken are s y s t^  reactance and bus voltage* This stijdy is  
conducted because o f the s ligh t variation o f bus voltage or 
a short c ircu it on the a.c* side to keep the power to refe­
rence leve l. Fixed resistances are changed in steps and the 
meter readings are recorded. The variation o f e lectrical 
parameters are tabulated on peruait basis in table B-11 of 
appendix B* Phase sh ift control i«e* the phase sh ifter knob 
is  adjusted fo r changes in PU system reactance and reference 
power is kept constant. jSxperimental varifieation  fo r the 
power control with the change in system reactance is  tabulated 
in table B-12 o f the appendix B.
The second output parameter is  bus voltage. Any change 
in bus voltage is not possible practically  but i t  can be con- 
clxided by the d ig ita l computer study that changes in bus  
voltage can keep the power to reference leve l.
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3.^ Deglgp o f Miniama cost fU tayg [34]
A converter is the soiorce of  harmonic voltages and 
currents, as disouffised in section 2 . Fi l ters are added 
to red\jce as fa r  as practicable the harmonic currents and 
voltages. A,C« f i lte rs  serve two purpose simialtaneously, 
applying reactive power in addition to reducing harmonics.
The part o f the cost o f f i lt e r s  is  charged fo r reducing 
harmonics and the rest fo r siq>ply of reactive power. Thus 
we are lead to the concept o f minimxai cost f i lt e r s ,  which is  
required fo r harmonic reduction only in installations where 
reactive power required by the converter can be supplied by 
the a«c» syston without reinforcing the la tter.
Fbr a shunt f i l t e r  tuned at a particxilar harmonic fre­
quency, the capacitive reactance equals inductive reactance. 
Now i t  remains to clxiose resistance. Following equations are 
therefore given fo r the choice o f f i l t e r  components at reso­
nance I
v j  L C  . 1  (3.1)
Q - -S—  (3.2)
R
where ■ 2 w x harmonic freq\aency. The f i l t e r  presents 
its  lowest lapedance equal to the resistor R, whai accurately 
tuned for this condition. In practice detuning effects exist 
due to errors in networ^c freqioency, change in capacitance and
81
Inductanoe. I t  has be«i shown that a change o f Inductance 
or capacitance o f say one percent ^^near resonance is  equi­
valent in detuning effect to a frequency change of 0.5 per 
cent near resonance which presents a higher impedance than 
R and is  given as
-  R (1 + J 2 Q fi) (3.3)
where * f i l t e r  impedance with frequency error
Q ■ quality factor 
6 •  effective frequency error
A«C« network impedance also varies with changes in 
load and disconnection or extension o f lines and generators 
etc. The safest assimption is  that the a .e« netwozSc impe­
dance, Z^« can adopt any complex value. The harmonic voltage 
magnitude fo r this impedance in para lle l is givoi as
9 -  -1/2 
^ C(V * ®^a* (5.4)
where and nth harmonic voltage and current
and O^conductances o f f i l t e r  and a.c# network
and sviseptances o f f i l t e r  and a .c . network
It  is  shown that i f  0^ and B  ^ are ixires tr ie  ted (except that 
is positive) then maximum is  obtained when a»c« netvozic is  
purely reactive i .e .  0 ^ - 0  and B^  ^ «  -B^ and on sTi>stitution
8 2
of 0^ and fr<»D eqx^ation (3#3) we get t
tL -  —  {1  * k C? «2j  (3 5)
Q
This has a maximum o f hannonic voltage which is  independent 
of the a,c» network impedance as
Ujj -  2 1  ^ R (3 .6)
1
at Q -  -----  (3 .7 )
2 t
I t  has been shown that the presence of losses (a  phase angle 
o f o f less than 90®) makes pem issible a higher Q and 
lower U^, but fo r a conservative design this w ill  be ignored.
3.4.1 FU ter CalculatloM [51.94.551
The f i f th  and seventh harmonic f i lte rs  have been 
designed for the experimental set\jqp described in section 
3.2. The lin e  reactor takes into acoomt a l l  higher order 
harmonics. Eqmtions (3 .1 )» (3 .2 ) and (3 .6 ) are used to 
determine < the components o f the f i lt e rs  with the following 
assungptions.
1* Quality factor - 5 0
2, Pure reactive network
3. Harmonic voltage at the point o f common coupling 
taken as 1 percent
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Fifth harmonic f i l t e r  components :
Capacitance (C^) • 7.5 /HF
Inductance (L^) > 54 sH
Resistance (R^) -  1«7 ohms
Sev^th harmonic f i l t e r  components 
Capacitance (Cy) «  2»8;UF
Indxxstanoe (Ly) <■ 75 mH 
Resistance (R.^) "  3*3 ohms
3*4*2 Results of d ig ita l simulation with f i l t e r
Modified equations with f i lte rs  from (2*36) to (2 # ^ )  
are now computed with above f i l t e r  componaits on per unit 
basis* The above designed f i lt e r s  are the minimun cost f i l ­
ters therefore the only difference in results at power fre ­
quency values is  the reduction o f real and reactive power 
both as shown in figure 3*11 and l i s t  B»13 is  attached in 
appendix B fo r the modified program. This can be compared 
with figure 2*8 for ■ 0*45 PU, Real and reactive power 
flow are reduced compared to the case when f i l t e r  components 
are not added. This is because f i l t e r  behaves as a capaci­
tive shmt branch at power frequency. The reactive power is  
being supplied by the capacitive branch to the syston. There­
fore the reduction in the reactive power from inverter results. 
TOie real power flow to in fin ite  bus is  also slighty reduced
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because o f f i l t e r  consxiaing power In resistance* Other 
results are also obtained but are not included as they are 
slight/ d ifferent with those diseussed in section 2 «6 ,
3.5 Design of three Phase auxiliary commutated Me Murray 
Inverter
The Mo M\irray inverteri because of its  excellent 
square waveform, its  high efficiency, and capability o f high 
frequency operation is used as the three phase power source 
fo r e^qperimental investigations [56 ]. The inverter provides 
an interface between the MHD generator and in fin ite  bus for  
the conversion and control o f MHD power.
The Me Marray inverter [57] is widely known and xjsed 
and only the b r ie f description, s u f f io i^ t  to define the 
inverter specification, is  given here. A three phase inver­
ter is  shown in figure 3 . 1 2 , where oomponents of each phase 
are c learly  defined by le tte rs . Each phase cwaprises a pair  
o f main thyristors T^jj and T j^ ,^ a pair of auxiliary thyristors 
andTTg^, a pair o f feedback diodes Dj^ p and Dgp, a pair o f 
clamping diodes and a pair o f line  inductances damp-
ing resistors and R^, a f i l t e r  cai>acitor C ^ , a commutating 
inductor and a commutating capacitor When is  
triggered, the output is connected to the positive d.c* bus. 
When T2111 iB triggered, ti:» output is connected to the nega­
tive d,c« bus. Thus the output is  a square wave whose peak
8 6
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to poak amplitude is  The three units w il l  be operated
sequffiitially so as to give otrtput voltages mutually displa- 
ced by 1 2 0 ^. 'Rius prt>dix:ing a three phase square wave output*
3*5#1 Design specifications
The above described inverter is  designed with the aim 
of connecting the 2 MW (Thermal) MHD-generator test fa c ility  
[21] • The output of generator can be connected to this 
inverter with or without consolidation circuits in segmented 
F&rady, Hall or diagonal mode. The inverter has been designed 
fo r the following specifications.
(a ) Nominal rating * 30 KVA or 30 amps rms per phase 
with
( i )  overload capacity (short term) to 6 0  amps rms 
per phase.
( i i )  Instantaneous peak current fo r commutation 
purpose -  100 A.
( i i i )  Design to be based on worst lik e ly  case*
(b ) Supply from V* 3 phase fu l l  wave bridge and 
capacitor giving about 360 Volts d*c»
(c ) Normal commercial SCRS with about 20 a jS  t\im o ff  
time are to be used.
8 8
3.3.2 9t 9B1
tanoe and Induotanoa (C^ . and 1, )^
The commutation p\ilse which comraiztates the SCR must 
exceed the load ciirrent fo r an interval longer than the turn 
of time o f SCR. Also the optimum wave shape of the commu­
tating pulse is decided which requires the least energy with 
higher Q* at its  natiiral frequency [ 3 8 ]  fo r the optimim 
commutating pulse as shown in figures b-17 in appendix B, 
Commutating capacitance is calculated (C^) «  5 microfarad 
and commutating inductance is  calculated (L^) »  3 6  microfarad,
3.9*3 Selection o f main device ( and
The main load carrying SCRS are chosen from the semi- 
cron manufacturer data for the woz*st lik e ly  case as mentioned 
in section 3*5*1. The suitable SCR from table B-1^ in appen­
dix B is
No SKT 45 F12D
I 3 u -  and S z j,l
Auxiliary SCRS are used to turn o ff  main SCRS. These 
SCRS carry the commutation c iirz^ t  with the peak amplitude 
of 1 0 0  amps, and duration given by half cycle of the ring 
azx>uid frequency of commutation c ircu it. The rms cvirrent 
is  calculated as 24 amps. The suitable SCRS from table 
B-14 in appendix B is
No SKT 16 F12D
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3.5*5 S»X«Pti0P ojC fedback diodes (I^p  and D^p)
Feed back diodes carry the commirtation current but 
for reactive loads these diodes conduct during half of each 
cycle to return power frc»n the load to the d»c» supply. The 
ms curz*ent rating is the same as the main device cu rr«it. 
Transient oxirrent thro\;igh these diodes are taken as peak 
o f commxitation current [ 5 8 ] ,
Based on the above ratings the suitable diode is  
choseoa txxm table B-15 shovnn in appendix B.
No SKN2H 100/12
3«5«6 aelqa.tloa g£..gl^ato^ -Dgc-i-
Uader inductive load conditions the commutation capa> 
citazice can overcharge twice the d,c« r a i l  voltage. This 
extra stored energy must be removed through the damping 
circu it and i t  must be dissipated in the damping resistor 
[59] • The inverter circxait is  analysed fo r the c r it ic a l  
damping case and rms oiirrent through the diode is calculated 
[59]* The diode is  selected from table B-15 shown in 
appoidix B«
No SKNIM 20/12
This diode has rms current rating as ^  amps because no 
other diode is available for lower rating for safe operation*
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3.5.7 Salactlon of  lin e  Indue tons and daaplng ra siston
Referring to flguz>e 3*12 the line  reactors ^ v e  been 
Included to lim it the rate of rise  of on state current. The 
worst possible case fo r rate o f rise  of current w ill be when 
the device Is turned on without the gate signal. This Is 
approximately 20 percent of the dl/dt with gate signal. Tae 
dl/dt for the main and auxiliary devices are 230 A/uS and 
200 A/a>S 818 shown In table B-14, With the d,c« ra i l  voltage 
as 5 6 0  volts Inductance needed fo r worst incely case comes as 
14 >uH. This could be distributed In both the ra ils  as shown 
In figure 3.12. Apart from the worst lik e ly  case the induc­
tance and resistance of supply line  would also bring the rate 
of rise  of curraat to below 40 A/yuS. These line  Indxjctors 
must be a ir  cored becaxjse o f the high prospective currents 
during f ire  through*
The damping resistor is In series with the clamping 
diode to dissipate the excess stored energy In one o f the 
resistor t i l l  the voltage across becomes equal to d«o« 
ra i l  voltage. The resistance is  chosen such that the equiva­
lent c ireu it containing Dj^ p, and Lg is c r it ic a lly
damped. The calculated value is  as [39]•
•  7.24 ohns and power dissipation of damping diode
-  629.13 Watte with nns current o f 9.24 amps.
9 1
3.9.8 S^;j€>c^9P,9X m itg r (C ,j^
The f i l t e r  capacitor is  chosen such that I t  oan s\jq>ply 
a current o f 190 anps. during commutation period wnloh is  
equal to width of the commutating pulse. A 10 percent voltage 
drop la assvned when capacitor Is supplying load current. The 
calculated mln. value comes as 170 /uF« But tisually a large  
capacitor Is chosoi fo r safe operation and continuous simply 
under ccMuiutation period, . •
3*5*9 Selection of antbber ooaponents f29.60.6l1
Proper protection of thyrlsters from excessive dv/dt 
and dl/dt Is necessary fo r thyrlsters. The design of snubber 
circu it Is considered here fo r SCRS selected In section 3*9. 
This sn\i>ber c ircu it design is fo r minimum voltage spikes with 
the following specifications [60]»
K  •  ^o “ and (dv/dt)^Bw^j -  1.3
The sn\i>ber components are
R «  10 Ohms.
C -  0*12 fijF
L -  3.3 yUH
3*6 Inductor Deslgi [62.63«64]
The carefxja design of inductor is necessary because at 
high frequencies the inductor is only few microhenries. A
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large current flows which means more losses. The high 
freqijcncy operation means skin effect. To minimize these 
problems different designs are considered in this section.
3.6,1 Brooks co il design
The brooks co il in d ifferent designs fo r the same induc­
tance has been obtained in single layer* double layers» 5 
layers and 6 layers co ils . The dimensions o f the designed 
coils fo r the same inductance are given. The frequency res­
ponse and quality factor is also es^erimentally determined. 
Single and doiisle layer co il has been found suitable for  
variable frequency operation. It  has constant inductance and 
improved quality factor as frequaicy is increasing. The 
dimensions are shown in figure 3»13 and design valxies are 
as follows I
(a ) 6 layer co il
( i )  Copper wire with s ix  tuxns and s ix  layer o f 9 AWG
( i i )  Former diameter «  3 « ^  cms
( i i i )  Inductance m 36.93 /UH
(b ) 5 layer co il
( i )  Copper wire with five  tums and five  layers of 10 AWQ,
( i i )  Former diameter »  6.3 cms
( i i i )  Inductance «  39yuH
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(c ) 2 iayer co il
( i )  Copper with two layers and 15 tuniB of 10 AWG
( i i )  Inductance -  3^.33 /uH.
3*6,2 Flat Spiral strip  design
Strip designs tor inductor are preferred because of
minimization of its  volume* These designs o ffe r  more unifora 
voltage distribution under surge or impulse conditions, better 
heat transfer! improved space factor and stronger co il struc­
ture. Strip conductors are used in many electromagnetic devi­
ces including transformers, clutches and choke co ils . The 
design here has been adopted fo r the experimental v/ork to 
compare the performance of strip  co il with those discussed in 
section 3*6,1. The figure 3*13(d) shows the size of such a 
co il wou»d fo r the same indijctanoe. For higher frequency the 
resistance of copper strip  is lower than the resistance o f a 
solid  wire o f the same cross section*
Copper strip  dimaasions
( i )  Width «  2 cms
( i i )  Thickness ■ 0*029 cms
( i i i )  Insxjlation thickness^ 0»73 om
(paper glass)
( iv )  Former diameter «  2*3 cms
(v ) Inductance * 57.1 /UF
9k
( a )  6 L A Y E R  C O I L
yy///y/////AC =0.51 C m.
----6.0 C nn.
(C )  2 L A Y E R  C O I L
C m .
( d )  M U L T I  L A Y E R  S T R I P
( b )  5 L A Y E R  C O I L  
F I G .  3 . 13.  I N D U C T O R  D E S I G N  F O R  Lc = 5 6 j U H
3.7 Design consideration fo r safe Inverter Operation
For successful commutation of inverter SCRS, peak 
currait o f the inverter should not increase more Chan the 
commutation current. The ratio o f load current peak and 
discharge currait has a particular ratio already described 
in section 3«5. The lQ#d current due to changes in duct 
resistance and voltage w ill also affect the peak current 
throvjgh the inverter. Possible variation in peak current 
due to changes in various parameters is  discussed in follow­
ing subsections,
3*7.1 Variation in peak eurreat with phase sh ift
In power control, the variation of phase sh ift is 
considered. Therefore the variation in peak cxarrent through 
the inverter is plotted with phase sh ift. Maximum changes 
in intem al resistance and duet voltage are considex^.
Figure 3*1^ (a ) shows variation fo r 2.5 PU voltage and 0.75 
PU resistance. I t  can be seen at more than 90 degrees 
phase shiftythe peak current increases more than 2 PU. Fig­
ure 3.15 (a ) also shows the other maximum possible variation 
in peak curroit with phase sh ift  fo r two values fo f system 
reactance,
3.7.2 Variation in peak current for changes in duct
intem al resistance
Due to change in intem al resistance from the operating
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point cxarrent variation is plotted for a 50 percent increase 
in voltage. The peak current remains within 1 PU. Therefore 
i t  can be conoliJded that due to change In internal resistance 
the current w ill  be within safe lim its for sixjcessful Inverter 
operation as shown in figure 3*1^ (b ) .
3.7*3 Increait in peak current fo r changes in duet voltage
The variation of duct voltage frcm operating point 
also affects the peak current through the inverter. A 25 
percent change in voltage is plotted against peak current 
as shown in figure 3*15 (b )*  The variation c f current due 
to change in voltage is more compared to change in resistance 
as can be seen fr^m graphs. The ciirrent increase remains 
within 2 PU. Therefore the control o f pov/er due to changes 
w ill pose no problem for the inverter within the above varia­
tion in voltage.
3*8 Water fuse protection for power thyristor
Semicondvctor fuse is found most suitable fo r power 
semi-conductors. However, its  cost is a major issue. Rewira- 
ble  fuse link is  cheap and fast. But i t  is not suitable fo r  
power sani<>oonductor8 as its  jou le integral (I^ t ) and the 
transient arching voltage are quite high. However an ordinary 
fuse wire when placed in water, carries a large current compaired 
to that in a ir  at redticed Joule integral. A particular length
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of rewrirable fuse wire has been used fo r overload protection 
In Invejrter circuits [29]* The behaviour of such a fuse Is 
described in water and experiments are conducted to suggest 
suitable length o f fuse wire to protect the device or c ir ­
cuits.
3*8.1 Fuse protection in Inverter clroults
Current limiting fiases In an Inverter c ircu it are 
usually connected in series with each thyristor to protect 
the* from excessive surge currents. The pxirpose Is to lim it 
the fau lt current pxilse in magnitude and duration to values 
below the point where permanent damage to the thyristor 
results. This* in fact» means that ;}unction t^perature rise  
must be limited to safe value.
3,8.2 Behaviouur* of an ordinary fuse wire in water
An ordinary rewirable fuse is most economical. But 
i t  has high Joule Integral value and the tran s i«it  arcing 
voltage. When the same wire is placed in water* the heat 
energy dissipation (due to convection currents in water) 
increases, compared to that in a ir . l^ie water immersed fuse 
link exhibits a much higher steady state current rating than 
the same link in free a ir . Test conducted with different 
rewirable fuse wire show that J\ile integral and arcing vol­
tage in water is  reduced compared to in free a ir . However 
the clearing time is appxx)ximately the same once the rupture 
of the fuse link occurs.
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3*8,3 ExDeri»gntal varlflcatlon  and resnlta
The test arrangemait has been shown In figure 3*16, 
Different wires can be mounted between the connector terminals 
of the water tank (20 x 13 x 13 cms) as shown in 3 *l6 (b ), A 
large rating SCR is connected in series with a high frequency 
shmt and fuse wire* The SCR is triggered and the fuse is  
blown. The oscilloscope stores the arc voltage and current 
wave form. The firin g  angle can be varied with the help of 
firin g  c ircu it and length of the fuse wire can be varied wi14i 
the help o f connector leads. The fuse elements tested are
( i )  Eureka 34 SWO
( i i )  Copper wire 34 SWO
( i i i )  Pine copper wire 0«091 and 0.089 mm
(iv ) Ordinary solder wire with different gauges.
The test was conducted with 24o volts ac and de both. Batter^ 
ies were also «nployed for 24 and 48 volts do tests.
From the different tests oondxjcted, the most suitable 
fuse wire is found to be Eureka 34 SWQ. For large currents 
and high voltage, shorter lengths of the fuse wire can be used 
as the voltage drop across the fuse w ill  be small. For low 
voltage and small current rating SCRS, long fuse wire can be 
used to lim it the peak current and arc voltage. The approxi­
mate length of the wire needed fo r a pajrticular SCR can be 
found out from graphs plotted for I^t and arching voltage vs
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length of wire. The length 1 is taken as 2*3 cms. Figures 
3*17 and 3*18 are the graphs plotted frwB which we can choose
the approximate length of fuse wire fo r a particular SCR of
2 ? known I^t. Fine copper wire also give the reduced I^t but
large arc voltages. Therefore i t  has not been found suitable. 
Tests are also carried out with different fir in g  angles for  
a.c. ease. Arc voltage* peak current, I^t and di/dt ratings 
are reduced as the fir in g  angle is z*educed from 90 degrees* 
Therefore the choice of fuse wire length from figure 3.17 
w ill be safe fo r a*c. circuits# Stored waveforms of arc vol­
tage and current fo r different length and materials are shown 
in figures 3*19, 3.20.
More details are s t i l l  under investigation but beyond 
the scope of this thesis.
3.9 Summary and Conclusion
The results o f d ig ita l simiiLation study of the la st  
chapter has been verified  by the esQJerimental setip in the 
laboratory. The experimental results are in good agreement 
with the d ig ita l simulation study eaocept that losses are 
inclixied. Those resiilts which overload the inverter has been 
omitted. Minimum cost f i l t e r  has been designed for the simu­
lated syst«n and results o f d ig ita l simulation obtained.
/
A three phase Me Murray inverter has been designed
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r
A r c  vottage 100 V/Div. Fusing Current  5 0 A / D i v .
T ime base 0«5 ms/Div.
F I G .  3.19. STORED WAVEFORMS FOR EUREKA WIRE 34 5WG
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k-21
31 ->
A r c  voltage 200V/Div»  Fusing  Current  l O O A / D iv .
T(>/ i  b a s e  1 m s / D i v .
F I G . 3 . 2 0 .  S T O R E D  W .VEFORMS FOR COPPER WIRE 34 SWG-
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to interconneet the 2 MW (thermal) generator In any mode 
of operation. Special attention has been given to commuta­
ting component design. Safe inverter operation is also 
disciissed. Wat erf use tests has been conducted fo r an 
ordinary fuse wire to be used fo r the protection of thy­
ristors*
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CHAPTER A I FBBD-BACK OOMTROLLKR DBSIQW.
AND T8STIIIQ FOR MHD DUCT POWER CONTROj^
4* 1 Introduc tion
^•2 Description of the system
4,5 D igital slmxiLation o f the controller
4,4 Analogue siaulation o f the PI controller
4.9 Analogue simulation o f the PID controller 
4*6 Design of feedbaek controller
4,7 MHD duot power control
4*8 Discussion and emBparison o f the results
4.9 Siamary and conclusion
C H A P T E R 4
ggi^ mACTC CONTHOLLSR DESICK. FABRICATION AND 
TBSTIKQ FDR MHD DTICT POWER CONTROL'*"*'
4,1 Introduotlon
An attampt has b e «i made in this chapter to practically  
demonstrate the steady state and transient response of the 
simulated s y s t^  described in Chapter 2.with a feedback cont­
ro lle r, The e;qperimental setup described in section 3*2 has 
been used to design the controller fo r the control o f MHD duct 
power. The phase shifting transformer has been replaced in the 
esgperimental setiqp by the feedback controller*
Inorder to predict the behaviour of the chosen system 
the d ig ita l simulation of the feedback controller is done 
using 1st order controller in closed loop systan. Because a 
closed loop system has the advantage of greater accuracy, 
improved dynamic response and reduced effects o f disturbances,
A proportional pltus integral type o f controller has been desi­
gned to achieve good djmamic and steady state responses and 
compensation is  also provided to improve stab ility . First 
order estimates are made fo r stable operation of the controller. 
The time constants involved with the feedback loop are assuned
++ A major portion of pifl)lication number 2 is  based on the 
theme of the material presented in this chapter.
n o
small compared to that o f controller. The mathematical model 
of the controller la obtained and then simi;ilated on the d igi­
ta l computer* The approximate parameters o f the controller 
are determined using step by step calculations as described 
in chapter 2. An analogue simulation has been done to evalmte 
exact parameters. With the exact parameters* the feedback 
controller is  designed, fabricated and tested for the steady 
state and dynamic response of the syston. The control logic  
has been designed with CMOS integrated circuits for low power 
consimption and high noise immunity.
^•2 Description of the system
The e3q)erimental setvg? chosen for automatic feedback 
control o f HHD power to a.c* system is same as described in 
section 3*2. The block diagram of the control arrangement is 
shown in figure 4,1. detailed diagram of the system is
shown in figuure B-1 o f the appendix B. Model HM-3000 Hall-Paek 
multipliers are used as power transducer. The detailed speci­
fications, c ircu it connections and characteristics are atta­
ched in table C-1 and figure C-2 in appendix C. The transfer 
fa c t io n  of this transducer is  approximated as pure gain. Te»ts 
conduoted have shown that this transducer has excellent per­
formance mder steady state but m re liab le  under transient 
conditions. Therefore a d ig ita l integrating type transducer 
[65] has been used for transient response. The transfer func­
tion o f this transdijcer is  approximated as
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Op(®> (1 + T^b )
Where
Kj^  ■ Gain o f transducer and realised as 10“^
»  Tlae constant o f transducer and realised as 
0*1 sec.
The controller compares the power flow to a,c» bus with set 
reference power and gives a voltage prop6x*tional to the d iffe ­
rence power that controls the firin g  angle a. The transfer 
function of the PI contz*oller is  as under [66 ].
dP
Op(8) -  —  -  Kg (1 + V ) /  T^s (4 ^ )
where
dP »  change in power
dfi »  a proportional change in phase sh ift  
Kj »  gain o f PI controller
■ Time constant o f PI controllerc
The output o f PI controller is  given to fir in g  c ircu it o f the 
inverter whose transfer function is g iv « i  as
0 , ( » )  -  — ^2-----  (4 .3 )
1 + TjE
where
Kj -  gain o f the fir in g  c ircu it o f SCR 
Tj ■ time constant o f the fir in g  circu it
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The value o f Is realised as 0.131* Average gain of inver­
ter firin g  c ircu it is calculated as 7*7 degrees/volt from 
the swing o f PI controller as shown in figure C-5 in appen­
dix C. The time constant T  ^ is  taken as 3*3 ms using trans­
portation time delay model [67]• The inverter control system 
analysis has been BiJb^ect of many studies [68»69»70] but at 
presoit none o f the thyristor models are considered for theo­
retical analysis of the system because the exact parameters 
of the simulated syston may be quite different from that of 
actual system. Therefore an analogue simulation has been 
carried oxit fo r the determination of steady state and trans­
ient response o f the system.
4,3 D igital Bia\»lation of the controller
The usxal procediare fo r simulating the controller on 
the d ig ita l computer is to obtain m athf^tical model of the 
controller and then to write the program fo r simulating this 
model. For such simxilation program, the behavio\ir o f the 
control system under normal and abnormal operating conditions 
must be known in advance to enable writing mathematical equa­
tions. The assunptions and approximations necessary to trans­
late  the actual system characteristics into the math^natical 
form always introduce inaccuracy. Since the approximate paza- 
meters of the controllers are determined with d ig ita l simxiLa- 
tion, therefore, the unforseen conditions lik e  hamonics
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in the supply voltage, unbalance In the system etc, are le f t  
in mathematical formulation.
The proportional controller gives appreciable steady 
state error and an integral controller gives zero steady state 
error but adds a phase sh ift to the system and this decreases 
the stab ility . To overcome the above problems a PI controller 
is  used which adjusts gain and phase both. For the present 
study the PI controller and analogue firin g  c ircu it is used. 
The mathematical model of the transfer function is w ritta i 
from equation 4*2 as
d« -  (Kg -*• 1/Tg) dP (4 ,4)
where the terms used are already defined earlie r. In practice 
the control c ircu it is  provided with compensation such that 
the transfer function has an extra term as
(1 ♦ T^s)/(1 -  TjjS)
However, since the function of compensation c ircu it is  to 
Improve the e tab ili-^  lim it o f the control loop and the aim 
of the pres oat analysis is to mapout the onset o f in stab ilities  
fo r the worst possible case, the coBpensation term is ignored 
fo r the present analysis.
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^•3.1 Conputatlonal procedure
Computation Is carried out on the d ig ita l computer 
with the apprt)ximate analysis o f the control systes under 
consideration using an iterative solution [71]• The opera­
ting point is  same as discussed in section 2*2« For the 
transient analysis» the step change in duet voltage and 
resistance is made from operating point. A computer progra­
mme has been developed for the calculation o f dynamic respo­
nse o f the controller as described by equation This
programme neglects the resistances in the system and time 
constants involved in the fir in g  c ircu it and power transducer* 
Generally the controller time constant is appreciably larger  
than the dead time involved in cascade loop* Therefore the 
effect of transducer and fir in g  circuLt dynamics is neglected
»
for the in it ia l  design o f feedback oontroller. Figure 4*2 
shows the flow chart fo r the calculation of transient response 
o f the system.
4.3*2 TrwmifPt response o f the einulatgd systwi
•ttie approximate value of the proportional and integral 
gain is  determined following the iterative procedure [71 ]. 
First operating point is  defined and reference power is chosoi, 
Time step for calculations and controller gain are selected.
A step change in operating voltage is made by switching the 
chained batteries. The power variation with time due to step
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Increase and decrease In operating voltage is  shown in 
figiire 4 .3 (a ). The transients are oscillatory and continue 
fo r longer time fo r selected gains. Now the proportional 
gain is  kept constant and the integral gain is varied as 
shown in figure 4 .4 (a ), The overshoot and settling time 
both reduoe and setting time is  approximately calculated as 
0»3 second.
Similarly the transient response due to setp change 
in resistance is  calculated and the power variation for step 
decrease in resistance is  plotted in figure 4.3(h ). The 
proportional and integral gains were varied and the hest 
response was calculated and potted as shown in figure 4 .4 (b ), 
The transients due to voltage variation is  more pronounced 
compared to resistance variation. This is obvious and can 
be realised from equation (2.29) o f section 2»3«3*
4.4 Analogue simulation o f PI controller
An Important application of analogue computer is the 
simulation of control systems by anploying computing modules, 
namely Integrators, sunmers and potentiometez*8, The greatest 
asset o f an analogue computer is that when seti;^, i t  resembles 
closely the system studied, a one to one correspondance between 
the variables of the physical problem and the analogue computer 
setup may be ensured with fast operation. The analogue compu­
ter works in real time and accepts contintious waveforms as
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CONTROLLER.
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X AXIS : 1 OlV.= 0 05 SEC.
FIG. TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF SIMULATED FEEDBACK 
CONTROLLER.
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inputs. Thus use o f analogue computers as compensators or 
controllers in feedback system is easily impl«ttented. There­
fore the PI controller is simulated on analogue computer type 
YEW 3316-11 and 3316-21 and YEW 3318-11 and 3318-21 series. 
Figure 4,5 shows the analogue computer simulation of PI con­
tro ller* The power transducer described earlie r gives a 
proportional voltage for the power flow to in fin ite  b\» fi^m 
MHD dijct. This is  compared to a reference power available  
from preset potentiometer a fter necessary amplification. The 
error signal is fed to contz*oller and gains are adjusted to 
get stable operation of the system fo r step change in duot 
resistance and voltage. The symbolic representation and use 
of above analogue computer components are shown in figux*es 
C-3 and C-4 in appendix C, .
4,4,1 Transifflit response o f the 8 V s t « B with PI controller
The approximate values o f the controller gains ar9 
already calc\jlated from the d ig ita l simulation described in 
section 4.3« The power variation with time due to step incr­
ease and decrease in voltage is recorded on 3C-Y recorder fo r  
open loop systea. The potentiometers are varied t i l l  best 
response is obtained. Figure 4.6(b) shows the open loop 
response to a step change in duct voltage. The best results 
are obtained for proportional gain (Kp) «10 and integral gain 
(K j) ■ 10, Pigtjre 4.6(a) shows sim ilar response fo r step
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FIG. A-5 ANALOGUE COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE PI  
CONTROLLER.
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FIG. A . 6 TRANSIET RESPONSE OF ANALOGUE SIMULATION OF 
PI CONTROLLER.
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change in resistance fo r d ifferent settings of Kp and Kj.
A closed loop system generally has the advantage of 
 ^ greateraccuracy, improved transient response and reduced 
effects of distorbances. Therefore closed loop operation is  
preferred. Figure 4.7 is a plot fo r power versus time varia­
tion due to step change in resistance and voltage o f the MHD 
duct in olosed loop system. The best response is recorded 
fo r Kp -  7*5 and Kj -  8.9 in olosed loop operation.
4,5 Analogue simulation of PIP controller
The performance of a control system is measured by its  
stab ility , accuracy and speed of response. In general these 
items *re specified when a system is being designed to satisfy  
a specific task. Quite often the simultaneous satisfaction  
of a l l  these requirements cannot be achieved by using the 
basic eliments in the control system. The desired transient 
response as well as steady state behaviour of a system may be 
obtained by introducing the compensatory eliments into the 
control system. These compensatory eliments are designed so 
that they help achieve systCTi performance i ,e .  bandwidth, 
phase margin, peak overshoot, steady state error etc* without 
modifying the entire system in a major way. Therefore a com­
pensation is  provided to the analogue simulation of figiire 
4.3. Figure A.8 shows analogue simulation with compensation. 
The gains Kp, Kj and are chaaiged to get the best performance
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FIG. A-8 ANALOGUE COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE PI D CONTROLLER
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of the controller fo r step change in duct voltage and 
resistance.
4,5»1 Transient response o f the systea with PIP controller
The controller gains determined in section 4«4,1 are 
set on potentiometer and a derivative gain is  also added. The 
power variation with time due to step change in resistance 
and voltage is recorded. Figux*e shows the power variation  
due to step change in voltage with and without compensation.
It  can be seen from above figure that with compoiisation the 
system response improves and time tak«i fo r the transients to 
die down is approximately half than that in the \aicompansated 
case.
4,6 Design eund fabrication o f feedback oontroller
The analogue simulation of the controller in la st sec­
tion determines the gains for the best performance of the 
controller and possible swing of the controller. These two 
parameters are used to design the controller. For chosen 
operating point as discussed earlier, the re fe reee  power 
gives a proportional voltage o f 6 volts a fte r amplification. 
This voltage is  tak ^  as reference power. The swing o f the 
PI cont2X)ller is determined from this reference for 25 percent 
change in voltage and resistance of the duet as shown in 
figure C-5 in appendix C. The fixed time delay is  adjusted
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OF PID CONTROLLER
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from the timing components o f the dual monostable and varia­
ble time delay is adjusted so that the zero feedback gives a 
fixed time delay as 3 ms. The pulse to the input of the dml 
monostable is  obtained from phase A,B and C with a 2kO/9»3 v 
volts transformer thro\;^h a squaring and waveshaping circu it.
The control logic uses dual pack type 747 C operational amp-> 
l i f i e r ,  dual pack MM 7AC221 monostable and CDA013B type dual 
D* type f l ip -f lo p . The detailed specification of these devi­
ces are given in figures C-6 to C -U  in appendix C. The 
designed feedback controller is  fabricated as shown in Fig­
ure 4.10.
4.6.1 Transient response o f the system with fabricated feedback 
controller
The analogue controller is replaced by the above fabri­
cated controller. The step changes in resistance and voltage 
are made as already discussed in section 4.4.1, The response 
is stored on a multichannel oscilloscope and photographed for  
the best perfomance o f the controller with and without compen­
sation. Figure 4,11 shoura the oscillograms fo r transient, 
response of the controller with step change in R^. Flollowlng 
cases are considered for stable operation of the controller.
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o  TO I N V i R T E R  FIRING 
CKT.
13 0
( i )  Kp -  J..C, a j
( i i )  Kp -
Figure 4.11(a) Without compensation
« 1*2 and Kj ■ 10
• 2 * 4  and Kj -  10
( i l l )  Kp -  4.0 and Kj -  10 
Figure 4.11(b) With compansation
( i )  Kp -  10, Kj -  8,3 and -  5.7 
( i i )  Kp -  10, Kj -  8.0 axxiK^j- 5.7 
( i i i )  Kp -  10, Kj -  6.0 and K^  ^ -  2.7
Figure 4.12 shows the oscillograms fo r transiffiit response
of the controller with step change in V^. Following cases
are considered for stable operation o f the controller*
Figure 4.12(a) Without compensation
( i )  Kp -  1.0 and Kj -  9.5 
( i i )  Kp -  5.0 and Kj -  9.5 
( i i i )  Kp -  6.0 and Kj -  9.5
Figure 4.12(b) With compensation
( i )  Kp -  1.0, Kj -  9.5 and K^ -  2.8
( i i )  Kp -  5.0, Kj -  9.5 and -  2.8
( i i i )  Kp -  6.0, Kj -  9.5 and K  ^ -  5.7
Using these results, the control system performance was examined
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(a)  WITHOUT COMPENSATION
Scale;
X-Axis:^ 0*2 Sec/cm, 
Y'AxisiA^IO mV/cm.
Sca le :
X ' A x i s 0.1 Sec/cm. 
Y-AxIs*.'- 20mV/cm.
(b) WITH COMPENSATION
F IG .  4.11. t r a n s i e n t  RESPONSE OF CONTROLLER 
WITH STEP CHANGE IN Ro •
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(a)  W I T H O U T  C O M P E N S A T IO N
Scale:
X-Axis:'^0*1 Sec/cm. 
Y-Axis:-* 10 mV/cm.
( b )  WITH C O M P E N S A T I O N
F I G . 4.12. T R A N S I E N T  RE SP ONS E OF CONTROLLER 
W I T H  S T E P  CHANGE IN Vo.
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tor  varlouB combinations of Kp, Kj and K^, The best perfor­
mance was obtained with
Kp -  1,0, Kj -  9.5 and -  2*8
The feedback controller was fin a lly  designed and fabricated 
as photographed In figure A.13*
4,7 tffiP duct power contrt>l
The quasistatic changes in fluid-dynamic conditions 
(M  ^N 1} has been disciBsed In section 2«2«2« In this 
section, the changes in resistance and voltage o f the simu­
lated duct are made fo r the automatic power control* The 
variation in resistance is made as discusscKl in section 3*3*3 
fo r duct voltage o f 2 PU. The variation in voltage is made as
discussed in section 3«3«4 fo r 30 degrees phase sh ift for the
/
safe inverter operation.
4.7.1 Power control fo r ohanga^ ,ia Aatemal resistance
The variation of resistance is oonsideired from opera­
ting point as shown in figure 4.13. The negative sign signi­
fies  the reduction In resistance from operating point. The 
variation of power is shown in the above figure with and with- 
ovrt phase sh ift contz*ol. Reference power is maintained for  
redixttlon in resistance but the system becomes unstable 
beyond an Increase of 25 percent in resistance. The reactive
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%  Change in Ro
F I G .  4.13 VARIATION OF R E A L  P O W E R  WITH Ro
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power ronains within the lim it so that the desired power 
factor Is maintained. The changes In resistance are made 
in steps as described in section 3«3«3«
4.7*2 Power cop^^]^ l y  in 4m t voltage
VIsirlatlon in duot voltage Is considered in this section 
fo r rated value o f internal resistance. The negative sign 
sign ifies reduction in duct voltage. Figure 4.14 shows the 
variation of real power with and without phase sh ift control. 
The graph shows that the system becomes ms table for reduction 
in voltage beyond approximately 23 percent. The variation In 
voltage is  made as described in section 3.3*2. The reactive 
power does not vary much and remains within the desired lim it 
as discussed in section 2.6.6.
4.8 Discxisslon and conparison of the results
The feedback controller described in section 4.2 is  
used fo r automatic control o f power fo r the simulated MHO 
duct. The controller fo r 2 MW (thermal) MHD test fa c ility  
may be designed from the experience gained in this chapter.
The d ig ita l simulation of the controller gives approximate 
parameters betfause o f sim plified analysis. However, higher 
order mathonatical modelling can be made to account fo r the 
other time constants Involved with the control loop. In this 
chapter the analogue simulation has been used to determine the
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behaviour o f the simulated system instead o f going to mathe­
matical modelling. The transient response o f the analogue 
simulation and fabricated feedback controller are found to 
be in reasonable agreement with each other.
4,9 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter is devoted to d^onstrate the steady 
state and transient response o f the NHD-inverter link with 
feedback controller, 'nie maniial control described in la st  
chapter has b e «i replaced by the feedback controller* The 
design of the controller is  carried o\rt f i r s t  with d ig ita l 
simulation then with analogue simulation* The controller is  
de.signed» fabricated and tested on the MHD-inverter link in 
open loop and closed loop s3rs t^ . Transient resp<»]ise has been 
recorded on the X-Y recorder and oscillograms are also obtained 
Theoretical results o f the transient response are compared 
with those o f fabricated controller. The controller designed 
in this chapter may be utilised  fo r power control of the 2 MW 
( thermal) MHD generator test fa c ility .
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CHAPTER 5 * TIME DEPaiDBtT MODELLING OF MHD
AND TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE MHEUMBUHaq^  
INVERTER LINK
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5.2 MHD flu id  flow equations
3*3 Quasi-one dimensional flow eqmtlons
%
3*4 Theoretical model o f the MHD generator
5«5 E lectrical characteristics of the MHD 
generator
3*6 Control o f power to a,c» system
3«7 Transient response o f the MHD generator 
inverter link
3,8 Suounary and conclusion
C H A P T E R  5
TIME DBPa<Da<T wnnRU.INQ OF MHD GEHERATO^  AND
TRANSiaiT RESPONSE OF THE MHD OatSRATOR 
INVERTER LINK**"**
5.1 Introduction
The V -I oharaeteristioB of the MHD duct has been assu­
med linear fo r a l l  calculations in the previous chapters. In 
this chapter time dependent modelling of the duct yields actm l 
characteristics. The V-I characteristics obtained in this 
chapter are for a 2 MW (thermal) MHD generator. The power 
control of the duct now utilizes these characteristics.
The transient operation o f the MHD duct is  complicated 
and has been receiving attention only in recent years [72-75], 
The calculations made by O liver ([73 ] fo r a segmented Farady 
generator show that when a sudden load is imposed on the gene­
rator, a strong shock development takes place. Such fast flu id  
dynamic transient fo r sudden load disturtances w ill have adv­
erse effects on the power system as a whole. Therefore more 
details are needed for integration o f MHD generator with 
power systam under transient state, A voltage source inverter
The material presented in this chapter has led to the 
authors publication nixnber 9» 10 and part o f publication 
nuBber 2,
lifl
(VSI) is  used in this chapter for the transient analysis of 
the NHI>-inverter link. A set o f current and voltage equa­
tions are derived to predict the transiont behavioiar of the 
NHD duct with gas dynamic couqpling.
5*2 MHD flu id  flow eauationg
The equations describing particular flow conditions are 
usually these derived from the conservation qmntities i»e » 
conservation of oass (eqmtion of continuity), conservation 
of momentum (equation of motion) and energy conservation. For 
plasma flow in e«m« fie ld  these eqxjations az*e derived by
Sutton and Sherman [76] • They describe the motion of a com­
pressible! vis<?^ flu id  using conservation principles and 
Maxwell’ s equations assuming nonrealistic motion.
Conservation o f mass principles res\iLts in t
— 6 (5.1) 
dt “
where ^ > mass density o f the plasma
V ■ velocity vector fo r the flow
Conservation of momoatum i 
Dy
e —  + V .T + V  P - € > o E * f i x B  (3 .2 )
Dt ®
where T  ■ shear stress vector
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P -  hydrostatic press\Jre
-  charge density 
H «  electric fie ld  vector 
B ■ Magnetic fie ld  vector 
J ■ Electric current density
Conservation of energy : 
f D(e+ 6e ----------^  -  -v .£  -  V- (PV)- V  (V.T) + E. J (5.3)
where e -  internal energy o f the plasma
q «  heat flux vector
The general form of the flu id  flow equations (5 .1 ) to 
(5 .3 ) are complex to solve. Therefore fo r ease of solution 
they are approximated and verified  by the nimerical analysis 
in section 8.3 o f Sutton and Shersan [76 ], With the above 
MHO approximations they can be written as
Conservation of Mass 
dP
~  -  0 (5 .^ )
Conservation of Momentum 
DV
P —  P+V^  + J x B  (5 .5 )Dt “  -  -  -
ik 3
where f  •  Vlscus force vector
Conservation o f Energy
p ,  j .E -  v a -  V-(PV) i  (5 .6)Dt -  -  ,
where ^  •  vlsciis dissipation function
5*3 Qxasi-one dimensional flow equations
MHD process for generating power is inherently three 
difflensional. The quasi one dimensional approximations permit 
the reduction o f the three dimensional MHO eqiations to a 
simpler syston of f i r s t  order ordinary d ifferen tia l equations 
for the ease o f numerical solution [77-80], The following 
assximptions are made for the solution o f quasi-one dimensional 
flow equations for linearly  diverging segmented Faraday gene­
rator as shown in figure 3»1*
( i )  The velocity vector, v, has only one component, u 
In the X direction and applied magnetic fie ld  is in 2  direc­
tion only. Due to fine segmentation, the electric fie ld  is  
only in Y direction.
( i i )  Non uniformities at the exit and entrance to the 
duct caused by the end effects are neglected.
( i i i )  Fluid variables such as pressure, temperature, 
density, conductivity and velocity are considered to be
Diffuser
F IG.  5-1. LINEAR M H D  GENERATOR
The qiaasi-one dimensional equations can now be derived 
on the basis o f  these assumptions [80-81]. From the th ird  
assumption many o f  the flow  parameters are taken as constant 
over a cross section  so that the constant value taken over 
the cross sectiona l area is  the average value a t any time. In 
th is way such parameters vary only with ax ia l position  alpng 
the duct ( i . e .  in X d irec tion ) and with time.
Applying the approximations to eqm tions (5 .4 ),  (5 .5 ) 
and (5 .6 ) the fo llow ing qm si one dimensional re la tions are 
obtained.
Conservation o f  Mass :
SAf a (A ^
—  + — —  * 0 (5 .7 )
9t ax
»
Conservation o f  Momentum '■
reasonably constant over a transverse  (Y-Z) cross section.
^A^u dAeu'^  -bjtff
a t ■ ( 5. 8)
where = Wall fr ic t io n  term due to shearing stress 
on the wall
Conservation o f Energy :
3{Ae(uV2+e)} B{Ae(uV2+e)}
-------------------------------------= (5.9)
/.A
where -  heat transfer term due to viscous dissipations, 
heat loss by conduction and heat addition by 
chemical reaction
Droping the bar notation to denote average values and 
introducing the momentum density m ■ ^  and the total ffliergy 
density e^ -  ^ (e  u^/2) the equations (5 *7 ), (5*8) and (5 .9) 
take the form
dm m dA 
dt A
(5,10)
^ t  dX A ^X
Be+ 3(e^+P)m/Q (e++P)m/Q oA
-----------^------------------ 5 S , -  + J E + Q« (5,12)
dt dX A Ox ^
Esqpr ess ions for and are given in terms of the wall shear
stress T  and heat flux [73 ].
Kv . _
Q.T -
where IX, is a constant and T  and q are functions o f the flow 
variables u and e related to boundary layer mechanics 
of the appropriate wall regions in the duct.
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5.^ Thaoretlcal todal o f the MHD generaUM^ fT Il
In order to simplify the description o f the flow in 
terms of mass, momentum and energy conservation equations for 
the quasi-one-dimensional equations (3«10), (3»11) and (3>12) 
may be rearranged and combined in vector notation to form a 
single vector eqijation. The vector functions U (x ,t ), F( U ), 
H(U,x), ^ (U ,x ,t ) and D (U,x,t) are defined as in reference 
above.
U (x ,t) -  (5.13)
F(U) -  {m,(m^/g)-fp, (e^+p)m/^}^ (5.1^)
H(U.x) -  y ~  (m,m2/0, (e^+p)m/C)^ (5.15)
S (U .x ,t) -  (0 , 0, Jy3 , JyEy )^ (5.16)
D (U,x,t) -  (0 , 0, F^, (5.17)
or, in the notation of O liver [73]
-  (0, 0,
The equations (5.13) to (5.18) can be combined to form 
one single vector equation representing flu id  state at any 
time t and position X.
-  I  -  a-S-S (5.19)
There are a number o f different techniques that may be
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employed to obtain numerical solutions fo r partia l differen­
t ia l  equations of the form (5.19 ). The methods used in this 
case must hold for subsonic, supersonic and transonic condi­
tions between such flow states. Currently one of the most 
popular methods used for evaluating the compressible flow 
relationship of the type under consideration involves a class 
of fin ite  difference techniques called Lax-Wendroff methods. 
The particular type used in reference [37] is based on two- 
step Laxi-Wendroff method devised by Richtmyer and modified 
by MacCormaok,
This method is based on the replacement of the non­
linear partia l d iffe ren tia l operator in equation (5.19) by a 
non-linear fin ite  difference operator. The equation can be 
rewritten in the form
3U (x.t) -3(£(U))
-----: ------- -  ----------------- 0 (U ,x ,t ) (5.20)
3t dx
where C (U ,x,t) -  H(U,x) + ^ (U ,x ,t ) + D (U,x,t)
The space and time co-ordinates within the duct are
considered to be discretized into fin ite  difference ax and
At, where x »  lAx and t ■ nAt where i  and n are integers. In
this way the flu id  state U at a time t  and position x can
“  n
then be represented as U (x ,t) -  U.. The state of the flu id
n-^ 1 n
at a time At la te r i .e .  can be calculated from using
1^9
the Richtmyer-MacCorBack method. There are two steps required
in the process, the f i r s t  o f which involves the evaluation of
n+1
an intermediate state where
n-t-1 n ^t n n n
-  « i ----- (5-21)
AX
The second step allows the state to be determined
n
from the intermediate state and the state
n-fl n n-fl At n-i-l n>l n-fl
-  1/2 {U^+ ^ i “ ~  ^ ^ - i   ^ ,x ,t )
(5.22)
In this way i f  an in it ia l flu id  state uj is given, the 
subsequent flu id  states may be computed forward in time throtj^h 
the fu ll  subsonic, transonic and s\:^er8onic range.
To ensure the nxjnerical stab ility  o f the relations 
(3.21) and (3*22), i t  is necessary to satisfy  the Courant 
condition at each point where the fli;dd state is evaluated.
This criterion, described by Roache (82) requires that
(|u| + a) At
C .  --------------------  ^  1 (5,23)
AX
where C * Courant nuimber.
u ■ loca l flu id  velocity  
a > local sonic speed
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Rearranglxig this criterion the restriction is imposed on At 
that
AX
At < ------- (5.24)
u + a
Bxamination of eqijations (3«21) and (5*22) reveals 
n+1
that neither II, ( i . e .  the stream boimdary (ex it ) flu id  
^  n+1
state where (N-1) x > length o f the channel) or (i»e *
the vpstream bomdary (in le t ) flu id  state) can be calculated
using the two-step fin ite  difference method directly.
For the i5 >stream boundary both and can be
calculated from the pressure and temperature specified under 
in let conditions but is allowed to develop as part of the
solution by using backward linear interpolation so that
u  ^ -  2 Ug -  U3
and hence "‘ 1  * ^  ^ 1
At the downstream linear extrapolation enables both 
the density and momentum density mj^  to be calculated,
 ^ ■ ^ - 2  (5.25)
■n -  2 "N-1 -  "N-2 <5.26)
Then e ^  is obtained from the imposed exit boundary conditions,
Pn " n -
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5#5 E lectrical characteristics of the MHD generator
The numerical technique described In section 3*^ Is 
applied to a constant height duct with a rectangular czhjsb 
sectional area. An analysis programme developed b/ Matalr 
[83] was modified to take Into account the Hall effect and 
electrical characteristics were obtained for both Paraday 
and dlogonal modes. The model Includes the wall skin fr ic ­
tion and heat transfer to the walls. The characteristics 
are obtained fo r a constant mass flow rate (0*3 Kg/s) of 
plasma In the duct. At the In let of the MHD duct, the stag­
nation temperature of the plasma Is assumed to be equal to 
the stagnation taaperature at the combustor. The pressure 
at the duct exit Is determined from the exit stagnation pres­
sure o f the diffuser with the assumed d iffuser efficiency of 
0,7, The e lectrical loading of the generator Is taken tlnto 
account by computing the current density J from the specified  
current or the voitage of an electrode pair [37 ]. The equa­
tions described In la st section are solved by a two step time 
marching, fin ite  difference Mac-Cormack algorlthlm which can 
handle subsonic, svqpersonlc and transonic flows [73>84].
5,5,1 Data fo r the calculation of e lectrica l characteristics
The specification &»r the simulation procedure are as 
follows t
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Duct : Linearly diverging from 3.2 cms to ^#2
cms• in width 
Length ■ 1 meter
Nozzle t Width ■ 3«3 cms to 3*2.cms 
Length «  0.1 meter
Diffuser t Width -  4.2 cms
Length -  0.4 meter
The hight of nozzle, duct and d iffuser is constant at 0.1
meter.
Magnetic f ie ld  t 3 Tesla
Diffuser Efficiency * 0.7
Electrode voltage dxx>p : AO volts
Electrodes t 20 pairs, pitch «  3 cm
Fuel : Coal seeded with KOH
Inlet temperature t 2800°K
Exit stagnation pressuretl.l x 10  ^ pa
Mass flow rate t 0.3 Kg/s
Loading Parameter : \^ried between open circu it
and short c ircu it  
Finite difference increments
Z
a AX «  -----  ■ 5 cms
N-1
0 .6 ^
At ■ ■'
lHnaxl*<=max
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was set so as to obey the coiirant condition fo r the nume­
rica l s tab ility  o f the Lax-Wendroff algorithm. The terms
and are the values o f the maximxam gas velocity and 
maxiDoum sonic velocity in the duct at any time.
With the above data the modified computer programme 
[83] was used to calcxilate the V -I characteristics of the gene­
rator. Figure 5*2 shows the V -I ciarves o f the MHD generator 
fo r Faraday and diagonal mode. The programme NHD^  and sample 
out put are listed  in l i s t  D-1, table D-2 and D-3 in appendix 
D. The programme takes into account cross sectional area at 
N points when the duct is devided into (N-1) equal sidsseoticn 
of width AX, The in it ia l distribution of flu id  state is 
specified fo r each point i  ax with i  ranging from 2 to N. The 
gas used for the simulation o f real gas magnetohydrodynamic 
generator flows consists o f the products of the combustion of 
coal with a stoichiometric amount of os^gen, equal amount of 
nitrogen and 1.3 percent by weight of potassium hydroxide 
(KOH) which is  used as seed material. The coal data is calcu­
lated by a sutoroutine incorporated in programme MHD^ . Rankin 
[85] has given the constants obtained from curve f its  for the 
various equilibrium gas properties which were developed from 
the theory o f an ideal gas and Saha*s equation. These cons­
tants allow various properties o f the gas to be calculated 
from the temperature and pressure. These constants are given 
in table D-U o f the appendix D.
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C U R R E N T ( A M P S )
JLRRENT
FIG 5.2 V-I CURVES OF MHD GENERATOR
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5.6 Control o f power to a .c . ayst—
The V -I curves shown in figure 3*2 are linear except 
fo r the end electrodes where there is shar^ change in slope 
of the curve due to change in velocity from subsonic to 
sx^ersonic* For the reference power the operating point 
chos^ is same as discussed in chapter two. The 10th elec­
trode V-I curves for the Faraday mode are taken for the 
analysis* The base quantities are chosen as discussed in 
section 2,2,3 o f chapter two* The computer programme PHSPLT7 
shown in table A-1 is incarporated with the programme MHD^  
for the control of power to a .c . sy s t^ . The mass flow rate 
is varied to get variation in duct voltage and resistance. 
Power control due to change in voltage is shown in figure 5.3. 
Similar programme was rvsi fo r diagonal mode where linearised  
characteristics were used for power control. The change in 
duct voltage is only considered because resistance is also 
function of mass flow rate for fixed geometry of the MHD 
duct. Therefore for any change in duct voltage resistance 
automatically varies. The desired power is controlled within 
10 percent o f the voltage variation from the operating point 
which is  less than the cases considered in section 2,6,6 and 
3.3.6. This is  because of the reason that in computer model 
of the MHD generator, the internal resistance is variable  
quantity with mass flow rate,
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5.7 Transient response o f the MHD generator-inverter link
The transient response of an MHD generator to load 
fluctuations Is an Important study, particularly with a force 
conunutated Inverter. This study w ill lead to better design 
of inverter and control systans. Also this gives idea as to 
whether flxxstuations due to load w ill be damped or cause 
in stab ilit ies .
In this section the same duct is used for t ra n s i^ t  
analysis as described in section 5*3«1. The generator model 
discvfflsed in section 5 * 5  is  linked with the force commutated 
inverter interface for the transient analysis o f the syst«a. 
The syst«n is  sub;) ected to sudden load changes frc»a operating 
point to near open circiiit and short c ircu it. The results 
are obtained for space and time variations for voltage, curr­
ent, toaperature, pressure and Hach nximber.
9.7*1 Derivation of equations fo r transient analysis
The energy source is constrained by shunt capacitors 
to act as a good approximation to an ideal voltage source*
A d*c« input f i l t e r  is added to lim it the inverter ripple 
injection to MHD channel and the influence of the channel's 
voltage ripple on the inverter [41,86], Figure 5*4 shows 
the block diagram of the MHD generator-Inverter link with 
d.c. input f i lt e r .
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In it ia lly  the generator is assumed under steady state 
voxiiing at operating point and giving reference power. The 
d.c. input f i l t e r  (C ^ )  is fu lly  charged. We can write the 
following equations under this condition.
Ig -  Id * -  0 <5.27)
Where I  »  generator current under steady state
• inverter current
I  -  current through capacitor. The current through c
the capacitor is zero because under steady
state i t  is  fu lly  charged
The d ifferen tia l equation may be written at t  -  0
I_ -  —  (5.28)
® ^  dt
using equation (3.27) we can express equation (3*28) in d if f ­
erence equation as
At
-  (Ig  -  V  —  -  0  (5.29)
^in
At time f*" -  0  a siJdden change in load occurs. This cui»rent 
is to be supplied by the capacitor as current from MHD 
duct cannot change instantaneoiJffily because of flu id  dynamic 
co\4pling of a l l  the electrodes. The capacitor w ill discharge 
instantly leading to change in current ( I  ) from generator.
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Fluid dynaaiic conditions in the MHD channel w ill change now 
and Y -I characteristics of a l l  the electrodes w ill  change* 
Iterative procedure is  followed to predict the transient beha­
viour of the generator-inverter link. The following equation^ 
are written for Jth electrode and nth iteration for computer^ 
ised solution o f the transients :
n
S
n n
(5.30)
n
aV. -
n n 
At .% ^ /c^ (5.31)
n*l n n 
<*3 ^3
(5.32)
n4-l n+ 1  n+ 1  n4>l 
(V - -  V, )/R 
*J *3
(5.33)
n-fl 
" j  ■
n+l
(5.34)
n+ 1 n-t>l n-fl
(5.35)
n-t-l 
t «
n
t + at (5.36)
n+ 1
Kj is the new load factor which is a fm ction of current as 
shown in equation (5*54), The above equations are linked with 
programme MHD^  fo r the transient behaviour of the MHD generator.
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The calciilatlons are carried fo r step changes In load froa 
operating point. The data needed for caloiiLatlons is same 
as described in section
5*7*2 Transimt response due to step Increase in load
The operating point is  chosen for a load factor o f 0.3• 
The load is suddenly increased. The transient response due 
to increase in load is recorded by the computer plotter as 
shown in figure 5*5. Three different electrode pairs are 
chosen fo r simplicity. The one near in let, the other in the 
middle and the 3rd at the exit of the duct. Voltages and 
currents are plotted against time. The internal resistance 
is different fo r diffex*ent electrodes as this depends \jgpon 
the geometry o f the d\ict and conductivity. For this geometry* 
the internal resistance redtoes towards the out of the duct. 
Therefore rate of rise  o f cxorrent for different electrodes 
is different. The difference in the rate of rise  of current 
is  asmall because the variation in intexnal resistance o f the 
electrodes is small. The rate o f change of current gives rise  
to large rate of change o f Lorentz force* The voltage osci­
llations die down in 3  to 4 milliseconds and electrode.pair 
voltages attain steady state value i .e .  the operating value.
The variation o f pressure, temperature and Mach number along 
the duct is also plotted at different time Intervals. At t «  o, 
the distribution of pressure, tonp, and Mach number is shown in
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figure D-5 in appendix D, From the polts i t  can be seen 
that presBUx*e is increaBing s ligh tly  from in let to outlet 
of the duct and temperature is decreasing from in let to out­
le t  of the duct. The Plach number is increasing from in let  
to outlet but the flow remains subsonic (M < 1 ). Fig\ares 
D- 6  and 0-7 in appendix D show the computer plots o f tonpera- 
ture, pressure and Mach nunber at d ifferw it time intervals.
It  is observed from the above figures that a fter the steady 
state is  attained, the distribution of these parameters have 
the uiiform gradient and flow remains s t i l l  subsonic.
5.7#3 Transient response due to step decrease in load
In this section a step decrease in load is  considered 
from operating point# The voltage and current variation is  
plotted against time as shown in figure 3*6. The time respoise 
is  plotted fo r 4th, 1 1 th and 18th electrode p a ii« . The c\jrr- 
^ t  decrease is  almost exponential which characterises the r± 
nature of the c ircu it as R-C, The voltage oscillations in 
this case is  moire due to less retarding force compaz*ed to 
step increase in load. The voltage oscillations are settled  
in l i t t le  less time compared to previous case. The variation  
of temperature, pressure and Kach number is also plotted along 
the duct at different time intervals. Figures 0-8 to 0-10 in 
appendix D show the variation o f temperature, pressure and 
Mach number at different time intervals* The distribution of
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these parameters becomes uniform a fter the transient Is 
over and flow remains subsonic.
5,7,4 Trtunsltfit r—ponse due to short c ircu it
In this section the generator Is suddenly loaded near 
to short c ircu it from operating point. The actual short clr^  
cult (K -  0) is not considered because of the numerical Ins­
tab ility  o f the programme developed. Therefore the in let  
electx*ode is taken as woz4clng at 0,03 load factor. The tran­
sient response is oalc\xLated and time variations o f voltage 
and cxirrent are shown in figure 5«7. The response is sim ilar 
to that discussed in section 5*7*2. The currents rise  e^ qponen- 
t ia lly  and attain thes teady state with the same rate as 
discussed in section 3»7«2. The voltage oscillations are 
more pronounced and take more time to settle  down to steady 
state. The space variation of temperature, pressure and Mach 
number is  also plotted at different time Intervals as shown 
in figures D-11 to D-13 in appendix D. The variation in tem­
perature and pressure is  more in this case compared to step 
Increase in load. The Maeh number is reduced from in let to 
outlet o f the dvot. The flow along the dvot s t i l l  remains 
stJbsonic,
5*7.5 Transient response due to open circtilt
In this section the transients due to sudden change in
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load from operating point to open c ircu it are considered.
The load factor increases from 0.5 to near unity. The cxirrent 
and voltage transients are plotted in figure 5*8. The curr^ 
ents of different electrode configuration decrease to zero 
but voltages rise esqponentially and about 2  ms seconds la tte r  
become oscillatory. The flow inside the generator becomes 
ISIS table and voltage oscillations increase in magnitude and 
frequency both. This case is  most interesting because with 
the decrease in velocity at any electrode from previo\JS value, 
changes the direction of current flow to electrode. The d.c, 
input f i l t e r  has more charged voltage than the particular 
electrode pair when the velocity is decreased. Now the current 
is siqpplied frt>m the f i l t e r  to the generator electrode pairs, 
giving rise  to negative retarding Lorwitz force (J^XB). The 
fliiid  flow pattern is  completely disturbed giving rise to 
Instability  inside the duct. The capacitor works as a source 
and sink both in opm  c ircu it case. The flu id  velocity chan­
ges from subsonic to transonic. Therefore the capacitor should 
be disconnected in case of sudden open circu its. Figures 
D-14 ato D-17 in appendix D, show the space variation of tem­
perature, pressure and Mach number. More pronounced variation, 
are observed in temperature and pressxore along the Avct and 
about 7 ms, the flow pattern changes from siissonic to transo­
nic as shown in figtire D-16.
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5.7*6 Tranalmt regporm  ^due to d.c. AlPHi f i l t e r
The 8 l 2 e of the d.c* Input f i l t e r  Is an Important 
consideration fo r the determination o f transient behaviour 
o f the MHD generator* This aots as source when the elec­
trode pair voltage is less than capacitor voltage (V^) and 
sink when the electrode pair voltage is more than the capa­
c itor voltage. For large size of capacitor» the Lorentz force 
(jyX B) is more and fo r small size o f the capacitor, the cont­
rol action w ill be slow. Therefore the size of the capacitor 
was varied fo r the calculation o f the transient behaviour.
An optimum size of 0,1 aiF/VA is  suggested fo r better perfor­
mance o f the generator under transient conditions.
5*8 Summary and conclusion
In this chapter a time dependent computer model is  
considered for the calculation of e lectrical characteristics. 
These characteristics are used fo r the power control to a*c* 
system in d i f f e r ^ t  modes o f loading of the MHD generator*
A voltage source inverter (VSI) interface is taken fo r the 
transient analysis of the MHD>generator inverter link* A 
set o f current and voltage equations are derived for the 
system. D igital simulation is carried out with these equa­
tions.
The duct is subjected to sudden load changes from 
operating point chosen for various.cases* The computer plots
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have been obtained for transients in voltage and cvinrent 
for the oases considered. The variation of t«Bperature, 
pressure and Hach number along the duot is also plotted for 
the transient conditions. An optinum size o f the input 
f i l t e r  capacitor is also suggested for the better perfor­
mance o f the control syst«n imder transient conditions*
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CHAPTER 6 t SUMMARY AND RECQMMBMDATIQNS
6*1 SuBunary o f the main findings 
of the thesis
6*2 Recommended f\arther studies
C H A P T E R  6  
SUMMARY AND RECOMMSHDATIONS 
6*1 SUMiarv of the main findings of the thesis
The woiii carried out In previous chapters pertains 
to the problems o f most economic and useful application of 
MHO generator fo r the Interconnection with e lectrical siq>ply 
u tility  fo r bulk power transmission. The force commutated 
Inverter link Is used In this study because o f major advan­
tages already mentioned In section 1«2. The MHD generator 
inverter link Is treated as a single machine connected to 
In fin ite bus with simplifying assuaptlons and approximations.
The findings described in this thesis can be sunm- 
erlsed In the following main points }
1. The fea s ib ility  o f using a simple square wave 
inverter has been illustrated  fo r the conversion and control 
of MHD duct feeding into a power system. The salient fea­
tures o f the fe a s ib ility  study are t
(a ) A computer programme has been prepared which simvi-
lates the connection of either a sqmre wave or PWH invez*ter
to the MHD duct*
(b ) A modified computer programme has been prepared
for the satisfactory hazvonic reduction by using 5 th and 7 th
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harmonic f i lte rs .
(c ) Quael static changes In flu id  dynamic conditions 
have be «i allowed for, by considering variations in MHD duct 
voltage and internal resistance.
(d ) I t  has been investigated that power transfer from 
MHD d\»t is maximum for a system reactance (Xs) of 0*45 P*U. 
and phase difference between inverter and in fin ite  buo vol­
tage as 6 0  degrees. The reactive power flow to in fin ite  bus 
fo r this condition is zero and therefore power factor is  
\nlty.
(e ) A simple and single controller has been used 
fo r power control compared to complex control arrangements 
described earlie r
( f )  Maximum power has been transferred from MHO inver­
ter link to in fin ite  bus at any desired power factor without 
any power factor correction needed.
2* A simple scheme has been presented for the simula­
tion of MHD inverter link in the laboratory. The results of 
the d ig ita l simulation are verified  with the experimental 
setup.
3* The detailed design o f the force commutated inverter 
is presaited fo r the interconnection o f the 2 MW MHD test 
fac ility . Special attention has been paid fo r the design of
conmutatlng components. The minimization of commutation 
losses, skin effect and size o f the component Is considered. 
The different designs of Inductor is presented for this 
purpose*
4. Safe inverter operation is Investigated under various 
operating conditions.
5. A simple rewirable fuse wire is  suggested for the
protection of soniconductor devices. An e3q}eriment has been
conducted to suggest an approximate length of the fusewire
for the protection of a semiconductor device of knovm I^t
rating. The graphs are plotted fo r different lengths of the
2
fusewire versus I t  rating. These graphs can be used to pre­
dict the approximate length of the fuse wire fo r the protec­
tion of any power electronic device o f known I^t rating,
6. A feedback controller has been designed fo r the auto­
matic contz*ol of power from MHD dix;t to In fin ite b\]s. A good 
steady state and dynamic response is demonstz*ated by the con­
tro lle r  in open loop and closed loop system.
7* Time dependent computer model o f the generator has 
been used fo r the detemilnation o f V -I characteristics of a
2 MU, 20 electrode pair MHD generator in Faraday and diagonal 
mode* These curves then are utilized  fo r power control to 
in fin ite  bus.
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8. 'Die transient studies are carried out on the above 
model with a voltage source inverter (VSI) interface. Sudden 
load changes has been considered from operating point* The 
tine variations of voltage and current for different electrode 
pairs have been plotted. The variation of temperature, pre- 
ssiJire and Mach No« along the duet is  also plotted. The import 
tant concliJsions have been dravm as discussed in Chapter 5* 
These conclijsions w ill form the basis of further transient 
stab ility  studies of the MHD^lnverter link. Results were 
also obtained with different values of f i l t e r  capacitor. An 
optimum size of 0*1 /iF/VA is suggested for fast control act­
ion and better system stab ility .
6,2 Recommended further studies
Because of the simplifying assximptions adopted in some 
of the investigations described in this thesis, some of the 
results obtained can be regarded as f i r s t  oi?der approximations. 
Therefore, as a possible improvement on the present study more 
rea listic  approach can be made on the following points t
1, The repz*e8entation o f the g«3erator model should be 
more accurate and resistance should be added fo r the MHD- 
generator inverter link analysis as discussed in section 2,3.
2. The present study assimes velocity v, magnetic 
f ie ld  B and electric f ie ld  1 in one direction only. Also
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temperatxire, pressure, mass density and conductivity are 
taken constant over Y-2 pl«meW‘ In practice these quantities 
vary sign ificantly ia  the channel. The calculations with 
variations in these quantities w ill lead to more accurate 
results o f  the proposed inverter.link.
3. The wo lie should he extented to commercial size MHD 
generator connected to a multimachine power systan rather 
than single machine connected to in fin ite  bus bars.
4. Two independent 3 phase square wave inverters com­
bined via a single transformer should be analysed with the 
variation of phase relative to a.e« bus.
3* So fa r  time dependent quasi one dimensional equations 
are considex*ed for the solution of MHD flow in the duct as 
discussed in section 3*3* The present analysis should be 
extended with accurate time dependent two and three dimen- 
sioxial equations. These approaches in numerical analysis can 
be made so that a comparison on the results is obtained.
These calculations shoxjld inclxide effect of varying magnetic 
fie ld , dynamic coi^Jling o f electrodes, end effects and elec­
trode effects as mentioned in section 2.2«1.
6. Analogue models o f the MHD generator are very usefixL 
[31] fo r many types of study which cannot be conveniently 
carried out.with d ig ita l technique. Therefore the MHD
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simulation in the laboratory shall be replaced by analogue 
model fo r better results.
7* The study presented is related with a single elec­
trode pair analysis. Therefore more inverters w ill be needed 
fo r the power transfer to in fite  bus. For the reduction of 
inverters the voltage consolidation circuits be inclxxled for 
the analysis.
The above recommended work would sign ificantly increase 
the mder standing o f the operational characteristics and 
stab ility  of large MHD-inverter u t ility  interactive power 
system. These proposed investigations are only a few of the 
many possible direct extension of the study presented in this 
thesis. Since the integration o f an MHO generator into a 
convwational a.c« network is  a very new and challenging engin­
eering px*oblem, the number o f areas that s t i l l  require much 
study are innuaerable.
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Simple programs are developed d irec t ly  from 
the equations derived in  sections 2.3»3 2.i+.2.
The computational technique adopted for  these 
programs have been described in  section 2.5 and 
also a sample flow chart i s  prepared.
A record o f  a l l  such computer program is  
l is te d  below.
In order to keep the length o f  th is  thesis 
to a reasonable l im it ,  only few o f these programs 
are l is te d .
Table A-1 L is t  o f  stored program
APPENDIX -  A
catlist f 
CflTftLOG OF 797773S FM/KINGO 83/04/28. 13.51.24.
INDIRECT ACCESS FILE(S)
ABC NHD4 3HNLT (riH£ICNP4) (MD7) (PHPLT22) <PLTPHS7)
AUTOCNt MINIT SUB <HHP) (k08) (PHSPLT8) (PLT1)
BABC NLT SUB1 ' <M09) (PHBPLT9) <PLT2)
BHHDI PHPLT23 THESIS (NOHIBtO) (NPH) ,(PHSPLIO) (PLI)
BHH04 PHSLT7 (CNTB) < ' (H0HIB2) (N> (PHSPL11) (PflH)
eniNiT PHSPLT7 (CNTD1) <«0H1B3) . (NP2) <FHSFL12) (PUVALUE)
lOATA PHS7 (CURNT3) (M0HIB4) (NPJ) (PLOTIT) (PUH1CK)
JOB POPLOT (FPL0T9) (H0HI67) (NP4) (PLOTITJ) (PUMICNU
MDATA PQPLOTT (HPLT29) (H0H1B8) <NT3) (PL0riT2) (PUHICN2)
MDATA3 PQPL0T1 aiHPlTli <OPL) (PLTPHS1) (PUH1CH3)
(1DATA4 P0PL0T2 (LOP) 1 (hot) (OPT) (PLTPHS2) (PUHICN4)
HHDCNP P0PL0T3" i<H) (NOlO) (PANTO I) (PLTPHS3) (SHFPLT3)
rtHPt PUN (HHDCNPt) (H02) (PHPLT20)' (PLTPHS5) (SHFPLT4)
(1H02 > PUK1 '(«H0C»(P21 m i ) (PHPLT2I) (PLTPHSi) v(SHFTC«2)
r1HP3 SHFPLT2 (HHDCNPj)
JMDIRECT F U E S  > 34 ON-UNE, 47 ARCHIVED.
TOTAL PRUS t 4SI OH-LINE, ARCHIVE®. •
l i ie t  A-2 Program fo r  varia tion  in E lec tr ica l 
Parameters with phase sh if t .
PROGRAM PHSPLT1
00100 PROGRAH PHSPLT(0UTPuf,TAPE6=0UTPUT)
00110 DIMENSION D(99),DM(99),AID(99),VII(99),E1(99),PD(99),P(99),QS(99) 
00120 PB=(V0**2)/(4.0*R0)
00130 VB=V0/(2.0)
O O H O  AIB=V0/(2.0*RO)
00150 DATA EB,V0,XL,R0/20.21,45.0,27.135,24.0/
00160 PAI=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
00170 URITE(6,3)
00180 3 F0RMAT(29X,A2("=*’))
00190 URITE(6,4)
00200 4 F0RMAT(32X,"PHASE\4X,"MHD”,4X,"MHD",7X,“INV.",5X,''MHD%
00210+ 6X,"INV.",6X,"INV.")
00220 URITE<6,5)
00230 5 FORMAT((32X,''SHIFT",2X,"CURRENT",3X,"VOLTAGE",3X,"VOLTAGE”, 
00240+2X,"POWER",4X,"POWER",AX,"REP")/)
00250 DO 10 1=1,19 
00260 WRITE(6,13)
00270 13 F.0RMAT(29X,62("-"))
00280 D(I)=(I-1)*PAI/18.0
00290 AID<I)=(3.0*SQRT(2.0)/PAI)*<EB/XL)*SIN(D(I))
00300 VD(I)=(VO-AID(I)*RO)
00310 E1(I)=(SQRT(2.0)/PAI)*VB(I)
00320 PD(I)=VD(I)=*AID(I)
00330 PD(I)=PD(I)/PB
00340 P(I) = (3.0/XL)*E1(I)*EB=»SIN(D(I))
00350 P(I)=P(I)/PB
00360 QS<I) = 1.0/XL4>((E1(I)*«2)-(E1(I)=»EB<^C0S(D(I)}))
00370 QS(I)=QS(I)/PB 
00380 QS(I)=QS(I)»3.0
00390 AID(I)=AID(I)/AIB 
00400 VD(I)=VDII)yVB 
00410 E1(I)=E1(I)/VB 
00420 DM(I)=D(I)*180.0/PAI
-00430 WRITE(6,20)DM(I),AID(I)-,-VD(I)rEl(-I-f,-PD(I),P(I),QS(I-)- 
00440 20 F0RMAT(30X,F5.1,6(3X,F6.2))
00450 10 CONTINUE 
00460 WRITE(6,15)
00470 15 F0RMAT(29X,62("-"))
00480 STOP 
00490 END 
READY.
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Table A-3 Computation o f  E le c tr ica l parameters with 
phase sh if t .
Xs = 0.225 PU
a a r B a s B a a s s a v a s c a s a a a a s v a s s s s a s s s B s a s s s s s s s r a s s s s a a s s s s s s s a s s a
PHASE
SHIFT
NHD
CURRENT
NHD
VOLTAGE
INV.
VOLTAGE
NHD
POUER
INV.
POUER
INV
REP
0.0 0.00 2.00 .90 0.00 0.00 .01
10.0 .37 1.63 .73 .61 .61 -.59
20.0 .73 1.27 .57 .93 .93 - ^ 3
30.0 1.07 .?3 .42 .99 .99 -.80 ^
40.0 1.38 .62 .28 ■ .86 .86 -.61
50.0 1.64 .36 .16 .59 .59 -.35
60.0 1.86 .14 .06 .26 .26 -.13
70.0 2.02 -.02 -.01 -.03 -.03 .01
80.0 2.11 -.11 -.05 -.24 -.24 .06
90.0 2.13 -.15 -.o; -.31 -.31 .02
100.6 2.11 -.11 -.05 -.24 -.24 -.03
no.o 2.02 -.02 -.01 -.03 -.03 -.01
120.0 1.86 .14 .06 .26 .26 .17
130.0 . 1.64 .36 .16 .59 .59 .63
140.0 1.38 .62 .28 .86 .86 1.43
1SO.O 1.07 .93 .42 .»9 .99 2.63
UO.O .73 1.27 .57 .93 .92 4.28 •
170.0 .37 1.63 .73 .61 .61 6.29
180.0 • .00 2.00 .90 .00 • .00 8.59
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Table A - k  Computation o f  E le c tr ica l parameters 
with phase s h i f t .
PU.o
PHASE HMD NHD INV. NHO
asssssxss
m .
asassas
INV
SHIFT CURRENT VOLTAGE VOLTAGE POUER POUER REP
0.0 0.00 2.00 .90 0.00 0.00 .01
10.0 .19 1.81 .82 .34 .34 -.15
20.0 .37 1.63 .60 .60 -.21
30.0 .54 1.46 .66 .79 .79 -.21
40.0 .69 1.31 .59 .90 .90 -.15
SO.O .82 1.18 .53 .97 .97 -.07
40.0 .93 1.07 .48 .99 .99 ,04
70.0 1.01 .99 .45 1.00 1.00 .16
80.0 1.06 .94 .42 1.00 1.00 .30
90.0 1.07 .93 .42 .99 .99 .46
100.0 1.06 .94 .42 1.00 1.00 .65
110.0 1.01 .99 .45 1.00 1.00 .89
120.0 .93 1.07 .48 .99 .99 1.19
130.0 .82 1.18 .53 .97 .97 1.56
140.0 .69 1.31 .59 .90 .90 2.00
150.0 .54 1.46 .66 .79 .79 2.51
U O . O .37 1.63 .74 .60 .60 3.08
170.0 .19 1.81 .82 .34 .34 3.69
IfO.O .00 2.00 . 90 .00 .00 4.30
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Table A-5 Computation o f  E le c tr ic a l parameters 
with phase sh i f t ,
= 0.90 PU.6
PHASE
SHIFT
HHD
CURRENT
HHD
VOLTAGE
INV.
VOLTAGE
HHD
POUER
INV.
POUER
INV
REP
0.0 0.00 2.00 .90 C.OO 0.00 ..00
10.0 .09 1.?1 .86 .18 .18 -.03
20.0 .18 1.82 .82 .33 .33 -.03
30.0 .27 1.73 .78 .46 .46 .00
40.0 .34 1.66 .75 .57 .57 .06
50.0 .41 1.59 .72 .65 .65 .13
60.0 .46 1.54 .69 .71 .71 .22
70.0 .50 1.50 .67 .75 .75 .33
80.0 .53 1.47 .66 .78 .78 .45
70.0 .54 1.46 .66 .79 .79 .58
100.0 .53 1.47 .66 .78 .78 .72
110.0 .50 1.50 .67 .75 .75 .88
120.0
1
1.54 .69 .71 .71 1.05
130.0 1.59 .72 .65 .65 1.23
140.0 .34 1.66 .75 .57 .57 1.42
ISO.O .27 1.73 .78 .46 .46 1.61
U O . O .18 1.82 .82 .33 .33 1.80
170.0 .Of 1.91 .86 .18 .18 1.98
180.0 .00 2.00 .90 .00 .00 2.15
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L is t  A-6 Program fo r  var ia tion  in rea l and reactive  
power Dfith change in terna l resistance from 
operating point,
PROGRAM PHPLT17
00100 F'ROGRAH PHSPLKOUTPUT,TAF'E6=0UTPUT)
00110 niflENSION [1(99) ,HH( 99), AID (9?) .VII (99), El (9?) ,PIi(y9) ,P(9?) ,03'9?; 
00120+,DR\99).DP(99).HQ(99),R(99).V(99)
00130 PB=28.10524 
00140 AIB=1.0821 
00150 VB=25.97
00160 DATA EB.XL/23.38,31.575/ -•  ' . '
0D170 R0=18.0 
00130 V0=38.96 
00182 By=12.985 
00190 DO 31 J=l,3 
00200 V(J;-V0+(J-1 )+£iV 
00210 URITE(6.26)V(JJ
00220 26 F0R«AT<40X,‘'V0=’‘.F6.2,2X,"V0LTS")
00230 URITE(6.2)
00240 2 FQRMAT<29X,36("=")/)
00250 URITE(6.4)
00260 4 FCf<MAT(32A."S.N0.",3X,"DR",6X,"DP’'.eX,"DQ")
00270 URirE(6,5)
00280 5 F0RriAT(29X,36("-"))
00290 AK=0.45
00300 PAI=4.0*ATAN(1.0) •
00310 DO 10 1=1.21
00320 D(I)=PrtI/3.0
00330 R(I)=R0+(I-1)*0.6
00340 AID<I) = 3 . 0 + A K * E B * S I N ( P a ) ) / X L
00350 VD(I) = {V(J)-AID(I) t R ( D )
00360 El(I)=AK*VD(I)
00370 PD(I)=VI!<I)*AII!(I)
00380 P ( n  = (3.0/XL)’*Em-)*EB:t^SIN1-&tI))
00390 Q S ( n  = 1.0/XLK(E1(I)»=*2)-{EHI)tEF+C0S(D(I))))
00400 PD(Il=&D(mP-B.- 
00410 P<I)=P(I)/PB 
00420 QS(Ij=QS(I)*3.0 
00430 QS(I)=QS(I)/PF 
00440 A!D(I)=AID(I)/AIB 
00450
v04i0 E1(I)-E1(I)/VB
00470 ■‘ri(I) = D(I)*180.0/PAI
00480 10 CONTINUE
00490 no 30 1=1,21
00500 I'R(I) = (R(11)-R(I))/R(11)
00510 PP(I)=(P(11)-P(I))/P(11)
00520 DQ(I) = (nS(11 ) - G S ( D ) / 9 S ( 1 1)  ^
v.’r i t e (6,4o : i .d r (I).d p (I).d q (d
00540 40 F0RHAT(30X.I4.3(3X,l-6.3))
}?:-bO iJRITE(6.28)
00560 38 F0R«ATr:2?X.3^r'-";/
0C5;'0 30 COA/TINUE 
00580 31 CONTINUE 
00590 STOP
00600 END 1 9 8  ^
REftVV.
Table A-7 Computation o f  rea l and react ive  power
fo r  ± 25^ change in  in terna l resistance.
Vo =■ 2.0 PU, 60° phase sh if t
*
= ::x::=:=: = = = = ;: = = r  = === = = :: = = = = = = = = =  = ^  = =:=:=== = = r = =  = = = = = = = = : . = = =  = :: = = = = ~ f l = : =  =  = = = = : = = '
PHASE HHD MHD INM. MHH INV. INV- p'wtfJiange 
SHIFT CURRENT VOLTAGE VOLTAGE POUER POgEl\' T<EP in Rq
0.256 0 . 0  ■ . 8 0  K  40 . 6 3  1 . ! 2  1 . 1 2  . 2 6
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 3 8  . 6 2  1 . 1 0 1 . 1 0  . 2 4  - ' 0 , 2 3
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 3 6  . 6 1  1 . 0 ?  1 . 0 ?  . 2 3  0 , 2 0
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 3 4  - 6 0  1 - 0 7  1 . 0 7  . 2 1  “ 0 . 1 8
6 0 . 0  . 9 0  l . b 2  . 5 9  1 . 0 6  1 . 0 6  . 2 0  0 .  1 5
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 3 0  . 5 9  1 . 0 4  1 . 0- 7* ■ . 1 ^ ' .  _ i 0 . 1 5
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 2 8  • - . 5 8  ■ 1 . 0 2  1 . 0 2  . 1 7  " ' - 0 . 1 0
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 2 6  . 5 7  1 . 0 1  1 . 0 1  . 1 5  -  0 . 0 8
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 2 4  ‘ . 5 6  . 9 9  . 9 9  ~ n  .. 0 . 0 5
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 2 2  . 5 5  . 9 8  . 9 8  . 1 2  ' 0 . 0 3
6 0 . 0  . 3 0  1 . 2 0  . 5 4  ^  . 9 6  . 9 6  . 1 ! ‘ - . 0 . 0 0
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 1 8  . 5 3  . 9 4  . 9 4  . 1 0  - . . . 0 . 0 2
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ I
6 0 . 0  . 8 0  1 . 1 6  . 5 2  . 9 3  . 9 3  . 0 9  ' ^ 0 . 0 5
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 1 4 , . 51 . . 9 1 . 9 1 . 0 7 -i-0.07
■50.0 . 8 0 1 . 1 2 . 5 0 . 9 0 . 9 0 . 0 6 0.10
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 1 0 . 5 0 . 8 3 . SO . 0 5 0.12
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 0 8 ; 4 9 . 3 6 . 8 6 . 0 4 0 .15
6 0 . 0 . 3 0 1 . . 06 . 4 3 . 8 5 . 8 5 . 0 3 0 . 1 7
4 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 0 4  '■ . 4 7 . 9 3 . 3 3 -.02 0.20
6 0 . 0 . 9 0 1 . 0 2 . 4 6 . 3 2 . 5 2 . V’ } 0.22
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 0 0 . 4 5 . SO - 0 0 0.25
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Table A-8 Computatioia o f  rea l and reactive  power
for  + 25^ change in in ternal resistance
Vq. = 2.5 PU , 60® p h a s e  s h i f t
PHASE
S H I F T
HHD
CURRENT
SSSSTSSSSS
rtHD
VOLTAGE
I N V .
VOLTAGE POWER
I N V .
POUER
I NV
REP
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 9 0 . 8 6 1 . 5 2 1 . 5 2 . 7 9
6 0 . 0 . 3 0 1 . 3 8 . 3 5 1 . 5 0 1 . 5 0 . 7 7
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 8 6 . 8 4 1 . 4 ? 1 , 4 9 . 7 4
6 0 . 0 . 80 1 . 8 4I . 8 3
1 . 4 7 1 . 4 7 . 7 1
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 8 2 . 8 2 1 . 4 6 1 . 4 6 . 69
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 8 0  ‘ . 8 1 1 . 4 4 1 . 4 4 . 6 ?
6 0 . 0 .80 1 . 7 8 . 8 0 1 . 4 2 1 . 4 2 . 6 4
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 7 6 . 7 9 t..41 1 . 4 1 . 6 2
6 0 . 0 . 8 0  • 1 . 7 4 . 7 8 1 . 3 9 1 . 3 9 , 6 0
6 0 . 0 .80 1 . 7 2 . 7 7 1 . 3 8 1 . 3 8 , 5 7
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 7 0 . 7 7 1 . 3 6 1 . 3 6 . 5 5
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 6 8 . 7 6 1 . 3 4 1 . 3 4 . 5 3
6. 0.0 . 8 0 1 . 6 6 . 7 5 1 . 3 3 1 . 2 3 . 5 1 .
6 0 . 0 . 8 0  ■ 1 . 6 4 . 7 4 1 . 3 1 1 . 3 1 . 4 9
6 0 . 0 . 80 1 . 6 2 . 7 3 1 . 3 0 1 , 3 0 . 44
6 0 . 0 . 3: 1 . 6 0 .72 1 . 2 3 1.28 . 4 4  ■
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 5 8 . 7 1 1 . 2 4 1 . 2 6 . 4 2
6 0 . 0 . 8 0 1 . 5 6 . 7 0 , . 1 . 2 5 1 . 2 5 . 10
6 0 . 0 . e o 1 . 5 4 . 6 ? i . 2 3 1 . 2 3 . 3 3
60. C . s o . 1 . 5 2 . 6 8 1 . 2 2 1 . 2 2 . 3 /  .
6 0 - 0 . 3 0 1 . 5 0 . 6 8 - 1 .2C 1 . 2 0 . 3 5
2 0 0
Table A-9 Computation o f  rea l and reactive  power
for - change in  in terna l resistance
V q  = 2.0 PU .  50° phase sh i f t
PHASE HHD HKD INM. (1HII I N V .  lth‘.
S H I F T CURRENT VOLTAGE VOLTAGE POUER PO'JER REP
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 6 5 . 7 4 . 7 6 . 7 6  - . 0 6
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 6 4 .76 . 7 6  - . 0 /
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 6 3 .7i . 7 5 . 7 5  - . 0 3
3 0 . 0 . 4 6  ‘ 1 . 6 2 . 7 3 . 7 5 . 7 5  - . 0 8
- J O. O . 4 6 1 . 6 1 . 7 2 . 7 4 . 7 4  - . 0 9
3 0 . 0 - . 4 6 1 . 6 0  . . 7 2 . 7 4 . 7 4  - . 1 0
3 0 . 0  . . 4 6 1 . 5 9 . 7 1 - . 7 3 . 7 3  - . 1 1
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 5 7 . 7 1 . 7 3 . 7 3  r . 1 2
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 5 6 . 7 0 . 7 2 . 7 2  - . 1 2
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 5 5 . 7 0 . 7 2 . 7 2  - . 1 3
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 5 4 . 6 9 . 7 1 . 7 1  - . 1 4
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 5 3 . 6 9 . 7 1 ,  - . 1 4
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 5 2 . 6 8 . 7 0 . 7 0  - . 1 5
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 5 0 . 6 8 . 6 9 . 6 9  - . 1 6
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 4 ? . 6 7 . 6 5 ••.69 -  1 7
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 4 8 . 6 7 . 6 3 . 6 0  - . 1 7
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 4 7 • 66 . 6 3 . i S  - . 1 8
3 0 . 0  ■ . 4 6 1 . 4 6 . 6 6 '.67 .67,  - . 1 3
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 4 5 . 6 5 ’ . 67 . 6 7  - . 1 ?
3 0 . 0 , 4 6 t . 4 4 . 6 5 66 . 6 6  - . 2 0
3 0 . 0 . 4 6 1 . 4 2 .6-1 , 66 . 6 6  - . 2 0
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Table A-10 Computation o f  rea l and reactive  power for
^ change in in terna l resistance.
Vo .= 2.0 PU, 50*^ phase sh i f t .
PHASE HHIi HHD I N V .  MHH -  I N V .  I NV
S H I F T  CURRENT VOLTAGE VO' TAGE POU'ER POllER REP"
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0
3 0 . 0  
3 l ' . 0
30.0
30.0
30.0
. 46  
. 4 6  
. 4 6  
. 4 6  
. 4 6  
. 4 6  
. 4 6  
. 46  
. 4 6  
. 4 6  
. 4 6  
. 46 
. 4 6  
. 4 6  
. 46  
. 46  
. 46  
. 46  
.46 
. 4 6  
. 4o
2 . 1 5  
2 . 1 4  
2 . ! 3  
2.12  
2 .11 
2 .10  
2 . 0? 
2 . 0 7  
2 . 0 6  
2 . 0 5  
2 . 0 4  
2 . 0 3  
2.02 
2.00 
1.99 
1 . 9 8  
1 . 9 7  
1 . 9 6  
1 . 9 5  
1 . 9 4  
l.?2
97
96
96
95
95
94
94
93
93
92
9?
91
91
90
90
’89
89
88
88
87
S7
1.00
. 99
. 9 3
. 9 8
. 9 7
. 9 7
.96
. 9 6
. 9 5
. 9 5
. 9 4
.9-4
. 9 3
. 9 3
. 9 2
. 9 2
. 9 1
. 9 0
. 9 0
. 8 9
.8?
1.00 
. 9 ?  
. 9 8  
. 9 3  
. 9 7  
. 9 7  
' . 9 6  
. 9 6  
. 9 5  
. 9 5  
. 9 4  
. 9 4  
. 9 3  
'".,93 
. 9 2
.n
. 94
. 9 0
. 9 0
.-e?
. 4 2  
. 4 1  
. 3 ?  
. 3 8  
. 3 7  
. 35
. 3 4
. 3 3
. 3 1
. 3 0
. 2 9
. 2 8
. 2 6
.23
. 2 4
. 2 3
.22
.20
. 1 9
. 1 3
.17
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02/02/10. 13.37.04. 
PHPLT25PROGR^
OOtOO PROGRAM PHSPLT(OUTPUT,TAPE6»OUTPUT)
OOllO DIMENSION D(99),DH(99),AID(9?),VD<?9),E1(99),PD(79I,P(97),QS(9?) 
O0I20sR(99),V(99),DR(99),PP<99)
O0F30 DATA PB,AID,VB,AK,PREF/2fl.10524,1.0821,25.97,0.45,1.0/
00140 RB»VB/AIB
00150 DATA EB,XL/23.38,31 .573/ L i s t  A - 1 1 P r o g r a m  f o r
00160 DATA V0,RO/38.93,18.O/ x ^ a ^
00170 PAI*4.0*ATA»(t.O) c o n t r o l ^ p o w e r  to A . C .
00180 DO 39 J*l,3 S y s t e m .
00190 V(J)=VO+(J-l)*12.9925 
00200 URITE(6,3)
00210 3 F0R«AT(29X,62<"»»))
00220 URITE(6,4) - .
00230 4 F0RHAT(32X,"PHASE",5X,*«HD",6X,'MHD",6X,"INV.",5X,"MHD" 
00240+,6X,"lNV.%iX,''INV.")
00250 URITE(i,5)
00260 5 fORHAr((32X,"SHIFT'',2X,"CliRReNr",3X,'VOLrAGE",3X,''VOLTAG£" 
00270t,2X,"POWER",4X,"P0UER",6X,“REP")/)
00280 DO 10 M , 2 t  
00290 ITER»0
OOJOe «RITE(6,12) ■ • ■
00310 12 FORMAT (29X,62(•'-’*)) ,
00320 D(I)=PAI/3.0 
00330 R(I)^R0+{I-1) + .<4 
00340 GOTO 25
00350 15 D(I)=D(D+PAl/iaO.O 
003*0 GOTO 25
06J70 21 D(I)»D(I)“PAI/iaO.O
00380 25 AID<I)*3.0*AK=t‘EB*SIH(D(I))/XL
00390 VD{I)=(V<J)-AID(I)>R(I))
00400 El(I)=AK»VD(I)
00410 PD(I)*VD(I)*AirHI)
00420 PDa)=PD(I)/PlEl ■ “ - '
00430 P(I)=(3.0/XL)*E1(I)+EB*SIN(D(I))- 
00440 P(I)=P(I)/PB
00450 QS(n*1.0/XL=<'(<E1<I)<M2)^ElM)*EB*C03(Da))))
C5460 aS(I)-QSn)»3.0
00462 IF(J-2)89,B9,99 .
09470 !39 IF(I-5)99,99,91
O04Q0 91 ITER=IT£RH
03490 PPnTER)«P(I) . '
00500 IF(ITER.EQ.l) GOTO 99
COf.lC 1F<PP(ITER).LE.PP(ITE«“1)> GOTO 31
0)520 99 IF(VB(D) 31,31,33
00530 33 IF(Da))31,3l,32 ' ■ - ,
00310 32 IF(D(I)-PAI/2.0)33,31,31
0;55v J3 IF(ABS(P<I)-PR£F)-.04)31,31,34
OiSi; 34 IF\P(1)-PREF)15,31,21
00570 31 QSdj^’QSa^/PiS
OJSaO AID(I)^AID(I^/AIB
OiU'/O ‘JD(I)*yD(I)/VB ' ■
0)6j O Zi(I)-^£l(I)/Vlj 
•:)6L) aii:(I)MR(Ij-RiJ)/RB 
■j j&i'j Jfi{ n  »D(I)'ti|(J).0/PAI
lv'xlTC(.i,20:»iirtH),AlD<I),VIi(I),El(I),Pfla),P(I),QS(I)
)+,*tR(i)
F0.'5.1.U(30X,F5.1,7(3X,F6.2))
(.• canrinui:
JO !; i-j.'j;:.u(:i9x,62('’-“))
• 3'.' COiiTIriUC
j.--'.: ::iij 
-f.
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Table A -12 Computation o f  power control fo r
I-
+ 25% change in  in terna l resistance,
Vo =  2 , . 5  P U , 6 0 °  p h a s e  s h i f t •
PHASE HHP MHD I N V . HHD I N V . I NV
S H I F T C U R R E M VOLTAGE VOLTAGE POUER POUER REP
3 1 . 0 . 4 3 2 . H . 9 6 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 . 4 2
3 2 . 0 • . 4 9 2 . 1 2 . 9 5 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 . 4 1
3 2 . 0 . 4 9 2 . 1 I - . 9 5 1 . 0 3 , 1 . 0 3 . 4 0
3 2 . 0 . 4 9 2 . 1 0 . 9 4 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 . 3 9
32-.  0 . 4 9 ■ 2 . 0 8 . 9 4 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 . 3 7
3 3 . 0 . 5 0 2 . 0 6  . ’  . 9 3 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 . 3 6
3 3 . 0 . 5 0 2 . 0 5 . 9 2 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 . 3 5
3 3 . 0 . 5 0 2 . 0 3 . 9 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 . 3 3
3 4 . 0 . 5 2 2 . 0 1  ■ . 9 0 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 . 3 2
3 4 . 0 . 5 2 2 . 0 0 . 9 0 1 . 0 3 \ . 0 3 . 3 1
3 4 . 0 . 5 2 1 . ^ 3 . 8 9 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 . 3 0
3 5 . 0 ■ Jwl 1 . 9 6 . e s 1 . 0 4  ■ 1 . 0 4 .29
3 5 . 0 C7 ■ ww 1 . 9 4 . 8 7 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 .27
3 5 . 0 t J 1 . 9 3 . S 7 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 .26
■ 0 . 5 4 1 . 9 0 . 8 6 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 . 2 5
-r / A 
VI U  « V • . S 4 t . a ? ^ . 8 5 1.03 1 . 0 3 . 2 4
3 7 . 0 r  .• • wv> 1 . C 6 . . 8 4 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3
3 7 . 0 • 1 . 3 5 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 .21
Tn A W W t V • j ? 1 . C 2 . 8 2 1 . 0 3 ■ 1 . .03 .20
0 f * u . 5C i.7'i- . 3 0 I . O- J ! . 0 4 . 1 9 .
i n  r ,  
0  * » %/ - 5 S I . Z 2 , :  • . 0 0 1 . 0 3 1 .01. . 1 0
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Table A -13 Computation o f  Power Control for
i  25^ change in  syetem reactance.
V o =  - 2 . 0 P U ,  6 0 ® p h a s e  s h i f t .
PHASE
S H I F T
HHD
CURRENT
MHD
UOLTAGE
I N V .
VOLTAGE
HMD
POUER
I N V .
POUER
I NV
REP
9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 . 9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0
9 0 . 0 0 . 1 2 1 . 8 8 . 8 5 . 2 2 . 2 2 . 2 1
9 0 . 0 0 . 2 3 1 . 7 7 . 8 0 . 4 1 . 4 1 . 3 6
9 0 . 0 0 . 3 5 1 . 6 5 ' •74 . 5 7 . 5 7 . 4 7
9 0 . 0 0 . 4 6 1 . 5 4 . 6 9 . 7 1 . 7 1 . 5 5
9 0 . 0 0 . 5 8 1 . 4 2 . . 6 4 . 8 2 . 8 2 . 5 8
9 0 . 0 0 . 6 9 1 . 3 1 . 5 9 . 9 1 . 9 1
r
. 5 9
9 0 . 0 0 . 8 1 1 . 1 9 . 5 4 . 9 6 . 9 6 . 5 7
6 0 . 0 0 . 8 0 1 . 2 0 . 5 4 . 9 6 . 9 6 ' . 1 1
6 0 . 0 0 . 9 0 1 . 1 0 . 4 9 . 9 9 . 9 9 . 0 6
6 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0  . 1 . 0 0 ' .45 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 - . 0 0
6 0 . 0 0 1 . 1 0 . 9 0 . 4 0 . 9 9 . 9 9 - . 0 6
5 7 . 5 0 1 . 1 7 . 8 3 . 3 7 . 9 7 . 9 7 - . 1 4
5 2 . 5 0 -  1 . 1 9 . 8 1 . 3 6 . 9 6 ; 9 6  - - . 2 5
4 7 . 5 0 1 . 1 9 . 8 1 . 3 6 . 9 6 . 9 6 - . 3 6
4 2 . 5 0 1 , 1 7 . 8 3 . 3 7 . 9 7 . 9 7 - . 4 6
4 0 . 0 0 1 . 1 9 . 8 1 . 3 7 . 9 6 . 9 6 - . 5 4
3 7 . 5 0 1 . 2 0 . 8 0 . 3 6 . 9 6 . 9 6 - . 6 2
3 5 . 0 0 1 . 1 9 . 8 1 . 3 6 . 9 6 . 9 6 - . 7 0
3 2 . 5 0
3 0 . 0 0
1 . 1 8
1 . 1 6
.82
. 8 4
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. 3 7
. 3 8
.97
. 9 8
.97
. 9 8
~.7S
- . 8 7
A P P E N D I X * ^
At.'.’
J
7 r
m
207
2 0 8
209
Table B-2 Variation o f E le c tr ic a l  parameters 
with phase s h i f t ,
X j = 0 . 4  PU
Phase
Sh ift
KHD 
cu rrent
MHD
voltage
INV
voltage
HHD
power
INV
power
INV
REP
0.00 0.234 1.86 0.82 0.435 ^ 2 2 -0.196
15.0 0.409 1.67 0.73 0.675 .405 -0.310
30.0 0.565 1.51 0.64 0.854 0.53 -0.27
45.0 0.693 1.37 0.58 0.955 0.62 - 0.10
60.0 0.790 1.29 0.53 1.017 0.69 0.15
75.0 0.850 1.24 0.52 1.060 0.796 0.45
90.0 0.864 1.22 0.50 1.078 0.815 0.78
105 .0 0.832 1.24 0.52 1.03 .845 1.18
120.0 0.757 1.33 0.53 1.048 .757 1.66
135.0 0.629 1.40 0.64 0.88 .736 2.55
150.0 0.490 1. 6o 0.70 0.785 0.57 3.263
165.0 0 . 340 1.75 0.76 0.599 0.32 3.93
180.0 0.160 1.91 0.87 0.306 0.00 • 4;s6
2 1 0
Table B-3 Variation of S le c t r ic a l  paraneters with 
phase sh i f t ,
-  0 .80 PU
phase MHD MHD INV MHD INV INV
s h i f t  Current Voltage Voltage Power Pov<er RBP
0.0 0.20 1.82 0.02 0.(57 0,37 -O .lO
15.0 0.28 1.73 0.76 0.28 0.48 -0 .13
30.0 0.35 1.6 4 0.72 0.50 0.57 -0 .07
45.0 0.42 1.58 0.70 0.69 0.67 <i0 t06
60.0 0.46 1.53 0.67 0.81 0.70 0.23
75.0 0.48 1.51 0.65 0.88 0.73 0.43
90.0 0 . 5o 1.49 0.64 0.90 0.75 0.64
105.0 0.48 1.52 0.65 0.88 0.73 0.90
120.0 0.44 1.56 0.68 0.82 0.69 1.20
135.0 0.37 1,62 0.72 0.71 0.60 1.52
150.0 0,30 1.69 0.74 0.53 0.51 l . P l
165.0 0.22 1.78 0.80 0.29 0.39 2.06
180.0 0.14 1.88 0.85 0.0 0.26 2.30
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Table B-4 Variation of Real and Reactive pover 
fo r  pu, change in internal resistance.
V_ *  2,0 PU, 60°  phase sh i f t .
S. Phase MHD IMV. INV, Chang*
Mo. S h ift  Power Pover RSP in Ro
1. 60 1.46 1.01 ♦ 0.08 -  0.250
2. 60 1.41 0.98 ■f 0.07, -  0.175
3. 60 1.36 0.94 ♦ 0.045 -  O.llO
4. 60 1.30 0.92 0.027 -  0.0525
5, 60 1.27 0.88 0.027 0.000
6 . 60 1.20 0.86 ♦ 0.027 0.050
7. 60 1.15 0.84 0.018 0.090
8 . 60 1.11 0.77 0.009 0.166
9. 60 1.05 0.75 0.009 0.230
10. 60 1.01 0.75 0.018 0.286
2 1 2
%Table B-5 Variation  o f Real and Reactive power 
fo r  FU change in in terna l resistance.
Vq ■ 1,5 FU, 6o® phase s h if t .
S. Phase KHD INV. INV. . PU Change
No. S h ift Power Power REF. in Ro
1 60 0.78 0.54 0.0 -  0.250
2 60 0.75 0.51 + 0.018 - 0.175
3 6o 0.73 0.51 + 0.018 -  O .l lO  .
4 60 0.68 0.49 + 0.018 -  0.052
5 6o 0.65 0.45 0.0 0.00
6. 6o 0.64 0.45 -  0.36 0.050
7 60 0.63 0,43 -  0.45 0.090
8 60 0.61 0.41' -  0.45 0.166
9 60 0.56 0.40 -  0.45 0.230
10 60 0.55 0.40 -  0.54 0.286
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Table
4
B-6 Variation  of rea l power fo r
PU change in duct vo ltage.
Ro = 1,0 PU, 30° phase s h if t .
S.
Mo.
Const*
phase
Shift
In
DBQ,
Control
Phase
Shi£t
in
DBQ.
MHD
Power
without
control
MHD
Power
with
Control
PU (dv) 
Change 
in 
Vo
1. 30,0 93.9 0.70 0.80 -  0.250
2* 30.0 93.0 0.71 0.85 -  0.175
3* 30«0 93.0 0.74 0.91 -  0.110
1- 30.0 92.0 0.76 0.96 -  0.052
5. 30.0 92.0 0.80 0.97 + 0.000
6. 30.0 76.0 0.82 1.00 0.050
7. 30.0 62.0 0.84 1.00 0.090
8, 30.0 52.0 0.85 . 1.00 0.166
9, 30.0 44.8 0.87 1.00 0.230
10* 30.0 40.5 0.90 1.00 0.286
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Table B-7 Variation  of rea l power fo r  
PU change in duct vo ltage.
Rq *  1.25, 3o° phase s h if t .
S.
No.
Const,
Phase
S h ift
in
DSG,
Control
phase
S h ift
in
D S G .
MHD KHD PU Change
Power Power in Vo 
without with
Control Control
1. 30.0 90.0 0.385 0.464 -  0.250
2. 30.0 90.0 0.400 0.500 -  0.175
3. 30.0 90.0 0.420 0.514 -  0.110
4. 30.0 90.0 0.436 0.557 -  0.052
5. 30.0 90.0 0.446 0.571 + 0.0
6. 30.0 90.0 0.443 0.579 0.05
7. 30.0 90,0 0.460 0.621 ,0.09
8. 30.0 90.0 0.490 0.657 0.166
9. 30.0 90.0 o.Soo 0.700 0.230
10. 30.0 90.0 0.514 0.710 0.286
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Table B-e Power Control fo r  change in  
in terna l resistance,
Vq ■ 2.0 PU, 6qP phase s h ift .
S. Phase MHD iNV INV PU Change
No. s h if t  Power Power RBP in R©
1. 30° 1.28 0.73 -0 .18 -  6.25
2. 40.1 1.28 0.82 -0 .09 -  0.175
3. 46.0 1.28 0.84 -0 .07 -  0.110
4. 54.0 1.28 0.89 -0.018 -  0.052
5. 66.0 1.28 0.93 +0.018 0.0
6. 96.0 1.28 0.91 ..0,228 0.05
7. 96.0 1.22 0.89 0.20 0.09
8. 96.0 1.17 0.89 0.20 0.166
9. 96.0 1.11 0.85 0.21 0.23
10. 96.0 1.11 0.76 0.18 0.286
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Table B-9 Power Control fo r  change in  
in ternal resistance.
Vq -  2,0 PU, 3cP phase s h if t .
S. Phase MHD iNV. INV. PU change
NO, sh ift  power power RBP in Rq
1. 40,5 1.28 0.97 0.027 -  0.25
2. 44.8 1.28 0.94 0.06 -  0.175
3. 52.0 1.28 0,89 0.0 -  0.11
4. 62.0 1.28 0.92 0.009 -  0.052
5. 76.0 1.28 1.0 0.09 0.0
6. 92.0 1.25 0.94 0.25 0.05
7. 92.0 1.23 0.88 0.24 0.09
8. 93.0 1.17 0.86 0.22 0.166
9. 93.0 1.09 0.82 0.23 0.23
10. 98.0 1.02 0.78 0,21 0.286
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Table B -lo  Power Control fo r  change 
in in terna l resistance,
Vq ■ 1.5 PU, 3(9 phase sh ift ,
S. Phase KHD INV. INV. »U change
NO, s h if t  Power Power REP in Rq
1. 9(P 0.91 0.68 0.22 -0 .25
2. 90 0.89 0.66 0.21 -0.175
3. 90 0.84 0.64 0.18 -0.110
4. 90 0.79 0.59 0.13 -0.052
5. 90 0.74 0.56 0.16 0.0
6. 90 • 0.73 0.54 0.15 0.05
7. 90 0.71 0.53 0.146 0.09
8. 90 0.65 0.5o 0.13 0.166
9. 90 0.64 0.41 0.13 0.23
10. 90 0.59 0.45 0.09 0.286
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Table B - l l  Variation  of Real and reactive  
power fo r  P.U, change in System 
reactance.
Vq = 2.0 PU, 6cP phase s h if t .
S.
No.
System
Reactance
P.U.
MHD
current
P.U.
MHD
power
P.U.
INV.
Power
PU.
INV.
REP
1. 6.5 0.4 0.67 0.28 0.0135
2. 5.6 0.431 0.7 0.317 0.020
3. 4.78 0.47 0.776 0.40 0.027
4. 3.9 0.51 0.843 0.51 0.0337
5. 3,28 0.62 0.945 0.64 0.0337
6. 2.27 0.78 1.11 0.776 o . lo o
7. 1.45 1.20 1.07 0.91 - o . l o o
8. 1.27 1.52 1.012 0.96 -0.155
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Table B-12 Power Control fo r PU change 
in system reactance.
Vq «  2.0 PU, 60°  phase sh ift ,
S.
No.
System
reactance
PU.
KHD
current
MH2
power
MHD
power
INV,
RBP.
1. 6.5 0.44 0.73 0.347 0.05
2. 5.6 0.47 0.76 0.446 0.11
3. 4.78 0.515 0.83 0.486 0.11
4. 3.9 0.58 0.9 0.566 0.116
5. 3.28 0.716 1.0 0.70 0.30
6. 2.27 0.80 1.10 0.776 O.lO
7. 1.45 0.80 1.03 0.80 -  0.26
8. 1.27 0.80 1.05 0.78 -  0.35
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L is t  B-13 Prograni for var ia tion  in  E le c tr ica l 
parameters with f i t t e r s .
8 1 / 0 6 / 1 2 .  1 7 . 1 4 . 2 2 .
PROGRAM P F 1 2
0 0 1 0 0  PROGRAM F P L O K O U T P U T , T A P E 6 = 0 U r h T )
0 0 1 1 0  DI MENSI ON I K 9 9 )  , H « ( 9 9 )  , A I I i ( 9 9 )  , V H < ? 9 )  , E 1  ( 9 9 ) ,  PH ( 9 9 ) , P ( 9 9)  , Q S ( ? 9 ) 
0 0 1 2 0  P B = ( V 0 * * 2 ) / ( ' 1 . 0 * R 0 )
0 0 1 3 0  V B = V 0 / 2 . 0  
0 0 1 4 0  f i I B = V 0 / ( 2 . 0 + R f l )
0 0 1 5 0  U R I T E ( 6 , 3 )
0 0 1 6 0  3 F O R M A T ( 1 2 X , 6 2 ( " = " ) )
0 0 1 7 0  U R I T E ( 6 . 4 )
0 0 1 3 0  4 F O R M A T ( 1 3 X , " P H A S E " , 4 X , ‘’ H H I i " , 6 X , " « H I i " , 7 X , " I N V . % 5 X , " H H I i " ,  
0 0 1 9 0 + 6 X , " I N V . " , 6 X , " I N V . " )
0 0 2 0 0  DATA V O , E B , R O / 4 5 . 0 , 2 0 . 2 1 , 2 4 . 0 /
0 0 2 1 0  X = 1 6 . 8 2  
0 0 2 2 0  X C = 3 7 1 . 5 4 7  
0 0 2 3 0  U R I T E ( 6 , 5 )
0 0 2 40 5 F ORMAK ( 1 3 X , " S H I F T " , 2 X , " C U R R E N T " , 3 X , " V O L T A G E " , 3 X , ‘' y OL TAGE " ,  
0 0 2 5 0  + 2 X , ” P O U E R ' " . , 4 X , " P O U E R " , 6 X , " R c P " ) / )  _
0 0 2 6 0  P A I = 4 . 0 * A T A N ( 1 . 0 )
0 0 2 7 0  DO 1 0 1 = 1 , 1 9  
0 02 80 U R I T E ( 6 , 1 3 )
0 0 2 9 0  1 3  F 0 R M A T ( 1 2 X , 6 2 { " - " ) )
0 0 3 0 0  [ i ( I )  = ( I - 1 ) - t P A I / 1 8  
0 0 3 1 0  X L L = ( 2 . 0 ^ X - X * * 2 / X C )
0 0 3 2 0  A I D ( I )  = ! . 3 5 + ( E F / X L L ) ^ ^ S I N ( D ( D )
0 0 3 3 0  V D ( I )  = ( y 0 - A I D ( I ) : t ' R 0 )
0 0 3 40 El  ( I )  = ( S 0 R T < 2 . 0 ) / P A I ) * V H n )
0 0 3 5 0  P D ( I )  = l ' D ( I ) * A I D ( I )
003 6 0  P D ( I ) = P H ( I ) / P B
0 ^ 3 7 0  P ( I )  = ( 3 . 0 / X L L ) * E 1  ( I X ' E B + S I N d H D )
0 0 3 8 0  P ( I ) = P ( I ) / P B
0 0 3 9 0  Q S ( I )  = ( E l ( I ) * : » 2 ) / ( ( X » : ( X - 2 . 0 * X C ) ) / ( X - X C ) ) - E 1 ( I ) : i = E B ^ i ^ C O S ( H ( I ) ) / X L L
0 0 400 Q S ( I ) = 3 . 0 * Q S ( I ) / P B
0 0 4 1 0  A I D ( I ) = A I D ( I ) / A I B
004 20 V D ( I ) = V D ( I ) / V B
0 0 4 3 0  E H I ) = E H I ) / V B
0 0440 D ! 1 ( I ) = I i ( I ) - * 1 8 0 . 0 / P A I
0 0 4 5 0  U R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 )  I i H ( I ) , A I I i ( I ) , V n ( I ) , E l  ( I ) , P n ( I ) , P ( I ) , Q S ( I )
00460 20 F 0 R « A T ( t 3 - X , F 5 . 1 , 6 ( 3 X , ! ^ 6 . 2 ) )
0 0 4 7 0  1 0  COHTI HUE  
00480 U R I T £ ( 6 , ' 1 5 )
00490 1 5  F 0 R M A T ( 1 2 X , 6 2 ( " - " ) )
0 0 5 0 0  STOP 
0 0 5 1 0  END
READV.  ■,
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Table B-lif. Semikron fast thyr is tors .
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Table B-15 Semikron Fast recovery s i l ic o n  R e c t i f ie r  
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Table B -I6 General E lec tr ic  in verte r  grade capacitor
STANDARD RATINGS
Capiciiance
tolA iq%
500 VOLTS PEAK
Case Height 'V ”
Inches MM
2 26F6905rc A 2.62 66.5 9
-3 26F6906FC A 3.50 88.9 12
5 2BFB007FC A 4.25 107.9 20
10 2GF6908FC C 4.25 107.9 32
20 26F6909FC C 6.25 158.8 59
30 26F6910FC D 7.25 184.2 sr
40 . Z6F6911FC G 5.88 149.4 100
50 26F6912FC G 6.25 158.8 121
600 VOLTS PEAK'
1 26F6913fC A 2.62 66.5 6
2 26F69WFC A 2.62 66,5 10
5 26F6915FC A 4.75 120.6 21
10 26F6916FC C 4.75 120.6 35
20 26F6917FC D 6.25 158,8 59
30 26F6918FC G 6,25 158,8 92
40 26F6319FC G 7.25 184,2 119
50 26F6920rC G 9.00 228.5 145
RMS Cur­
rent 55"C 
(Amperes)
CASE STYLES C 4 D
CapacitanceP Catalog Case Cj s : 1Height " c ”
RMS Cur- 
rent 55°C
T0L.:il0% Nunilicr Style !.-;'.iios MM (Amperes)
800 VOLTS PEAK
I 26F6921FC A ?.G2 65.5 7
2 26F6922FC A • „ "in SS.9 12
5 26F6923FC C 114,3 24
10 20F6924FC C 7.25 184.2 43
20 26F6925FC G li.25 • 158.8 75
25 25F6925FC G y.is 184.2 89
30 26F6927FC G «l!Q 203.2 106
1000 VOLTS PEAK
1 26F6763FC A 88.9 7
2 26F6732FC A “ .a5 107.9 13
5 26F6734FC C ?r, 120.6 25
10 26F6735FC D ■:."0 158.8 45
20 26F6770FC G ,'25 184,2 79
1500 VOLTS PEAK
.5 26FG771FC A :>,fn 88,0 5
1 2GF6742FC A 107,9 9
■' 2 26F6743FC C 107.9 15
* 5 26r6745FC 0 ,’.75 184.2 34
10 26F574CFC G ■/.:5 184,2 58
-to  
tffUJ
Fi^:. B-17 Commutating current pulse.
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APPEMDIX - C
Table C-1
i i p j B c l f k  j f l o n s  
r V i o d e l  H F V 1 - 3 0 0 0  S e r i e s  
H a l l - P a k  M u l t i p l i e r s
Sp*c>fic«rl«n»
HM-3010 HM-3030 
. PwoU.lCoil,
HM<3050
. Xi 5 •AC I* 4.60 60 6000 4.45 45 *
.!S t.5 ]& V ?3000 300 30 mA s
.73 7.5 75 V 33000 300 30 m A *
3 3 3op. j. 300 20 2.4 kc
e p 2.5 2.5 2.5 i:20 .20 .20 w240 250 250 mA; >o 500 0 la 500 0 >o 500 kc
appte 10 10 10 n50 50 50 (I> .20 > 2.0 > 20 . V^mA* 2>)30 >>50 > J^O mV‘H.
\ <i 1 < 1 I %F.i,
< 1 < I < I %
* .39 ♦ .39 « -39 %/ Xappro.,-* .15 ♦ .15 • .15•.<i.5 <i.5 <':.5 %<’* 1 <i 1 < t 1 %
< .05 < .5 <• 5 ftV/f^A-ht 2< 1 < I < I ftV/ml
< 3 < 3 < 3 pF
<■1.5 < Ui < 1.5 fl
-53 to ♦BS -55 lo +85 -55 to *85
MoBnvilc Fisid Currvni Input R»ti»tonc'«
|nrfwct»AC«
Ra«*d Oi»»ipet>»n 
Ra»«^ Inpvi
Inpv* 60 <f«
S«Wf»»«n0ni ff*qw*r>cy,
Holl C v M» n l  Input R*ii«tenc«,Pelad 0i»»fpottO4fR otad Curr«AtR»ng«
Holl V*l(og« Ow>Pvt
L o o d  r«tUi«nc» , 
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( c a u t * ^  H « M  Currantj
C»mm»n Moda Coupling E^wiv. cop«clt<frtca FiaU Inpwt/KoU Output 'Mutual Raililanca'K«tl Inpm/Halt Output
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Ralati«A
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E LEC TR O N IC  DESIGN 
D E V E LO PM E N T  • M AN U FAC TU R It -3
Fig. C-2 H all Pak M u lt ip lie r  
Specifications Cont.
ELL I N C .
1356  N O R TO N  AVE. 
CO LU M BU S 12. OHIO 
PH O NE AX  A -4 9 0 6
-1.
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a)  S y m b o l s  and U se o f  D u a l  S u m m i n g  A m p l i f i e r ,  T y p e s  3 31 6 - 11  
and 3316-21 —  —
yokogaw a  electric itl*.Futch BLocK 
ConnCCtio n
S / m  boL
Dt^ Ai 5U7nmiT)^  
Am pLijlCt-
CtrCdi.i
PuaL-5uJrmi7\f
-5f f W
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St! 1 f ' t  io.i o. C o e f f i r i r n l
1‘ ij^. 7 - 1 - 3  s h o w s  I oc f f i t  i enl s  to be s e l e c t e d  accord int ;  
lti f e e d b a c k  r e s i s t o r s  (1 and 10) in r e l a t i o n  wi th input  
t cr i ix i i i a l s .
F  ee d b a ck 1 ( lO O K ) 10 ( l O K )
Input 1 ( lO O K ) 1 0.1
Input 10 ( l O K ) 10 . 1 •
F ig . C-3 Analogue Computer D e ta ils
2 2 6
1 . Spl f ' c t ion of  T i m e  Constan t
T h r  t ime  constant  can  be  v a r i e d  100 t i m e s  a c c o r d i n g  to 
s e l ec t i o n  of high or  l o w  s p e e d .  Th i s  i s  a v a i l a b l e  a u t o ­
m a t i c a l l y  by the use  of  c o n t r o l  s i gna l  The  constants
a r e  show|i b e l o w .
' High Speed L o w  Speed
Co mp ut a t i  on . C om p u t a t i o n
0. IS I S 0.  I S IS
Input 0. O l n F O . l p i F l u F lOiaF
1 lOOK 10' '^ sec 1 0 " ^  sec 10"^ sec 1 sec
10 lOK 1 0 ' ^  sec 10"^  sec 10 " ^  sec 10"*  sec
F ig ,  C-4 Analogue Coputer Details-Cont.
2Z9
Voltage (V o l t 6 ) - r -  
Fig, C-5 Swing o f PI Contro ller
DUAL OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER /.A747/747C/SA747C
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
PARAMETER RATING UNIT
Supply voltage
pA747 ±22 V
^A747C' ±18 V
SA747C ±18 V
Internal power -lissipation
fvletal can 500 mW
DIP 670 mW
.Differential input voltage +30 V
Input voltage ±15 V
Voltage between offset null
and V- ±0.5 V
Storage temperature range -65 to 4-155 “ C
Operating temperature range
/JA747 -55 to +125 'C
>iA747C 0 to 470 °c
SA747C -40 to +85 'C
Lead temfcerature
(soldering. 60 sec) 300 'C
Output short-circuit duration
1
indefinite
PIN CONFIGURATIONS
F/N PACKAGE
» M [2.
*'X*5Vt'x{v
...- g;
. G,
fT
• LI
t >
-D> Tl-... .
OHDEB PAR T  NO . 
»A7<rCN, ,.A747Cf. »A747N. 
/iA7<TF. SA747CN, SA 7J 7 C F
DESCRIPTION
Tne 747 is a patt t>l high perk'imance nono- 
lilhic operational amplifiers cotisliucted on 
a single silicon chip High common mode 
vollagc range and absence of "latch-up” 
make the 747 ideal for use as a voltage 
follower. The high gain and wide range of 
operating voltage provides superior per­
formance in integrator, summing amplifier, 
and general feedback applications The 747 
is short-circuit protected and requires no 
external components for frequency com­
pensation. The interna! 6dB^octavi> roll-off 
insures stability in closed loop appi nations 
For single amplifier performar e. see 
pA74l data sheet.
FEATURES
• No frequency compensation required
• Short-circuit protection
• Offset voltage null capability
• Large common-mode and differential 
voltage ranges
• Low power consumption
• No latch-up
• ^A747,SA747CMilsld Be3A,B.C a<-.il- 
able
Fig. C-6 Operational Am plifier Ratings 
and C haracteristics  
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DUAL OPERATO.L AMPLIFIER //A747/747C/SA747C
DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Ta - 25'’C, Vs* 15V unless oihetwise specified
P*RAMETER TEST CONDITIONS
SA747C
UNIT
Min Typ Max
Vos Otise voltage Rs lOkll, 2.0 60 mV
Vos 0(ls« voltage Rs 11 lOkll. over temp 30 7.5 mV
los Of (SB current 20 200 nA
los Offsa current Over temp 500 riA
Ibias  Inpulcurrerit 1500 nA
Ib ia s  Inputcurtenl Over temp 500 nA
VouT Output voltage swing Rl S  2kfl, over lemp ±10 i.13 V
Rl 5 lOkll, over lemp i12 ±14 V
Ice Supply current 1.7 2.8 mA
Over temp 2.0 3.3 mA
Povw cc iisumpt ion SO 85 mW
Over lemp 60 100 mW
Input capacitance 1.4 PF
Olfs*l voltage adju^ tmenl range . ±15 V
Oulptf resistance 75 1!
Chamel separation 120 • dB
PsRR SuppV voltage rejection
ratio Rs ^ lOkn, over temp 30 150
L-.-gesignal voltage gain (DC) R L> 2 k IlV o u T “ ±lOV 25,000 M/M
AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Ta = 25°C, Vs = ±15V unless otherwise specified.
uA747/wA747C/SA747C
PARAICTER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT
Min Typ Max
Transient »esponse V lN '= 20mV, R l = 2kfl, C i  < lOOpf
Risetime Unity gain CL & lOOpf 0.3 /.s
Overshoot Unity gain CL < lOOpI 5.0 %
Slew rale RL > 2k!i 0.5 V/ms
Fig. C-7 Operational Am plifier Details-Cont, 
IV1M&4C221/MM74C221 dua' me testable multivibrator 
general description s'
The M tfe4r.?? 1 /MM 74C221 dual monostable multi- 
vibratoi o monolithic complementary W OS integrated 
circuit. Each multivibrator fejlures a negaiive*transition- 
Ifiggered input and a positive-transition-triogered input 
either ol which can be used as an inhibit input, and a 
clear input.
Once firid, the output poises arc independent of further 
transitiim of the A  and B inpuu and are a function of 
the extemal timing components Ce x t  ®nd RexT- The 
pulse vnifth is stable over a wide range of temperature 
and Vcc- Pulse stability will be limited by the accuracy
of external timing components. The pulse widih is 
approximately defined by the relationship tyv(ouTi “
C e x t  R e x t - further information «nd applications,
..see AN-133.
features
■ Wide supply voltage range
■ Guaranteed noise margin
■ • High noise immunity
■ Low  power
T T L  compatibility
4.bV to 15V 
1.0 V
0.45 V c c  typ 
fan out of 2 
driving 74L
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absolute maximum ratings (Noteii MM54C221/IV1M74C221 ^
VoUage at Any Pin 
Operating Temperature Range 
MM54C221 
MM74C221 
Storage Temperature Range
-0.3V to V c c  + 0.3V
-5 5 °C to + 1 2 5 °C  
-4 0 °C  to +85°C 
-6 5 °C  to +150°C
Package Dissipation 500 mW
Operating V ^ c  Range 4.5V to 15V
Absolute Maximum V ^ c 16V
R e k t > 8 0 V c c  (fl)
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300°C
dc electrical characteristics Mln/max limits apply across temperature range, unless olherwise noted.
PA R A M ET ER CONDITIONS . MIN TYP MAX UNITS
CMOS TO CMOS
Logical " 1 "  Input Voltage (V,,,)!,,) V cc “  5.0V 
Vcc « 10V
3.5
8.0
* V
V
Logical "0 "  Input Voltage (V|„,o|) Vcc = 5.0V 
Vcc • 10V
1.5
2.0
V
V
Logical " 1 "  Output Voltage (V o yT ii)) /cc '  5.0V. lo - -10(j A 
cc “  lOV, I<j =-10pA
4.5
9.0
V
V
Logical " 0 "  Output Voltage (VguTtoi) cc  -5,0V , lo = lO M  
cc  * lOV. 'o  • 10AiA
0.5
1,0
V
V
Logical " I "  Input Current (I|n ( i |) c c  = 1 5 V ,V ,„  -=.15V 0.005 1.0 pA
Logical " 0 "  Input Current (I|m(o i) Vcc '  15V. V|N - OV -1.0 -0.005 ;^ a
Supply Current d ec ) V c c "1 5 V .  R g x T “ ~ . 
0 1 ,0 2 =  Logic 0 (Note 3)
0.05 300 ■
1
V c c  * '5 V , 01 = Logic 1, 
02 ■ Logic 0
15 h A
I 't V cc  • 5.0V, 01 - Logic 1, 
02 - Logic 0 '
2 mA
Leakage Current at R/Cext V c c - 1 5 V . V c sx T - 5 .0 V 0.01 3 l lA
CMOS/LPTTL IN T ER FA C E
Logical "1 " Inp-; Voltage (V|n id )
MM54C221 . Vcc - 4.5V Vcc-1.5 V
MM74C221 Vcc “ 4.75V Vcc-1.5 V
Logical "0 " Input Voltage (V,n[o|)
MM54C221 V c c ’ 4.5V . 0.8 V
V. MM74C221 Vcc - 4.75V 0.8 V
Logical " I "  Output Voltage |VogT(i|l
MM54C221 Vcc - 4.5V, lo - -360/jA 2.4 V
MM74C221 'cc - 4,75V-,Io - -360M 2.4 V
Logic.il ”0" Output Voltage (Vquxk,, )
MM54C221  ^ , '  rc - 4.5V, lo - 360mA 0.4 V
MM74C221 c *"4.75V.Io - 360(j A 0.4 V
OUTPUT D R IV E  (See 54C/74C Famil-y "harac ri«ic» Data Sheet) ■
F ig . C-9 Dual Mono. D e ta ils-C on t.
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Oiitpiii Source Cuirent (Isounce ) 
IP Channel)
•• Vcc "  5.0V, V o u r - OV. 
Ta • 25° C
-1.75 -3.3 n  A
OulD.n '.k'urce Cutrenl UsouRce) 
iPChanncl)
V cc - 10V. V q u t  - OV, 
-25 ’ C
8.0 -15 mA
‘N r m t  il.; V c c  ’  3.0V V<,yt ‘  ''e x . 
•,x ‘  -.’5 ’ ::
1.JF, CG — A
L U T  ' “ k iT Tcitr l l j  
■ '1
V r c  • 13V, V, V c 
- .'S 'C
1 a I) '5
CD4013B Vypes
COS/MOS Dual 
‘D’-Type Flip-Flop
High-Voltage Types (20 Voll Rating)
The RCA CD4013B consisii of twoidenlical, 
independent data iype flip-flops. Each flip- 
flop has independent'data, set, reset, and 
clock inputs and O and Q outputs. These de- 
vice.s can be used for shift register applica­
tions. and, by connecting Q output to the 
data input, for counter and torjie applica 
tions. The logic level present at the D input 
IS  transferred to the Q output during the 
positive-going transition of the clock pulse. 
Setting or resetting is independent of the 
clock and is accomplished by a high level on 
the set or reset linp. respectively.
The CD4013B types are supplied in 14-lead 
hermeticdual in line cerc ~iic packages (D and 
F suffixes). 14-lead dual-in-line plastic pack 
ages (E suffix), and in cfiip form (h ,W f i^ ) j
Fea, 'es:
• Si -teiet capability
• '  ; flip-flop operpl'on ~ retains state
Jitin ite ly  with “^ock level either 
gh”  Of “ l o w ”
■  M e a  . m - s p e e d o p e r a l l " " - ’ 6 M H z ( t y p . )
c ck toggle rate *f 'OV
■ Stani fdized symmetrl'^** output 
characteristics
■ 100% tested tor qu iesi'"" current at 20 V
• Maximum input curtu '' ’ mA  at 18 V 
over full package temi'O'^'^'e range:
100 nA at 18 V  and ?T>‘’C
■ Noise margin (over fwH package
temperature range): 1 V  at V q d =5 V
2 V a tV D D = 1 0 V  
2.5 V a t  V d d - IS  V
■ 5-V, JO-V, and 15-V ,%«>*metrie ratings
■ Meetl all requirementt “ f JE D E C  Tentative 
Stanifard No. 13A, ".co'dard Speoficaiions
. for Description of 'B ' CIWOS Devices '
Applications:
■ Registers, counters, circuits
RECOfUIMENOED O PERA T IN G  CONDITIONS
A t  "  2S°C, except aJ Noted. Fo r m txim um  n iitb il . nominal operatic condi­
tions should be selected so that operation is alvtays with :he following ranr>^
C H A RA C TER IST IC
' ' d d
(V)
L IM IT S UN ITS
M. . MAX
Supply-Voltage Range
(For T^ » Full Package - ' 18 V
Temperature Rangel
5 4 0 -
Data Setup Time tg 10 20 - ns
IB 15 -
5 140 -
Clock Pulse Width t^ 10 60 - ns
15 40 -
5 35
Clock Input Frequency fpL 10 dc 8
15 12
5 _ 15
Clock Rise or Fall Time 10 4
I,CL,* t,CL
15 - 1
5 . 180 _
Set or Reset Pulse Width
10 80 _ ns
‘w 15 50 - •
•II more thin^onc u n i t il caicadcd in a paraMat clocked optralion, l^CL ihould be m a d r  i*» ro
th« turn o' <h« li««a P'oo*9»iion dalay i'm» at 15 pF and the niiilon lime ol ihe o f -  d n i i n g  iiage lor 
ih* eilimaied capaciiivt load.
Fig, C-10 DEtails o f )Dual F lip -F lop
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F U N C T I O N A L  D I A G R A M
F r g .  1 7 y p ie » i  o u t p u t  ( s m i  
c u n t n t
f i g .  2  —  M in im u m  o u t p u t  l o w  f u n k  I  
c u r r e n t  e h s r e c te f is f t c t
VOviMt
F f f f .  3  “■ T y p / e s t  O u tp u t  h t g f i  h o u f t t ,  
c u r r e n t  e h e r t c t e r i i t t c r .
CD4C13B Types
RA T IN G S, Absolute-Maximum Values: 
o c  S U P P L V .V 0 L T A G 6  R A N G E .
(V oU agc i referen ced  to  V g g  Terrrwn*!) . . ,  . ,
i n p u t  V O L T A G E  R A N G E . A L L  I N P U T S ...........................
pC  IN P U T  C U R R E N T . A N Y  0 N £  I N P U T ...........................
pO W gR  D IS S IP A T IO N  PER  P A C K A G E  (P o l .
For T a - ~ ^ 0 to + 6 0 ® C  {P A C K A G E  T Y P E  E) . . .
For T a  •  ^60  1 0 +8S0C (P A C K A G E  T Y P E  E ) . . ,
F o r T ^  •  5 5 10  «100® C  (P A C K A G E  T Y P E S  D . F )
F or T a  •  ♦ lO O  10 * 1 2 5 -0  IP A C K A G E  T Y P E S  D . F I .
O EVIC E  D IS S IP A T IO N  PER  O U T P U T  T R A N S IS T O R  
f o r  T a  •  P U L L  P A C K A G E  T E M P E R A T U R E  R A N G E  (A ll Package T y p e i )  
O P E R A T IN G .T E M P E R A T U R E  R A N G E  ( T a >:
P A C K A G E  T Y p 'e S D. F . H ............................................................................................
p a c k a g e  t y p e  E .........................................................................................................
s t o r a g e  t e m p e r a t u r e  R A N G E  lT „ g J  . . ................................. ......
l e a d  T E M P E R A T U R E  (D U R IN G  S O L D E R IN G );
A t distance 1/16 1 1/3? inch (1 .59  t  0 .79  m m ) fro m  case lo r  10 $ m ax. . .
' - 0 .5 t o + 2 0 V  
-0 .5  to  V d d  < 0 .5 V  
. . . 110 m A
Derate L inearly  at 
Derate L inearly  at
. . .  500 m W
12 mW/®C lo  200 m W  
. . .  500  m W
l2 m W / «C  io 2 0 0 m W
. . .  100 m W
- 5 5  to  4 1 2 5 0 c  
- 4 0  to  ♦8 5 °C-esto-nso^c
d y n a m i c  e l e c t r i c a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
A t *  25*C; Input tf -  20 ns, -  5 0 p F . '
•IniHit t , .  i j  •  5  fw '
Fig. C-11 DetailB of
t J 6 5 °C
C H A RA C TER IST IC
TEST
CONDITIONS
1
LIM ITS
UN ITS' ' d d
(V ) 1IN. TYP. MAX.
Propagation Delay Time: 5 _ 150 300
Ciock to Q or Q Outputs 10 65 130 ns
'PHL- ’PLH 15 - 45 90
5 - 150 300
Set to Q or Reset to Q Ip^n 10 - 65 130 ns
15 - 45 90
5 - 200 400
Sei to Q O' Reset t<5 Q 10 - 85 170 ns
15 - 60 120
5 - 100 200
Transition Time >7H L- 't LH 10 - 50 100 ns
15 - 40 80
5 3.5 7 _
Maximum Clock Input Frequency 10 8 16 _ M H j
Frequency *
- 15 12 24 —
5 - 'JO 140
Minimum Clock Pulse Width t^ 10 - 30 60 ns
15 - 20 40
5 1 - 90 180
Minimum Set or Reset Pulse
10 — 40 80 nsWidth t^
15 - 25 50
i; _  • 20 40
Minimum Data Setup Time tg 10 10 20 ns
15 - 7 15
S _ _ 15
Clock Input Rise or Fall Time 10 _ _ 4 MS
•iCL. ’<CL 15 - - 1
Input Capacitancc C|(g Any Input - 5 7.5 pF
Dual F lip -F lop  -Cont, 
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F i g .  9  ^  T y p i c a l  p o w e r  d tsstp ^^ t n  
vs. f r e q u e n c y .
t e s t  C IRC U ITS
’'00
iwOuTS
P ig . 1 0  —  Q u ie s c e n t  d e v ic e  c u r m n t .
NOtC
TC$t ANTO«{
• iTm • ^ v»»S *T''00 <
f i g .  I t  — I n p u t  t r o f t tg e
tHPyXS
-
r
• r t j f t
to  tcim  vqq 
COwiCCI 4LI u m A O
*0C
f f g .  1 2  -  I n p u t  e u r r e r i l .
* [
A P P E N D I X - D
APPENDIX - D
L is t  D-1 Program MHDi+ fo r  time dependent flow calculations 
in  the MHD duct
* * •. 1
, j . -
PRlJ&ftAr ".•'r'4 ' ■ .r:..:T,:iiATH,TAPE5^ INPi;‘:,]AF£c/Qi;T?'UT,
t iAPE7='’ :
,-:-;i:i:iO),UUOKEP'60?,ArDUOK£(iO',?(60;,
.'(i:').XM(3'}),A\i:.",XLAH\a0),UI(60),EPI(60),
- •\-O.£I^ iC; .p :-30),n( i0 ) .Xf iH  60),30UND(60),U(60),
-3IG-C .DAPLA<cO\HKiO. ,£IGrt(iO),S2(60;,S3(i!)>,AX(60J,fiPAIl(40)
.y .h] (io  .ah 60),sa( 1 0 ,2 5 , 1 4 )
CCfi.^ C?i Z£-:i- .71.'.RH00UU/n.PB,Pi,DP,TB,TTP,DTT,l]ER 
C TPI: CA_. ri,'<E I'EPtNH.2 Nil. ORDER.
■:EAL rA'ESlA-
REhl. - .iv,H.S.;ii,3^ C,AMUR,AAN,fiAM,PEFF,yDR
■jAfi'- ' . ■
 ^i, " *»
1 -.!
-.r ; . -Uft CALCULATE REQ^IREH pHRAi-tErERS
f
REA: 'ft,Z,['EL',fiIT£R,NSTEP
PEAHCi-,'»)P N.TIfJ.PEVIT.FACTQij 
PEADi‘.,t •'=^ t!,PT,Dr,TB.rrp,DrT 
KFAH'.! ,  ^IX.HftSS 
DEL.’' = 2/(N-1 )
DQ 2 NnS-'. .N 
PEAfi'?, ■ - A 
i CD^ ^^ -^£
■ ■ .. ■ H 
E :, .'M ;A! ID),« (ID)
l:-
: 0 C-ONTIH'Jh
C HEA1> I'sii'IAL DIST.OF TEflP.PRES AND MELOCITY 
1
DQ 4 IP=1,N
R£AI!<:^ ,100) r(IRJ,P(IR),LKIR)
100 F0RMAniX..3tl2.4)
‘ CONTINUE 
(^N)^ PEXH 
NP=i‘‘T-Pj)/ilp+1 
NT^ iTfp-T&;/HTr+i 
HU dOC NPT-i,NT 
DO 6t'C
PE AD ■ • , ‘ ' .'i;HO0 ( NrP , .EE (NRP, NR f
dOO COiriNUE
T'
COri'.'E^T I'tll.DISl. TO CONSV. ‘•‘ORi'* FOR 1-2 ,N-1
2 ^ ^
T if) TPr? fiX
i ►
o^=p'ii:?
:aI. ABC'P0,TT.^ f^ R^H,SIt3,VISC.'^ ,F;1 ) 
;T.Ei!.2)RI=Rl 
i-ar.EO.NC'RE=»: 
c'HOi: rrjsRH
lC.' = RHO'iuV*LltIC)
E ■: I: ) = H c (i c) '. £ M T •* u n c' * u I c) / 2.) - p ( I c) 
tI5*!(lC)=S!G 
yisc-;ic.'=visc ' 
roNTTi^ ijE
(' CALCL'.fSTE 80NPA9Y '»'Ai.UES
r -
r  ff !L£ T  C O N H IT IO N
i;
'J ’ » - U ( 3 )
X«orH=lj< 1);SQf<T(GHrt*RI*T(1)) 
.*(GArt1*XrtACH*XflACH/2.) 
?'(r-=PiN/(6Art:<**EX) 
lf<^ a.£Q.0)60 TO ?10 
FHOi I i=XhASS/(A(U^ Hl(1)) 
P(I;=RH0<1)*(RI*T(D)
'0 IT=Ti]J 
PO=P^ 1)
CALL- AiiC(PO,TT,ENT,RH.SIG.Vise,K.Rl)
RriOil.'=RH
Xtt(^ l = RHQ(l )*U( I )
£( 1 '^ RHO11 ) + (ENT+U(l)^ ('LM1)/2. )-P(1 )
SIGH(1)=SIG
yiSCd J=VISC
c
C EXIT CONDITION 
C
RH0(N)=2.+(RH0(N-1))-RH0(N-2)
T(H)=P(N)/(RHO(N)*RE)
XM(«)=2.*XH(N-1)-XH(N-2)
•^0=P(N)
TT=T(N)
CALL ABC{PO,TT,ENT,RH,S1G,Vise,K.R1) 
|J(N) = X«(M)/RH0<N)
E(N'=RH0(N)HENT+U(f<)*U(N)/2. )-P(N) 
3IGf}<N) = SIG
yisc(N)=yisc
r
C URITE INITIAL KISTRIBUTION 
C
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U R I T E ( 6 . 1 0 1 ) T ( N 2 ) , P < M 2 ) , U ^ M Z ) , R H 0 ( f C Z 3 , X H ( K 2 ) , E t N 2 ) , S I 6 i ' ( ( N . Z ) , , V I S
H ' ( N 2 )
1 01  F 0 K ( 1 A H 2 X , 8 £ 1 2 . 4 }  
l i  L'ONIIfiiJE 
I lf*E = 0 . 0  
UC 5 1 1
A K H = i i 1 - l  ) / 1 0 . 0  
nu 50 I ] E f t = 1 , N I T E R  
DO 580 I H = 1 , N  
T X ^ ^ L 0 A 1 ( I H - 1  }*DEL>:+DEL>:
5^EX^: <ftnH)*TX/ ' . ' I SC' '  I H)
I » K  fA1 = 0 , 0 4 7 7 = t l X y R E ? ( * * 0 . 2  
U1 • ; I H ) = u a h ! - 2 . 0 * [ i E L T A 1  
r*’ ' I W ) = H - 2 . 0  + IiELTA1  
A-t =
‘•■30 l ONJIN'JE
I NTESrtELi fATE STEP
1 0U= DEL T/ t ( EL X  
['U 20 I = i , N C  
D A R E A d  ' = A H I  + 1 ) - A H l )
XLAJf ( i ) - & A R E A ( I  ) / ( A n  I ) *HELX J 
A P f l ^ P u i / A P C
Ah' j |  = AftUR* ( T ( 1 3 * * A A N ( APrt **AA«)
STA=rtrtUE*S
£ [ i R=VDR/ H’ a )
S 3 ( i ' = A K H + ! 1 . 0 - A K H . ' * S I 6 i i ( I )  + ( ( I J ( I ) * B - E D R ) * ^ ^ 2 ) * - : f i r A * t 2 ; / ( 1 . 0 + B T A  
+ » * 2 )
£ 2 ( ! )  = ( 1  . 0 + (efft  + * 2 . ' t A K K ) * S I G H ( I ) ^ ^ ( U ( I ) * B - E D S ) > t B / ( t  . 0+BTA*>*2)  
R H 0 2 ( n = S H 0 ( I ) - T Q U + ( X f 1 i I  + 1 } - X H { I ) ) - r i E L f  + X L A f l ' I 3 * X i 1 ( I )  
X M ' I ) ^ X ; < : i ) - T 0 U : f . { ( ( X H ( l  + 1 )*Xf1 <I  + 1 ) / R H 0 ( I  + 1 ) . ' + P ( I  + 1 ) ) -  
i ( XM ( I ) *X!*! ( I ) / R H O ( I ) )  + P ( I ) <.) -  ( DELT*XLAf ! ( t )  *-XH( 1 )  * 
X H r : > / R H 0 ( I ) ) - ( B E L T : » S 2 n ) )
E I ( I ) = ^ a > - J 0 y * ( ( C E ( ! - 1  ) + P ( l t i  ) UX'ld+l l/RHOdfl) I 
 ^ -  ( ( E i I )  r P a }.) f Xf i < I ) / K H O •; i  ; ;  J -  ( DEL 1 *XLA/1 n  )* ((
+ . E ( i > ^ p ' : i )  i ) / s : H o a ) . '  ' - ■ • [ l E L T - i s s a  >)
L ' : < i ? = x s :
c (E: ( 1 ). ■ ?! H g: ^  1 )) - (j I ' I »* !j I a ) / 2 .
-;f)- ' ! ].'/ RfiOi  ( I )
H O I ^ R H O K i  
= '  • 
r T ' f •. i  ^ N A '
i K V E S ’ <Hr) , i J O/ . , PO, Tr )  
c a l l  4 i > : i P 0 . T r , € N r , k H , s i 6 , y i s c , K , R i )
' I F t l . t -  . 2 j P ' = R 1 
i 3 ?  i f  ( I . E Q . 2 ' < f l = ‘?1  
vl ' .  I ' -*^0
■ • i { ' =  r T
Jij U NZ=1
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- ;  ? I  (•  ■ i ' n s c
-  C» IKJh
>  • . f c R . t l i . 7 0 0 )  &QTO 33  
L-l ' 0 3 7  
58 wFiIIE(6.105)
: 0 5  FORMAT ■; / ( *LQRENT2 h'ORCE*))
DO 3 J = 1 , 5  
K = 2 + 5 * ( J - ^ )
U R I T £ i 6 , I 0 6 ) K , S 2 ( K j . S 3 ( K ) , R H 0 I { K ) , X M I ( K ) , S I G ! 1 ( K ) . U I ( K ) , E I ( K ) , H N  
1 06 F Q R r t A T ( I 4 . 2 E 1 7 . 6 , 6 E 1 5 . 6 >
UR I T E ( 6 , 2 0 2 ! A H  K ) , XLAH< K I , DAREA( K ] , H H K ) , y 1 ( K )
3 COMri NyE  
202 F 0 R « A T ( 2 X , 5 F 1 0 . f i )
I NT ER h E DI AT E  BOUNDARY VALUES
I NL ET CONBI TI DN
3 '  L i i a  )=2.-*^UI ( 2 }  - U I ( 3 )
T I U >  = T I N - ( G A t t 1 + ' J I ( 1 ) * U I ( 1  ) > / ( 2 . * G A f 1 * R I )  
X H f i C H I = y i ( n / S Q R T ( G A N * R I * T I ( 1  ))
GAH.yi = ) . f ( 5 A « u » . M A C H I * X H A C H I / 2 . )
P I ( 1  ) = P I N / ' r j A « X I * * E X )
: r ; * ; « . £ Q . 0 ' G 0  ’ 9 720
I ; 1 11M.' .cc ■' fi' n  ) ' L^*I { 1  ) ?
C-:. • wcfin I' - f i »r i '';  =
'■» 1 ' • »
• —  1* • • t
CALL A&C(P0,TT.ENT,RH.SI6.VI5C.K,R1)
RHOI'D^ RH
X f ' i ' n = R H g i ' : i ) i ' U i ; n
E : '  V- :  ( n  + ( e n t + u i  < i ) * u i  { i ) / 2 . )  - p i  < i ) 
ciGi .^:y=si5. 
v i s :  i ; = v i 5 c
E’ i"<yAL,;ES
( ! n = 2 .  * ' T! ’ N - 1  ) - T I ( H - 2 )
■Jl ''-’ ' = 2 . : ' - Ul ( N- 2 )
'  I ‘ ^ ? S T A S /  f 1 .  0 - H E F F + H E F F * (1  . 0+GAM1 * UI  (^^) =^ L'l ( N ) /
+ :.0’;Afi^ R£+TI‘N)))**EX)
CALL ABCC^'O, r T , E N T . R H S , S I 6 , y i S C , K , R 1 )
X£u;(?<;=l;i '«;'*rh
RH: i r - , N; =Rh
EI  •. N j = R'H01 < N ) <• ( ENT + 'JI ( N .) +U1  i N ) / 2 . 0 )  - P I  ( N)
Sl Grt(N, ‘ =SI Q
Vise
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> I
t o  30 r<=?, NC ■ —
= ■'SPC
ArU£^ '^ 1U5:* -: T ? K.' **fiM) * < APL-m>^an )
S'
pi-K'Vi'p/ht *f:>
S i  - K/=AK-^t{' .0-AKHnSie! i (K) 'K (U(K)-»B-£B? * * = ^ 2 > ' ( 1 . 0 + ? ^ *
* 1') •
: 2 ' K )  = « 1 . 0 - " < B T A » i 2 J * A K H ) + S I G n ' ; K ) * ( L ' < K ) ' - i S - £ I ' R >  vS, i !
RHOfK J = 0 . 5 <  ( F:HD'. K>-"RH01 ( K'  ~ T ? U * ' XMl  t K)  - X i l !  i K -  ’
* ' • ? ■ - ^ H E ; I ' K - T . ' ) - * - P I ? K ' 1 ) )  ) - \ D S ’_ ' i X L f t ! * ( K ) *
+ Xf!I f K' t*J <;K • / C^: (K ' D£LT*S2 ■: R)})
£ CK) =0.5 »*£(>:/-i:.;: O^UMdEKJO-PKK^ J^ X^HKiO/RHQKK))-
+ ■ ’ ^  ‘' - )  :  ^ :  i K -  V ' .' o :  rt I  ( K - ! )  y R H QI  ( K - 1 )  n  ' « 3  E L T X L ft rt ( K > ‘I-
* ( I i ;K-J^’ I'K>' ^ XMIS>/3H01 (K)) - (D£LT*3iiK,' >) 
b ( ? : = X ' ‘ tK! . - ' RHC<K}
3^^ ’ =:c.K?
C^iL:  I N V E E T i H J ' . K C . P C . ' T )
: -  A 3 C i F :•. T T , £  H r ,  fi H , 3 1 G , 'vH 3 C , K ,  R 1 t
I " .
rC-'. ■
T K - ' T  
.:£:(K:=;iic
i :  . ei! re 26
A *• • * *»
: V .  r  >•;?
. f :  ■'  1 .  U v  ■ ’ . S 2 ( J > , 3 3 (  J ? , R H O ( J } , X M (  J ) , S I G f t ‘ J . ' . ' J » J . s £ (  J ' . Ht t  
:• ,!-*,2£T,\i,£.£’5.6»
* ( Ol ^Tt ^ . C
^ - : : 0«L' S ’"!:? FOl'NIffiRy V(!!LUES
WA.ijES
coivr'iTioi'fS
IJC’ > = ' 2 . *U( 2 . ' - U( 3 . '
T'  n  = t I « - <  G / ^ f ' 1 * U ( U * L ' a  ) ) / ( 2 . * 6 A « + R I )  
'~?QR’ -eKV|iPI*T n
2if0
' .33? • )) 7
5A".v-,! . + (5Af«*tXf<HCH*XrtACH/2.)
, I = ( f j y . E 3 . 0 l & L '  TO 7 3 0  
PHC ^  •-AfA3S''lAi 1 )*U(1)}
 ^ ^HCf 1 •♦ ■ rfl rTM ) )
r - c ' M )
: s i . l  f t l i C ( P O . f T . E N T . S H . S I G , v i s e , K . R 1 )
-M'. ■' )=PH
£'. ’ .' =RHQ( n * ( E HT + U( 1  ) * U ( 1 )  / 2 ) - P ( 1 )
SI 6>1 ( 1  ) = S 1 6
y i s c ( 1 ? = v ! s c
E U T  VALUES
T ' . N 1 = 2 . 0 i T':n - 1 i - T ( N - 2 ?
L M f i ' = 2 . ^ U ( N - l  ) - U « N - 2 )
P ( S ; ^ J ' S T A G / ( 1  . 0 - P E F F  + r E F F M ’ . 0 + GAt i r + U( N) t ^ U( N) /  
5tr£X)
P0=pfN.1
TT =T' N>
CALL A B C ' P 0 , T T , E N T , R H , 3 I G , V 1 S C , K , R 1 )
RHO(«)=RH
X«iNM=lKN)*RHO(?l)
E ( N ) = R H C { N J 4 ( E N T + U ( N ) : » U ( N ) / 2 . ) - P i N )
SIGf1(HJ=S!G
V I S C ( N ) = V I S C
SOUHIi(N?=SOftT(GA«tR+T(N))
C
r  CALCULATE TIME AND WRITE 
C
n . 1 E  = r i f1E +I I ELT  
ZAP=fi STEP  
« A= I T&R/ 2 f t P  
!U=yft
I f  t { y ( J - I W > . £ Q . O . J  60 r c  31  
GC tq 45 
31 U R I T E ' 6 . 2 0 0 ) I T E ! ; . T I f ! E  
JOO F 0 K f 1 f t T f 2 X . I 1 0 , 2 X , E 1 2 . 6 / )
GO rO 45 
PO J 2  l US' r i . f l
W= < n £ f 6 , , ! 0 '  ) T ( I W R ) , p ( i U R ) . U ( I U R ) , R H O ( I U R ) ,
zi
C AL CBL p TE t i « e s t e p
■•'L.-AFbilU »;!
: ' JEI -=SBS(S0L' .MIK1 O
2Zfl , -
i>0 1 i=2,r»
A.
Nnr=fT-t 
i^ Uj=Ai(5(U';«ITT))
»»L'i.6£.AU2)GU TO 41 
£<C- TO 42 
4’ VEl-AU’
i S e i  = ABS « S OUNl i ( I T ) )  
fiS02=AB3(S0LlNIKNITT)) '
iF(,^S01.Gt.H£02)G0 TO 43 '' ' ■ *
GO TO 40 -
SVEL = AS01 .
40 CONTINUE H
DELT = DELX/(VEL+SVEL) ' ■
HELr=FACTOR t^-liELT ■ j ' '  '
50 CONTINUE ' , . ' 1
URITE(6,340) '■ 1,: - ■ "
340 FliT^'rtAT(15X,*FINAL tJUTPUT*//)
DO 34 IR2=1,N
XHft=U(!R2?/SQRT(GAH^tR*T(IR2)) -
AST = 1 . + GAflHXMA t^^X«A/2.
TST=T(IR2)tAST
PST = F'(IR2)MABTr.tEX)
PRATI0=PaR2)/PIH 
XFL0li=XiiaR2) + A1 ( IR2)
UR:TE(6,102)TST,T(IR2),PST,P(IR2),U<1R2)
,Xt1A,XFLU0
102 F0RnAT(7E11.4) ■ ,
34 COKTINUE 
REWIND 7'
DO 33 IR1=1,N
U P l lE ( .7 ,100 ) raR1 ) ,P ( IR1 ) ,U ( IR1 )
33 CONTINUE 
SfiEX=0.0 
SAJftX=0.0 
SAPD=0.0 
SAJX=().0 
DO 8f0 i=r,N 
AKP=P(I)/'APC
AHUE=ArtUP*(T(I)*+AAN)*(AKP**AAN)
BTA=AHUE+B 
EDR=yDR/H1(I)
APD(I) = (AKH*(1 .0-AKH}*SI6H(I )*(  (U(I)-*B-EIiR)^('*2)^HBTA+*2)/(1 .0+BTA 
+ *+2J)*(A! ( D  + DELX)
AEX(I)=AKH*BTA*(U(I)*B-EDR)*DELX 
IF(AKH.EQ.O)GQTO 66 
AJXn)=APD(l , '/AEX( I )
GO TO 67 
66 AJ<<I)=0.0
o7 AJ Y ( I )  = (1.0+(BTA**2)*AKH)*SI6H(I)^*(Li(I)^t=B-EriR)/(1.0+BTf^*:t23 
AX( I )  = AEXa'/H£LX
21^2
AJAX ( I ; = ( S l G h  ( I ) + ( I T A *  ru ( 1 )  + B - E P R ) - AX ( 1 ) )  /  (1  .0+BTA^t^*2) ) - tA1 i I ) 
A P A [ H l ) = A J A X n ) » A E X n )
* S A E X = S A E X + A E X ( I )
S A ( K , N , n  = I  
S A ( K , N , 2 ) = A P I K I )
S A ( K , N , 3 ) = A P A I K I )
S A < K , N , 4 ) = A £ X ( I )
S A ( K , N , 5 ) = A J X ( I )
S A ( K , N , 6 ) = A j y ( I )
■ S f t ( K , N , 7 ^ = A J A X ( I ?
S A ' K , M , 8 ) = B T A
S A P I ' = S AP D+ AP DU)
S A J X = S A J X + A J X ( n  
SAJ AX^SAJAX + A J A X d )
A A J X ^ 5 mJ X / 2 5 . 0  
A A J A X ^ S A J A X / 2 5 . 0  
? V ; K , N , ' ’ '=3A=■r■
: A: ' ^ ' - ^ ! C■ ; ■ = 5 A£ X
WAAJ X
S V ; K , N , 1 3 ’ - XrtASS  
£ A ( K , N , 1 4 ) = A K H  
5' . :  CZKTI NUE
903 K = 1 . 1 0  
Hu 902 N = 1 , 2 5
■ J « I T E i o , 8 6 1 ) S A ( K , N , 1 ) , S A ( K , N , 2 ) , S A ( K , N , 3 ) , S A ( K , N , 4 ) . S A ( K , N , 5 ) ,  
+ S A ( K , « , 4 ) , S A ( K , N , 7 ) , S A ( K , N , 8 )
So 1 FQK^S T( 1 4 , 7 E 1 3 . 4 )
. l < J ' r E v & . 8 7 0 ) S A ( K , N , 9 ) , S A ( K , N , l 0 ) , S A { K , N , n  ) , S A ( K , N , 1 2 ) ,  
+ b A ( K , H . l 3 ) , S A ( K , N , i 4 )
:  F t i R « A T ( 2 X , * P 0 U E R = * , E 1 4 . 6 , 2 X , * y 0 L T A G E = * , F 1 O . 4 , 2 X , * C L l R R E N T = f - , F 4 . 3
+ , ^ X , t H A L L  C U R R E N T = s F 6 . 3 , 2 X , * f 1 A S S  FLOU RATE = * , F 5 .  3 , 2 X , F 5 . 3)
902 CONTIfiUE
903 CONTINUE ,
STOP
E.nI'
-• ,
S'JBROUTINE I N V E S T ( E 3 , R H 0 S , P S , T S )
C EC i o ! . 71  , RHO 0 ( 6 1 , 7 1 ) ,  P B , P T . DP. T B , TT P , DT T , I  TER
t l « T = 0 . 0
fih’ O IH T = 0 .0
Lie 500 1 = 1 ,200
: F  . : - S . L T . ? B ) G O  TO 501
I F ' ? S . C - T . ? T ) 6 0  TO 501
I F ( T S . L T . T E i ) 6 0  TO 501
i F ( T S . 5 T . ^ T p ) 6 0  TO 501
3 I  = ( (PS- '^'P) / DP)  + 1 .
! S = S I
isi=:s+'
S J = M T S - T B J / B ' ^ T )  + 1 .
2Ii3
f E 1 = £  < I S 1 ,  J  S 1 )  -  E £  ( 1 5 1 , J  S ) )  •*'. S J -  J  S ) 4 E £  ( I S 1 . J S J
oE2 = f E E t I S ,  J S l ) - E £ l I S .  J S ) ) * ' ; S J - J S ) + E E ( I S . J S )  
£ £ 3 = ( £ E ' : i S S J S ) - E E ( I S ,  J 3 ) ; * ( S I - I S ) + £ E ( I S , . J S )
EE4 = ( E E ( I S 1  , J S n - £ E ( I £ .  J S n )  + ( S I - I S )  + E E ( I S , J S 1 )
RHOC1 = ( R H O O ( 1 S 1 , j 31  ) - R H 0 Q ( I S 1  , J S ) ) : i = { S J - J S ) + R H 0 Q ( i S 1  , J S )
CiH0Q2=\RV^Qa' I S .  J S1  ) - f t H O O ( I S , J S ) ) * ( S J - J S )  + R H O Q ( I S , J S )
RHOO3 = ( R H G 0 a S 1  , J S ) - RHOu(  I S , J S  > )* ( S I - I S ) + F : H O O (  I S ,  J 3 )
'^ ..-iOD4 = ( F: HOO( I Sl  , J S 1  5 - R H 0 0 ( I S ,  J S I  ) ) M S I - 1 S ) + R H 0 D ( I S , J S 1 >
£ I « T = ( £ £ l - E £ 2 ) # ( S J - I S ' + E E 2
R K 0 I « T = ( R H 0 0 1 - K H 0 0 2 1 * ( S I - I S ) + R H 0 Q 2
f f = < E E 1 - E £ 2 ) / D P
F T = ( E E 4 - £ E 3 ) / H T T
G P = ( R H C 0 ’ - R H 0 0 2 ) / H P
G T = ( R H 0 0 4 - R H 0 0 3 ) / n r T
D E T E R = F P + G T - F T * G P
i i H = < 6 T * < E 6 - E l N T ) ~ F T * ( R H 0 S - R H 0 I N T ) ) / D E T E R  
DK = ( - L ; P M E b - E I N T ) + F F ' * ( R H O S - R H O I N ^ ) ) / D £ T E R  
ERRORH=ABS( DH/ PS)
£'';RORK = PBS( r i K/ TS. '
i M E R s - Q R ' H . L T . ’ . £ - 5 . ANI i . E R R Q R K . l t . 1  . £ - 5 ) G Q  TQ 502
pv'=ps+0)j 
'S-1S+DK 
TOC ijftlZN'Jt
f’' - ’ v ^ ] T t . ' 6 J C 0 ' ) I , P S , T 5
- P  H E ' i . !  0 021  EP'RGF'!-!. E RR C R K , IT£F;
•, •.. i.'« a  ^ ’ 5)
''t”  F r t U  j . ' S ’ I-S RANGE-f)
.S-.J
SU5' ^0' j - : ? ! E ' AL CUL AT E  THE COAL IiATA
f  B£ ( f C.  TT,  £ K T ,  RHO, S I G H ,  V i s e , K , R 1 )
<S .  ^ c C
: : - s 7 i . s
C2‘— 5S4' ? 000.
: ^ : ^ 2 4 5 . 7
: : - E T 6 = 2 4 0 3 0 .
C 4 ^ - C . 4 0 3 S
r -  • 1
w  - t
P f i - P O / I C l S O O .
f'Nr'N=PN*i^C4
A . ?  = E 5 • SGF; :  i T 0)  *£XP ( -  THE T A/  TO)
, ' - A l P*PNP« )
:  . . = - o . 4 o : f  
*= ‘ Cl  9
i - ' .  ■ *TO^HO+C2*TO+C3+( RO I ' P N2 * AL P - K T O+ 2 * T H£ T A) )  
£ ^ T ^ - - ( ' ' 0 / R H Q )
2kk
;^’=-0.239c 
C22=9.38 
C23=L'. 1 OH
:i’5--0.4663 
:26’2.0 
: 2 7 = 2 9 3 0 .
' F = ' C 2 7 / T O ) ~ 1 .
r £X = ( C 2 0 + C 2 1 * P N ) = * T P * T B + ( C 2 2 « P N * * C 2 3 « T B )
S It “f = C 2 4 t p f ( t * C 2 5 * { T 0 / C 2 7 ) i : ' ‘- 2 . * E X P ( - T E X )
C 6 = - 3 . 5 4 £ - ] 2
C"=5,522E-03
Ca^-’ .22E-05 ^
C 9 = - 0 . 1 4 Z 7
V: s: - ':  1 1  r  0 * * 2)+G 7 * 10+c e) t n . 0+A L p * (p N * c 9))
RE-L'SN
E«r
b.N=7''.r‘’33 -OG OFF 18.54.09. 
.=:H'-ftrOA ‘ SKu-S 1.001
2/t5
TaBLI D l.2 3AMPLS OUTPUT OF PROORMf MIO4 (Faraday Mode)
BLKCTRODE
(■o.)
1 
2
)
4
5 
<
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
POWSR
(Watts)
470.44
497.98
503.12
490.32
497.09
462.31
429.76
310.93
439.66
503.84
514.06
430.60
485.95
450.91
443.55
414.30 
491.42
443.31 
475.19 
462.37
CURRWT
)(Ainp«.)
10.37
10.57 
10.70 
10.66 
10.80
10.48
10.61
11.15
10. 5o 
11.27 
11.04 
10.61 
11.24 
10.97
10.91 
11.02
11.58
11.17 
11.54 
11.51
vouiaol
(Volt.)
45.33
46.19
47.02
46.01
46.02
44.11 
40.50
45.92 
41.88 
44.69
46.57
40.57
43.22 
41.09
40.66
37.61 
42.42
39.67
41.18
40.16
ZNTIR R5SZST 
( O^uns.)
4.37
4.37 
4.39 
4.32 
4.26
4.21
3.82
4.11 
3.99 
3.96
4.22
3.82 
3.84 
3.74 
3.73 
3.41
3.66 
3.55
3.57
3.48
LOAD IACT09 
(K)
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
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\TABLg Dl.4 0«« Property Curve Pits (85)
■HI *
Thtt cOTstants below allow the gas properties 
specified to be calculated as functions o f temperaturs, T , 
and pressure, P* They apply to a gas consisting of th« 
products of the conbustion of coal with a stoichiometric 
amount of oxygen, equal weight of nitrogen and 1,5 per cent 
by w e i^ t  as KOH« The constants aze considared valid over 
the tsstperature range 18oo-285oK and the pressure range
0.5 •  6 atmospheres (5 x lo^- 6*1 x lo^ pa.) MKS units 
are used in a l l  cases.
Density R/RT R •  ♦ P o)
c T BXPUe/r)
Po - P/1.013 X lo'
Where
Enthalpy
where
O
C
n
h
a
b
c
n
»  2.4o3 X 10
- 11.22
•  -0.4038
■» aT^ 4- bT
•  0.2255
-  -671.8 
•-5.849X 10^  
•-0.4625
The internal energy, m, can be calculated from the relation, 
h «  e -  RT.
Thermal Conductivity k •  ( aT -^f bT +c) (1 ♦ p j)
Where ------ 'a »-1.520 X 10 
b •  1 .0 26x 10*^ 
C --3.358X lo“  ^
n •  -0.1729
21f8
Viscosity ^  -  (aT^-f bT-fc) (1 ♦ )
Whez« a •  -8.64 x 10^^
b -  5.522 X lOg
C •-1,221 X 10
n »-0.1437
prandit Nu«0[>er bTLc) (1 - P^4 )
-9
t.9
Whar« a •  9.036 X
b •-2.921 X
e -  0.8456
n • -0.2424
Blectrical Conductivity
T' bx •(a+bp ) ! o
5 1® T
wh«ra a •  3.793
b -  -0.2396
o •  9.380
d •  0.1014
• »  22
£ ■ -0.6663
Q -  2.0
h -  285o
Bl«ctron Mobility XX •  •  Xtr p|®
Whera / ( r  •  1,557 x l8
m •  1,330
n • - l . o l l
0
5
2if9
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STATIC TE34PERATUPK ( K )
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